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FOREWORD 

It is a pleasure to me, aG one initie.lly concerned '1-,lth the tagging 

orerations so ably carried out and described in the following report, to say 

something of the original considerations behind the planning of the research 

program. 

The International Convention for the High Seas Fisheries of the North 

Pi:-.cif'ic Ocean to which the Uni"ced States, Je.pan and Canac.a a.re parties, 

l~equires by its provision, research to determine t~,o things as to salmon; 

f i rst, the distribution, abundance ancl migration of .Arnerican stocks on the 

high se8,s; and second, :!."act as to whether or not theae stocks are fully 

exploited. A provisional line to ·t.he eastward of' which the terms of the tr,ea.ty 

dealing with conse~ra.tion and abstention apply to salmon is defined in the 

annex and protocol of the treaty. If research shows c..reas of interminglirlg 

of aalmon "o:f Asiatic origin and salmon of Canadian and. United &'ta.tes or1g1n
11 

a more equitable line or lines may be substituted. 

It was apparent at the beginning that, bad the mtgretions at sea not 

been of great extent, the existing line might 1-rell bave r.emfiined unquestioned. 

The problem of whether or not salmon of' American orfgj_n w~re fully eY..}?loi"ted 

wouJ.d then have been a matter to be deter.mined by statist:i.cs and biological 

studies complP.te in themselves on the American si<le of the line. 

Bu'~ vhen the migrations at sea '1-rere found to be ext.ensiv·e, eo tr..a.t 

.American salmon were talten to the westward of the llne, and Asiatic ae.lmon 

to its cast,-ra.rd, the research as well as the economic and dipJ.oma:t:tc proble-ms 

of the treaty became far more involved and dlff.icult. 

Thia was the result of the first tagging research ·which showed clearly 

tnet salmon from each s:i.de of the lforth Pacific d:i.d indeed pa.ss the line in 

large numbers. 
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In my opinion the first tagging results had great impact on the whole 

subsequent program of research. Had initial tagg:tng operations on the high 

seas in the v:lcinity of the line shown no return from the American streams 

or the inahore fishery which is characteristic of that continent, the necessity 

of a very extensive and costly research program on the higl1 seas might lrell 

have been in question. 

'I'he problems to be met have become in consequence very complex. It 

1s plain tbat the amount of the high Gee.a catch by other nations must be 

taken into account in any determination of whether or not the runs of salmon 

in American rivers are fully exploited as required by the treaty. 

It is equally plain ·t;bat control or the catch and its conservation in 

any pa.rt of ·the North Pacific will require a lmowledge of the distribution 

of the exploited stocks. Since problems of ·l;he.t kind will be inevitable in 

any re.tional international exploitation of the sea, anywhe1-e in the vorld and 

·wn.a.tever the epecies, the contribution made by thest? studies vill be of. 

general as well as apecif'ic interest. 

The most direct approach to this problem of sea migrations is and ha.a 

aJ.wya been, at least until nmr, the 'tagging o? the migrants. 

But ta~ging of salmon on the high seas is not as easily done or with 

such certainty of return as is the case in our estuar:l.al fisheries~ Had an 

initial attempt been made with defective methods, consequ.ently without 

returns from streams of' the United St;ates, the great impact of the research 

duriIJg the crucial early years of the treaty progrnm might have been lost. 

To have plUDged unprepared into such a prog1-am -was unthinkable~ 

But consideration of what bad been done in prior high seas tagging 

of salmon, a.1-Ghough it showed return frcm the high seas fishing itseli', 

gave 110 indication that it would give adequate or reliable returns from our 

inshore f'ishery, returns which would then be beyond quest ion from stocks 
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originating in American streams. 

The initial approach, With this at stake, had to be a cautious and well 

reasoned one. The method to be used and the nature and constancy of the 

returDD bad to be tested by prAl:Jrn1nary trials within our mm ,m.ters, or so 

near them as to be unmistakably on our own ntocks of fish. Accord:i.ngJ • 

despite the 1m)j>atience of' sane of the interested public and their urging 

that tagging be carried on directly 1n the midst ot the high oeas fishing 

then being done, the initial tagging was along the coast of the United states 

and British Columbia. 

This was necessary for ether reasons. We knew tbat there were con• 

centre.tions of fish at various places along our coast; and we knew wba.t 

returns our est'UBl'ial tagging gave, for comparison. We were very certain 

that the use of gill nets at sea required a length of net am a duration o:f 

"e,:.ak" or fishing time bet'ffeen setting and hauling that could only provide 

dead or badly injured fish to tag. In using gill nets 1n our estuary 

tagging it bad been found necessary to use very short lengths of net, set 

into dense concentrations tor veey short periods end quickJ.y hauled, to 

ge-c viable fish. It was believed, too, that prior to the physical and other 

eb.'.Ulges that occur during the approach to the coast, the fish are tar more 

suoceptible to injury and that they live in a state of delicate adjustment 

to their sea. environment uhich could be readily disturbed vith fatal 

reaulta. The use of purse seines seemed the obvio'UB a.newer, providing 

enough fish could be caught in that w.y and prOV'iding they lived after tag• 

gLlg. Our trials as far west as Kodiak Isl.and were successful. 

The next step was to plan the more extensive mid-Pacific ta.sgiJJg. :.Ct 

waa known, trom our trials, that near coastal waters there wre concentrations 

to be obtained, adequate for purse seine f'isbing. The Aleutians stretched 
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like a great line across the North Pacific into the area of the current 

high sea fishi?lg c.nd our opero.tions could be along their coasts with a 

maximum likelihood of success 1n capture. The isl.ands also provided. sbel"Ge:<> 

3nd the bases needed for operations. Along their length the thrust to the 

heart of the problem muat be staged. 

The coot oi,> operation, and the low rate of return to be expected.,forbe.d 

tbe.t the operation Bhould be spread ·widely over the ocean, in low concen

trationa 'Where 'Ire knew :from our initial trials that captures 'lrould be t~rer. 

If ve vere to study the continental origin of high seas etoclts within reason

able costs, the moat direct line of approach to the center of the fishery, 

and the most practical frail the oi>erational and tagging standpoint, vas 

al<mg the Aleutie.ne. The decision was then in part strategic, in part 

scient 1:fic. 

'l'b.e results must be looked for in the accanpanying manuscript. 

But it should oot be forgotten that sane very important questions wre 

quickly settled by the initial tagging operations. They showed, first, 

that tbe American red salmon, chuns am other species were to be toUDd west 

of tbe line and that this established without question the necessity ot a 

great research program to reconsider the location of the provisional line. 

They showed, second, that Bristol Bay stocks ot red salmon came tran the 

Pacific south of the AJ.eut ians ae well as tran Bering Sea, am. third that 
...uei~e l'\ t? t- fv,~'14 ~ 

:4illeee nH e oe,.._.,- fl: ;■:tlaa stocks eastw.rd of Kodiak Island • • •e Su? i 

.a '1...:1. , ... in-the... Alevtia11~. ~ or vase-

Tbe part that tagging will play in the great high seas research progn:m 

so strongly endorsed by the initial results o'l the tagging, is tor the future 

to tell. As in all groat research programs the more diwrsified the attack 

the surer and more far ree.cMng the results will be. The several lines of 
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investigations, inoluiing tagging, must support and. supplement each other, 

for no one o:f' them ia c<mpletely adequate in itself. The vast reaches of' 

the sea that must be covered, the campleXity of the sampling problems to 

be solved, the constant shift and chatlge of the picture in regard to mov~ 

ments, abundance, and racial composition of the salmon stocks make the 

present one of the world• s greatest research programs. 

Above all there must not only be considered its great practical value 

but also that it is an attack upon what is undoubtedly the most important 

and yet least kno,m of f'lmdamental biological questions, the relation of 

· reproduction to abundance. Tbis 1s one o:f' f'undamental scientific interest. 

It is as near as any such problems can come to wba.t 1s so often called 

"pm-e science," and to their international control. In these respects the 

:present research program, ot which tagging :f'oms a pa.rt, should not be 

regarded. as solely of significance to salmon, but rather one basic to all 

our f'isberiee, a.nd to the stocks on vbich they depend, as well as to the 

biology of living things in general. It is an approach that must not be 

brushed aside merely because it baa practical. and economic ~lico.tions. It 

is one tbat must receive special consideration because of the intensive nature 

and the great scope of the program vbich covers each Bpec:ies as a ,mol.e and 

deals ,-r1th the biological mechanism tbat lies behind its abundance and sur

vival. It is possibl.e only when carried out by large coordinated staffs of' 

scientists, using s:pecial research vessels ·whose reault.s cem have their f'ull 

value only when -they are used to supplement and eJq>lain the catch of the 

fisherieo, those tremendous self' .. austaining systems of altering and sampling 

i.1lole populations, systems ta..T beyond the fimncia.l :reach of the individual 

scienti ot o~ c7e~ o~ covernments al.one. 

W. F. Thanpson 

Professor Emeritus, Unive:rsity of' Washington 
Formerly Director, Fisheries Research Institute 
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MOV!MENT OF SALMON IN THE 
NOffrU PACIFIC OCEAN AND BERING 

SEA AS DETE!¼iINED BY TAGGING 
19,6 - 1958 

ABSTRACT 

Salmon tagging experiments in the North Paci.fie and Bering Seas in 

the summers of 19%, 1957 and 1958 have contributed much net1 lmowledge 

about ocean movements of salmon .. 

The tagging was conduotecl by the Fisheries Research Institute or 

the university of Washington under contrao·t vi.th the United States Fish 

end Wildlife Service aa part of the msearch o£ the 1.nterna.tional. North 

Pacific: Fisheries Commission ' Canada., Japan, United States) to determine 

the qualitative and quantitati ve distribution of salmon at sea tdth re

spect to continent of origin. 

Purse seines were .found most successful. for catching the salmon be• 

oau.se they caused a nrlnimum of injury and took all si-zeso Special br.ailing 

apparatusg and live-tanks for holding fish aboard tha vessels reduced 

injury to salmon. 

Laboratory experiments ware conducved to teb't tags and to study 

injUr.Y caused by catching and handling. Moderate scale loss, and eye 

abrasion which caused temporary opaque spots on 'i;he cornea, were found 

not to be primary causes of mortality. 

Standard disc tags i· inoh in diameter and plast,.c t.ube tags 1/16 

inch in diameter and 13 inches long were used at saa. Disc tags gave 

consiot,ently- better returns than tuba tags, presumab:cy- because of better 

visibility and bsU,er probability of being retained in gill nets. 
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Experiloonts extended fro:n early !-fay through raid-September. Most 

operations were within 100 miles north and south or the Aleutian Islands 

.trom 16o0 West Longitude to l 70° East Longitude. In addition, SOIBB tag

ging was done in the north central Berlng Sea, and in the Gulf o:r Alaska. 

Stud.1.es or the direction of movement 0£ salmon according to the 

direotion o! ttset" of the pur ·e seines sh0".i10d clear-cut movement patt,arns 

in the vic:inity- of the Aleutian Islands lfhich in turn supplemented the 

migrations shown by tag returnso Mature red aalmon, chua salmon, and 

pink salmon were round to move strongl y liestward along the south side of' 

the A1eutian Islands. A northward movement was shOHn in the larger 

Aleut.ian paoses. Red salmon uere found to ba moving eastward in the 

vicinity or the Pribilof Isl.w.1da. Pinks a-ere .found moving etrong:q 't.'8et ... 

ward in t he Boring Soa 1n 1957. The movements of chums in the Bering Sea 

,rare not clearly defined. Some mature chums eont.inued to mave westwrd 

south of the Islands. Immat.urs red and chum salmon also moved westward 

along the south of the Aleut:tans, but were not ab'\ll'lda.nt in th.a catches 

until most of the mature fish had paasedo 

Mature red salmon were most'.cy' tah-en betjfeen· lato May and ,June 20. 

Mature pink salmon in 1957 (t 1a only year uith large catches) 't,;91"e mostly 

taken between late Ma,y and J\.i],y S. Mature chum sa.1mon, however:> wol"e 

taken throughout our fishing ;eason from late May to mid-september t al-

though 1n minor numbers afier July' lo 

A tota1 of 36,383 salmon were tagged in the three years. The great 

majority ;rare reds, chums and pinks, although some silver and 1c1ng salmon, 

and steelhead trout ware inelJded .. 
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Tagging in the Central A.1eutian area produced returns of salmon .from 

such widespread areas as Japan, Russ1.2(rrom the Amur River in the south 

to the Anadyr River in the nort~ , from many areas on the high seas, from 

Northwestorn Alaska (Kotzebue Sound, Norton Sound, Yukon River:, Kuskol<:wim 

River and Bristol Bey), from Southeastern Alaska, and from the States of' 

Washington and Idaho. 

A total of 9,282 red salmon were tagged. Ann:u,tl rotUI'ns of matures 

varied from 5.,3% to 1701%. LllI!latures which ti.ad spent tt•ro or three winters 

at sea t-1hen tagged, yielded 3.1% returns. No returns ware received from 

the younger immatures. Results or the tagging of mature red salmon showed 

Bristol Bay reds to predominate as far west as experiments were conduoted 

(173° East), although numbers tagged :in the westermnost. areas were smallo 

Immature red salmon tagged in 1956 and recovered in 1957 indicated the 

predominance of Bristol B~ reds as fa.r wast as 165° East Longitude. No 

data were obtained on the eastward limit of Asian red salmon, bee9.use of 

a complete lack of returns of this species from Asian coastal areas" The 

presence of Asian reds as far east as 180° -..ras suggested, however, by the 

return of three redo from the high seas fishery well to the west of the 

tagging locations. The tagg5.ng showed aloo that in 1957, the red salmon 

appr.oaching Bristol Bay went much further west thrul in 195?. Finally, 

the results showed the absence from the Aleutian area of. red sal.mon origi0 

n.1.ting in streams east, or 165° West Longitude and south of the Alaska 

Peninsulao 'l'he single exception was one red salmon recoYered at Chignik 

on the south side of the Alas}:a Peninsula (158° W0st). Limited tagging 

in the GU:!.f of Alaska showed the presence of Fraser and Skeena River red 

salmon as far west as 154° West Longitude. 
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A total of 19,38.3 chum salmon were tagf,ed. Mature fish yielded annual 

returns betwaen 3.5% and 7.0%. Inunatu:ros which had spent wo or more winters 

at sea when tagged, yielded returns up to 2.8% aver a two ... year period. 

ImmatUI'8s which had spent one winter at sea gave as high as l.0% returns. 

The tagging of both mature and imm&ture chum salmon showed American chum 

sablon predominant to 170° West Longitude, and present 1n appreciable 

nl.ul'lbera at least to 177° West. Asian chums were predominant eastward to 

170° West Longitude, and present at least to 16.3° West. Studies of the 

proportion of tagged chUilla in Asian catches indicate that chum stocks from 

all Asian production areas are not equal.ly represented in the Aleutian 

tagging arsaso The results showed the absence from the Aleutian area or 

ohum salmon originating in areas east of 16o0 West Longitude. One exception 

was an uamatura chum tagged $0Uth of Adak Island (177° West) in 1956 which 

was recovered in Southeastern Alaska in 19570 

A total of 7,211 pink sal.r.!on were tagged. All but 219 were mature., 

Annual returns varied frcm o .. 4% to 2 .. 7'1,. Pink salmon usre notably scarce 

in the Aleutian area in 1956 and in 1958, but were very abundant in 19570 

The only pink retumed in 19.56 t•ras from the high seas .fleet.. In 1957 P 

the tagg~ showed the pinks in the Aleutian area to be overwhelming)¥ 

Asian. Further., they were destined only for East Ka.mchatkao No returns 

were received from Alaskao In 1958, pinks in the Aleutian area lmra sho-.m 

to be predo:uinan't.ly Alaskan as far west as 177° East Longitudeo Nona trere 

retumed from Asia. 
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The .few silver and kLng salmon, and ateelhead trout tagged, at least 

demonstrated some notably" long migrations of these species. Four silvers 

tagged south or Atka and Adak Islands (175° .. 177° West) were retumed 

from ·lihe Kamchatka River, a distance of 900 miles. A king salmon tagged 

south of Adak in l9S6 was recovered in the Salmon River :ln Idaho (via the 

Columbia River) in 1957. The minimum distance travelled was 2p4oo miles. 

A steelhead tagged south of Atka Island (175° West) in 1957, was recovered 

1n 1958 in the Chehalis River in the State of Washington, a distance of 

epproodmate~ 2g000 miles. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Commencing in 1955, Canada, Japan, and the United States have been carrying 

out various large-scale investigations in the North Pacific Ocean and Beri.It.g Sea 

pointed at gaining an understanding of the oceanic distribution and movements 

of salmon with reference to corrliinant ot origino This information is needed to 

resol.ve one ot the basic problems contained in the protocol of the North Pacific 

Fisheries Convention; that of detennining a line or lines at sen 'tlhicb best 

separate Asis.n and American sal:-non. 

One of the most direct approaches to tha problem is to tag and recO'ifer 

salmon. This phase of the rese~rch by the United States section of tha Inter"" 

national North Paci.tic Fisheries Commission was awarded 1n 1955 to the Fisheries 

Reoearch Institute of the University of Washington under contract lfith the United 

States Fish and Wildlife Service. 

The work in 1955 was condueted on a small scale 1n the Gulf of Alaska to 

work out mothods and will not ba reported here, except in reference to techniques 

developed that year. In 195'6, l957, and 195'8, tagging experiments ware con

ducted in the North Pacific Ooe-m and Bering Sea as tar west as 110° East 

Longitude. This report presents the findings of the experiments of those 

years and shows their application to the protocol problem. 

Each year saw an accumulation of data which served to guide the following 

year's tagging. Each year, areas of abundance and patterns of movement became 

inoreasingl,y clear or 1n some cases contrasted sharply 111th other years. In• 

formation from the other nethods of approach by the United States F1Sh a.Di 

Wild1ife Sorvice, by Canada, and by Japan contributed much to the picture. In 

total~ the data for the tlu·ee years have provided much new knovledge of the 

oceanic movements or both Amerj can and Asian sal.Inon .. 
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This first report will be confined to the follow:U,g princ1:pe.1 topics: 

1. The gear:, equipment, and techniques developed !'or tagging salmon on the 

high seas. (With the 111any problems in succe:JBi'ully tagging salmon at 

saa this has been a continuing research problem in itself). 

2o Presentation of detailed tables on catch, tagging, and returns, and 

length and age data of salmon tagged. 

3. Information regarding direction of movement at time of tagging from 

"set" direction o£ pu.rse seine. (The use of purse seines was !ound 

to contribute data on movements which are a valuable supplement, to 

the tagging results.) 

h. Direct Wormation as to ocean movements and oantinent of origin 

derived from tagging and recovery, and .from catch data associated 

with tag returns. Tagging each year extended from May through 

August, and both mature and immature salmon were tagged. Returns 

.from th.a 1956 tagging are virtunlly- complete in this report since 

they include the mature salmon recovered in 1956, plus the immatures 

recovered in 1957 and in 1958. Returns from the 1957 experiments are 

almost complete, but r1oma additional returns of immature fish are 

expected in 1959. From the 1958 tagging, onJ.y those returned in 

1958 can be reported. at this timeo 

S. Pz-clil"'linr .,":J· est.:LT.ri.·;:,ss of proportions o.·.' trie:dc-rn and Asian salmon in 

various areas at sea as indicated by proportions of tagged f:i.sh 

~ken in respective coastal areas, and by the Japanese high ooas 

neats. 

At the time of planning of the 1956 experiments, 
✓. 

r -,11•zt•!qr little was 

known about the oceanic lite history of salmon, particularly in the eastern 

half' o! the Pacific. Thus1 the present experiments are the first. in which 

distribution of tagging, n~rs tagged, and numbers recovered ware suf ... 

ficient to provide comprehensive lmooledge of salmon movements :i.n the mid-
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Following is a brief resml8 of previous and contemporary tagging experi

ments and explorations which wure available as guides for the high seas 

tagging in 1956, 19~7, and 1958. 

On the eastern side of the Pacific Ocean most United States and Canadian 

salmon tagging studies had been along the coasts and es·t;uaries1> within the 

ecnr.ercial fishery areas, and ·Ln fresh water,. The most extensive oc0an move

ments found by- tagging were th JSe of troll-caught king salmon and silver 

salmon which move great distan ~s along the American Pacific Coast from Alaska 

to Califoi·nia (Washington Stat .1 Department of Fisheries, 1959, PP• 23 .. 34)o 

Some fragmentary lmowledge of 1ovements of red, chum, and pink salmon between 

the commercial fisheries of Co~k Inlet, KOdiak, the Alaska Peninsula, and 

Bristol Bay, had been gained f •om various coastal tagg:ing experiments in 

those areas (Gilbert, 1923; GJ _bert and ftich, 1925; Rich and Morton, 1929; 

Thompson, 1930). 

Little was lmown of the d ~stribution of salmon at sea even adjacent 

to the Aleutian Islands. Con~--c:i.al salmon fishing in the Aleutian area was 

principally in "the bays of the easternmost islands as discussed by Atkinson 

(1955) .. 

The f irst evidence of a a-um.on crossing the Pacific vm.s that of a chum • 

salmon t agged from a coastal s tlmon trap in the Shumagi..Tl Islands of Alaska 

on July 4, 1923, and recovered in the Pankara River on the east coast of 

Kamchatka (Figure 2) on August 18 of the same year (Gilbert and RichJ1925) .. 

In re.reren.ce to the above reco ·ery, Gilbert states (p. 73), stThe record iB 

:i.Jllportant :i.n that it indicates the possibility of a mingling., on the 

feeding grounds, of salmon frc 1 both the Asiatic and American shores of the 
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The first truly oi'fshore explorations for salmon in the eastem Paci!ic 

were those conducted by Barnaby (1952) of the United States Fish and Wildlife 

Service in 1939~ 1940, and 1941. This \fork was concentrated primarily in the 

Eastern Bering Sea, but in 1941 was extended westward to approxillla.tely 180° o 

Salmon were shown to be available to seines and gill nets in offshore areas of 

the Ber:i.nf Sea as far west as 180° and north to 6o0
• In the area between 

Unima.k Island and the Pribilofs, mature reds were found to be moving pri.mar

ily eastward as indicated by- gill net catches (pp. 19, 20). 

Further exploratory fishing in the Aleutian Island area i-rlth gill nets 

and also t r olls» long lines, and a non°stationar., tzap (Schaefers and Fukuhara, 

1954) was conducted in 1953 from the United States Fish and Wildl1!e service 

vessel John N~ Cobb. With the gill nets they took salmon in all areas i'ished, 

from 165° West to 175° East Longitude both north and south of the Aleutian 

Ialnndso The period fished was June 9 to July 280 

Start,ing in 1955, and cootinuing annually since, the United States Fish 

and Wildlife Service has systematically fished the North Pacific and Bering 

Seas from the Gulf of Alaska to 172° East Lc.>ngitude in studyj.ng distribution 

and ab\Uld.:';llCe of' salmon (INPFC Annual Reports, 1955 - 1957)0 These experi

ments have been valuable guides for the tagging work each yearo A total of 

311 salJnon were tagged from the gill net catches or the John N. Cobb which 

pai-ticipa".-ed in the above work in 1955 (Powell and Peterson, 1957). The 
( 6 

distr:tbut:ton of the three returns from these experiments ~ sho-.m in Figure lo 

Figure lo-Recove:cy distribution from tagging by u.S.FoW.So aboard vessel. 

John No Cobb~ 19550 
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Figure 1. Recovery distribution from tagging by U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service aboard vessel John N. Cobb - 1955 . 

- Japanese tagging 
~ --Gilbert and Rich (1925) 

Figure 2. Recovery distribution of chum salmon tagged in pre
World War II period. Also showing chum tagged by 
Gilbert and Rich ( 1925) in Shumagin ls. and recovered 

on E. Kamchatka. 

Source: Kubo, T., Y. H i rano and others (1955, p. 78). 
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Canadian researchers have conducted extensive studies of distribution 

and abundance in the Gulf of Alasm, and :in addition have captured and tagged 

young salmon as they migrated seaward from the coast of British Columbia. 

(mPFC Annual Reports, 1955 .. 1957; Manzer, 1956, 19.58; Manzer and Neave, 

19.58). 

As me1.tianed earlier, init,ial tagging experiments were conducted as .far 

west as Kodiak Island by the F5.sheries Research Institute in 1955, using 'QfO 

smgll purse seiners lJhich were also equipped with gill netso This work 

helped to make the present experiments more e.f'fective, particularly the :fishing 

and fish hmdling techniqueso 

On the Asian side, the Japanese had considerable lmowledge or coastal 

distribution or salmon as early as 1900 when long line .fisheries were devel.

oped off t he east coast of Hol&..aido Islandc» In contrast to the American 

side, pinks and chums are the p redominant species of feeding salmon talcen 

in coastal waters. In 1910, chum salmon bearing hooks from the eastern 

Hokkaido fishery were found :in commercial catches in the Amur River, thus 

indicating a considerable oceun migration of chum salmon (parsonal. communi• 

cation from Yo Hirano, Hokkaido Regional Fisheries Research Laboratory, 

Yoichi1 Ja,an). 

Actual tagging o:f salmon of:f Hokkaido and northward to the coast or 
Kamchatka was conducted by the Japanese in various experiments from 1917 -

19420 These exper:iJnents, Slllm'~rized by Hirano (19)3a: b), indicated the 

routes used by salmon approaching Asian spawning streams. Most tagging was 

within 50 miles of shore, although some were tagged farther easto 
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Hirano concludes that summer-run chum salmon approach the Asian Coast 

as two principal groups. The major run, traveling wstward f'roI!l the central 

Aleutj.an arna, strikes the coast between the northern Kurile Islands and 

central Kamchatka. Some go north to streams of East Kamchatka., and others 

go south, to enter the Sea of O'chotsk. A minor g1·oup strikes the coast 

between Hokkaido and the southe-m Kurile Islands anroute to streams of tha 

Okhotsk Sa0, v 

Fall-r un chum salmon destined for Hokkaido and northem Honshu appar

ently approach by a route leading southward via the Kurile Islands from the 

ocean off East Kamchatka. 

Pink s almon bound for tha Okhotsk Sea approach via routes similar to 

the two rotttes described for ~mner-run chum salmon. There is no size 

distinction between the two runs, however. 

Red salmon approach Kamchatka and iihe northern Ku.rile Islands in a manner 

s imilar to the summer..,run chums as described above. 

The f i rst mid~•ocean tagging experiments which yielded returns from 

coastal fishe ries were those by Japanese explorat.ory gill net vessels oper

ating in t he above pel'iod. Figure 2 illustrates the results or these 

experiments. Although the numbers of ret,urns are iew, they showed that 

bot h Asian a nd l\merican ch•.tm .s .... lI!! '.>n ara f-Jund far at, sen. 

----..----·---
Figure 2a• ,?JJcov-er·y d:Lst!'ibution of chum salmon l, ,gged i n p!'c-WorJ.d War II 

period. Also showin,z chum tagged by Gilber t. and Hich (J.925) in 
Shumagin Is. and rec overed on E. Kamchatkao 
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Starting in 1952, the rapidly expanded high seas .fishery by Japan has 

added a wealth of infonnation on distribution and abW'ldance of salmon in vaat 

areas of t-he western North PacU'ic and Bering Sea (INPFC Statistical Year ... 

books, 1952 • 1957). Tagging experiments by the Japanese from 1952 through 

1957 have not. been very concluoive due to the very low survival of' salmon 

tagged !rem gill net catches, although results in 1957 were much improved 

(Japan, Fisheries Agency, 1958~}. Their experiments 1n 1958, however, pro

vided excellent results when long line gear was used (Japan, ~isheries Agency, 

1958b,c). ltef'erence is made to the 1957 and 1958 experiments later in this 

reporto 

Past experiments by the U S.R.R. have been confined mainly to coastal 

areas, but they have recently conducted exploratory .fishing to ascertain 

migration routes of salmon app;•oaching Kamchatka (Birman, 1958; Semko, 1958). 
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.~ CKN0'.·!Ll!.DGMENTS 

Aclmorledgment is due first of all to Dr. William :I!'. '.i'hompson, who as 

director 01 the Fisheries tlesearch Institute until his retirement in July, 

1958, guidt•d the high seas salmon tag17,ing through its diff:j.cult beginning 

to become c. very fruitful research pro.:ect, . lils tho\adlts ezpreeee~ in the 

Foramrd a:,.. aloo muoh al>ONciatt dG 

The w 4 iter is indebted to the following for review and editing of all or 

part of thr. report: Dr. W.l•'• 11.oyce, Oro W.1''. Thompson, Dr. d.Lq Burgneri> / 
• 

Dr,, Ted S.Y. Koo, Mr. Fred Cleaver, .,... Mr. !Iea Duncan_,,Mr. /'l)i Ke.. R,ed-i n111r:- ::r:- e:. Syke-;., 

Dro ftnyce 9s thorough critical revLew, and many suggestions both as to 

text and f · .gures, added materially to the ef'J:ectivcness of the rnanuscripto 

Thank: are due to Or. Koo also, for his work and advice on the age 

daterrninat .. ons of the tagged s almon based on scale readings. 

Biolor;ists working full-time on the tagging project, and sharing in the 

field work laboratory work, and anaJ.¥sis, were Benjamin Fo Jones, and Albert 

w. Palmer. 

Indiv .. duals who were employed as scientific assistants aboard- the ves

sels were: Eric Forsbergh and .tobert Ting, Biologists; Charles Dail~y, 

Gene Blackl ·um, Delbert Davis, Michael Dell, Hennan Enge, Stanley Kubik, 

Duane Phinney, Robert Pollard, and Harold Terry, Fishery Aides. 

The f >llowing contributed substantially as parl-time or full-time 

·assistants in the varied and tedious tasks of preparing the data for anal · 

ysis: Thonas Calkins and Herman F.nge, Assistant Biologists; Michael Dell, 

Donald Joh,1son and .fobert Pollard, Fishery- Aides., 

The f ,llowi.ng individuals serv-ed as an Advisory Committee of F'ishennen to 

assist in ·1lanning -~he 1956 Aleutian operations: Har:ey- Guffey, Seattle; PauJ. 

Martinis, :r., Everett; Paul Martinis, Jr., Everet~; Peter Xitco, Bellingham. 

They turni•,hed very valuable advice and suggestions on matters such as the sel

ection of ·-esselsp design of seines, methods of operation, selection of crew, etco 
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Ca.pta1ns of the purse seine vessels chartered. were: AoK. Andersen, 

C&lii"ornia Rose, 1956, 1957, 1958; Clittord Andersen., CorroMnder,1957, 1958; 

the late F,d,;mro Haarsager, Renown., 1956; Birger Hansen, Renovn, 1957, 1958. 

Each deserves credit for pioneering a d1tticult Job under adverse conditions, 

and also for e.dviaing in the improvecent of gear and me;hods each year. 

Cl"'ev member A.K. IAr&sen, 't•7ho fished on both the California. Rose and the 

~anrnander., deserves speaial mention for his sincere interest in the research 

and tor his many suggestions and innovations for improving methods and sear to 

better the condition of :f'lsh released. 

Thanks are dt?e to government fisheries agencies of Canada, ,Ta.pan, Russia, 

and the United states for their cooperation in fonm.rding tags and recovery 

information from fish recovered. by their fishennen. 

Canneries, :f'ish processors, fishermen's unions, and individual fishe:rmen 

of the four cowtriea a.re alao thanked for returniJJg tags a.nd recovery infonna.tion. 

Tbe UJlited states Navy and Cce.st Guard, and personnel too numerous to men-

tion a.re tbanked fo1· their JJIS.ey' services ancl favors extended to scientists and 

fishing cretm during field operations in the Aleutian areas. The research 

vessel.a "lrere dependent upon the Na.vy and Coast Guard for daily radio ccmmi:un.i• 

cation to Seattle, for daily lreather reports, for supplies and fuel, and for 

emergency vessel repairs and hospitalization. Opel'ations in the remote 

Aleul;ia.ns trould have been prohibitively expensive ,rithout such a.ido In 

addition, all vessel personnel deeply appreciated tbe latmdry, Bhmrer, and 

recreation privileges made e:va.1J.able to them while :J.n port at .Adak and Attu. 

Personnel of the North Pacific S9.lmon Investigations, Bureau of Camnercial 

Fisheries, u.s. Fioh and Wild.life Service, Montlake Laboratory, Seattle, co-

operated. "1holeheartedly 1n the tagging program bath in the field and in the 

:laboratory. Research vessels of the Bureau of Camnercial Fisberies exchmlged 

catch and ueather data by radio vi.th ~ing vessels in the field "lmicb in-

creased field efficiency of the tagging vessels. Processed data made quickly 

availabl.e to the Fisheries Research Institute vere also much a~ciated. 
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METHODS AND P1tOCEDU1lES 

SELECTiuN Oli' GI-.:Ail A.ND VESSELS 

GEAa Sl!JJECTION 

The preliminary experiments of 1955 had ahown the feasibility of seining 

for salmon wall offshore, but had also indicated two :iJnportant 1.1.mitations to 

ocean seining. One limitation was the weather conditions under which a seine 

could be operated. A second was the very small catch per set in areas where 

salmon -were widely scattered. In both cases, gill nets were more ef1'icient~ 

being fishable in rougher weather, and better able to take salmon where .fish 

were scattered. In addition. the 1955 experiments had not e:>,,.--tended west ot 

Kodiak Island• so that the practicality of seining in the Aleut.jar} area was 

still not certain when plans for the 1956 operations were being made,. Thue 

it was decided to make purse seines the principal type of gear, but. to provide 

vessels also with gill nets for use when weat.her or scarcity o£ salmon made 

seining impractical. It was further anticipated that gill nets might be 

used as a " lead" for increasing seine catches as described by Barnaby (1952)0 

In acdition to seines and gill n~ts, long lines of the type used for 

salmon 1n t he Baltic Sea were t aken along to be teetedo 

VEnSEL SELECTION 

With t he gear thus decided, the ·1.ype of vessel became logical'.cy a seiner,11 

since a se iner could also fish gill nets and long lines, but other types o£ 

vessels could hardly handle a large seineo The possibility ot using a 

sohooner-l-ype vessel for seining was also investigated butt abandoned,11 because 

of the cont or adapting the vessel for seining. 
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On the basis of experienco in 1955, large seiners were .favored for working 

at. sea. 'l'he largest. tuna seiners were found too costly to charter. There.fore, 

intermedirte-sized sardine- and herrinP,~type seiners between 75 and 85 fee~ in 

length we1a seleat.ed for- the purposeo Some of the 1.arger of these had success ... 

fully seined £or tuna off South America. This type was also effective in 

seining frr salmon off Vancouver Island and at Cape Lutke on Unimak Island 

where seir ing methods were very si?llilar to those being planned for the high 

seas tagg .ng., 

The J dvisory Committee of Fishermen, mentioned in tha aclmowledgrnents, 

helped to decide on vessel capabilities and on the t7pe of equipment required. 

(Committe members had seined for salmon in the open ocean off Vancouver 

Island an off Unima.k Island.) The Committee further suggested special equip

ment and daptations for using both gill nets and a purse seine fran one 

vessel, a d for fishing in heavy seas .. 

SEINES SUCCESSiUL 

The 956 operations were sufficient to prove th.at, both vassals and 

seines we e practical f'or the Aleutian area. Only minor changes in seines and 

equipment ware found necessary for 1957 and 1958. Gill nets were used some 

in the ea ly part of 1956, but ware abandoned thereafter. Details of seine 

and gill et geai" and methods of .t'ishing are given :in the next ~ction. Long 

lines wel'\" not tl"'ied after seines were 1ound successfulo 
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VESSELS USED 

The vessels ohartered for each year0s operations ,iere as follows: 

1956 

19$7 

Calii'omia Rose 
Renown 

Cali.fornia. ftose 
Coll'IJllander 
Renown 

1958 California dose 
Commander 
Renown 

Length 78 feet overall 
Length 85 feet. overall 

Length 8lo5 feet overall 

The vessel Commander is shown in Figure JA. 

Figure 3.--Yishin.g and tagging operations. 

VESSEL EQUIPMENT 

The equipment required on each vessel was as follO'AS: 

l. Standard purse seine winch and cable reels 
2. Purse seine ski.ff of 18 .. 22 feet. length powered by 100 · l,O horse 

power engine 
3. Seine table large enough for the large seine used 
4. Hydraulic power bloclc for retrieving seine 
So Sufficient water pumps to supply the fish holding tank with a minimum 

of 200 gallons per minute continuous .flat-1 
6,. Radar 
7. Loran 
8. BFdio direction finder 

11.~ Ample accommodations for a 7-man crew plus 2 biologists 
,2.~ Spare 15 ..,. 20 cu • .ft.o freezer for holding salmon specimens 

J Q 
9. Two-way radio 

13 ~ Ample fresh water, and .fuel capacity for 20 - 30 days• operations 
without replenishing 

/C. Fatho /4-te..te.v 

In addition to basic equipment, vessels were required to be sound md 

seaworthy- .for extended operations in the Aleutians far from repair facilities 

or parts supply. 

CHEWS 

A .final 

and creu. It was 

,-ras interested in the 

of vessels lay in the capt,ain £; c 

of this sort to find a captain who 

one who could select. a crew of ex .. 

our- to five-mon~h period under severe 

ospitable parts of the earth. 
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P h lf'{.o - A/ i>e .--t. t,U, Pa,.., e...
A- Purse seine vessel Commander completing haul. 

'Phuto-Ro "'~ d 1T:' /- Opp 
B- Brailing with dip net. 

P/.,,oi.o - 19cvi11 t d -:r, l-oj>p 
C- Tagged salmon recovering 

from anesthesia. 

f'l\oto - n"'1<1lci f. LOff 

D- Tagging operations using anesthesia and disc tags. 

Fig. 3 Fishing and tagging operations. 
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LIMITATIONS Of VESRELS AND GEAR 

The vessels described were not designed for seining a~ great distances 

from shore. With the seine and skiff high on the stern, the vessel and gear 

were vulnerable to damage by large seas. For this reason, seining at distances 

greater than 24 hours offshore had to be con.fined to periods when weather was 

good. When storms arose, it was necessary to return to the lae of the nearest 

Aleutian Island or harbor. 

A larger vessel which would be able to "ride outtr an average storm without 

returning to harbor would cer',ainly pennit more fishing time offshore, but 

probably could not fish in any worse weather than the smaller vessels because 

o£ increased strain on the purse seine, and danger to the crews as described 

belotf. 

The se:ines were built very heavily with cable on the cork line, chain 

for the lead line~ and heavy duty purse cables as described in the appendix 

(Section B). Such construction pennitted seining under fairly rough sea and 

wind conditions~ but when the wind and sea inc:reased suddenly, the g,ear was 

strained to the breaking po:Lnt in completing the ha.ulo The Renown seine was 

daJTlaged considerably in 1957 when the strain, caused by the swell, brolce a 

connecting link of the purse cable. Such operations became a danger to the 

crew., since working on deck and handling heavy overhead gear become very 

difficult as the vessel rolls in the seas. In addition, there is added 

danger that a cable might become fouled in the wheel and :iJT!mobilize the 

vessel. Actual maximum sea cvnditions for s'3ining would be hard to define 

since the direction of swell and chop, and the intended direction of 11 set11 

wi"t.b regard to 1dnd direction rnust all be consideredo 
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Tide conditions were another limitation to the seiningo Even alight tide

rips can render a seine haul ineffective., and major rips have been known in 

commercial operations to cause loss of an entire seine. Often it was necessary 

t,o scout considerable distances to i'ind an area suitable for making a seto In 

1956, no seining was attempted near or in the .Aloutian passes,. However, in 

1957 and 19i,B, it was round that hauls could be made in the larger passes 

during brief periods or slack tide. In some cases tha set had to be curtailed 

due to developing tide-rips, but catches in the passes were o.ften well worth 

the extra care and risk. 

FISHING GEAR. 

Alt.hough gill nets were used on1;'1 a few times :tn the early part of the 

1956 field season, the methods of handling them aboard a purse seine vessel 

deserve comment. 

Each se:iner carried a to1ial o.f twelve 50-fathan: shaakles of gill net,s 

similar to those described by Powell and Peterson (1957, Po 4)., Mesh sizes 

ranged from 3¼'' to 5¼11 
o Si.T\ce t.he mesh si1.es used by each vessel t-1ere 

slightly different, the makeup of a standard 10 shackle II set" is listed below 

for the 2 vesselso All nets ware nylon except the 5½11 which was linen. 

California jfose &mown 

Mesh size (in inehes No. of No. of 
stretched measure2 shaclcl.es Mesh size shackles 

3-l 2 )¼ 2 

n 4 4 2 
2 ~½ 2 
2 2 

5½ 2 
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Net.s were stored on deck bet"1r1een the rail and the house on the port side. 

This was out of the way for nomal seme operations, yet convenient .t'or setting 

and repiling during retrieve. Neta could not cmveniently be set. over the 

st,ern because of the presence of the seine and skU!. Therefore, they were set 

by .feeding them broadside mrer the port rail as the boat drifted. Under 
/0 

average conditions this took about one hour for ..l!'"'" shackles. 

Retrieving the gill nets was accomplished by using the hydraulic power 

block normally used for seining. Several methods were tried, but tm most 

successful was by leading the net through a roller secured to the rail just 

aft of the rigging, and then through the power block which was secured to the 

winch. With the speed and power controls of the ~draulic system, the gill 

nets could be smoothly brought aboard. Retrieving required appraid.rnatel.y one 

hour. 

LONG LINEf1 

Each ~ssel carried approx:unately 10,000 feet (4SO hooks) of Danish-type 

salmon long line as described by- Larsen (1950). The success of the purse 

seines, however., made it impractical to spend time in learning the use of 

·t.his unfamiliar and very specialized gear. 

It should be noted, however, that the Japanese, who for many years have 

fished salmon connnarcially with long lines, successfully tag~ed salmon in the 

Aleutian Island area in 1958 using long line gear. The Japanese gear consists 

of a light cotton main line suspended near the surface by aw.all float.so Nylon 

11branch l:ines11 about one meter long are spaced ever., J meters. Hooks are 
I • ~ 

S-•1.1al -f,~\-\ 
baited with whole 1ni1111mli' (frozen or salted). Danish long lines have longer 

(3 ,., 4 meters) branch liness, and spacing is greater (10 - 20 meters) .. 
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SEA SCANAR 

The vessel Renown vas equipped with a sonic fish locator manu!'actured by 

the Minneapolis-Honeywell Company- called a Sea Scanar. This instrument is a 

very versatile echo-sounder which can scan any depth angle from the surface 

down to CXJ0
, and alao laterally more than 90° on either side of the b0r1. The 

echo is audible and also visible on an oscilloscope showing bot.h direct.ion and 

rangeo The depth of an object oan be easily obtairi..ed from the observed angle 

of depression end the distance .. 

Individual salmon are easily indicated by the Sea Scanar, but since 

scattered salmon are nearly everywhere at sea, it was no hslp in determining 

where to aeto In order :tor the instrument to be an aid in seining, sal.mon 

wmlld have to be schooled., which apparently is seldom the case o 

The Sea Scanar ·was very useful, however, in finding safe routes into 

un.far.dl.iar and uncharted anchorages. 

PUHSE SEINES 

DESCRIPTION 

Since the purse se:ine used for taking salmon at sea .for tagging has been 

especially adapted ror the purpos01 the seine used in 1958 is described in 

detail in Section B of the appendix. {!or a description of the several types 

of purse seines used on the Pacific Coast, including diagrams of the principles 

of operation, see Scofield (1951)0] 

Each year~ as experience was gained, various changes were made in the 

seines as described belowo 
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In 19!>6, the seines ueed were standard salmon purse seines rented .from tha 

o.mers of the vessels, except that 3½'1 web was substituted .for the standard 4½'' 

mesh size in the upper two strips in order to prevent gilling of small salmono 

These nets proved to have two principal drawbncks; !irat., the .3-½n JIJ3 sh size 

was not small enough to prevent gilling of the smaller sizes taken, and second, 

t he heavy knotted material in the bunt or the seine was .found to injure the 

s almon. (The bunt section is the end of the seine in which the catch is held 

during brailing.) The rolling of the vessel in the ocean swell chafed the 

lmotted web against the salmon, oausing serious scaling when seas were rougho 

I njury was proportionately ,-1orse when catches were large due to greater con~ 

gestion in the net plus a longer period of brailingo 

Therefore, in 1957, 311 mesh size was used in the upper strips, and all but 

-i .hl. bott.om strip were of 3½11 me sho Thia relieved the p.-oblem of gilline the 

murller salmon, but aane of the smallest sizes still were found to gillo To 

oolve t.he problem of injury in the bunt, lmotlesa synthetic material or 2½11 

mesh was triedo This material greatly reduced sea.ling and injueyo Since 

catches ware very large in 1957, the knotless bunts were doubly beneficial . 

In 1958:, cork-line strips ·were made of 2tn web, and bunts were made 0£ 

2" knotless trebo These dimensions were small enough to eliminate nonnal 

gilling difficulties. However. in August and September the Calil'omia Rose, 

in fishing south of Kodiak Island, encountered salmon which had migrated to 

sea t,he prior opringo These fish were so small (17 ... 22 cm.) that there was 

atill some gillingo Future cor}c ... line strips and bunts will therefore probably 

require l½fl material if all gilling is to be eliminated., 
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METHOD OF OPEM'rlON 

The method of making a 11t.ow" haul as developed by seiners off Unimak and 

Vancouver Islands was found to be practical i'or the high seas operations. The 

seine, measuring approximately 400 fathoms long and 3S i'athon1s deep, is set. 

off the 9tem. of the vessel in a large arc with the concave side facing the 

expected approach direction of salmon. Setting a lioo :fathom net talres approxi

na"Gely 5 minutes. The power skiff tows the bunt end of' the seine, tmile the 

main vessel tom; the otiher end (tolrlng end).. Actually, the net is moved little, 

if any, through the water; just enough po-war is used to hold the direction of 

11 set11 and shape of the net. At the start. of the set there is very little 

curve to the netj so that the opening is perhaps 300 .fathoms wid&o Gradua1ly 

the curve is increased and the depth of the arc is increased until tile shape 

is approximately a semicircleo Thus the opening ot a h00 .fathom seine would 

be 2SO fathomso In calm weather" w.Lth no tidal infiuence,11 the seine might. be 

held open indefinitely} out under average sea and wind conditions the nat must. 

be closed in less than an hour in order to prevent flattening o! its shape and 

thus possibly losing fisho 

Veosel captains differ in their opinion as to the optimum time for holding 

open. Records of the hauls showed the ti.ming to vai·y from 15 minutes to over 

an hour, but because of other variables, ma~r more t,ests would be needed to 

determine an optimum (the standardized time used on the great majority of set.a 

was 30 minutes) o 'l'he theoretical optimum woul.d be the length of time during 

~hich the number of fish entering the not is greater th.an the number finding 

their way out again. This probably varies with species, rate of. salmon move0 

ment, sea conditions, etc. 
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After approximately 30 minutes of h.>lding open or towing the net, the 

ski.ff and the main vessel close the net by using more power and canpleting the 

circle. Closing requires from 10 to 20 minutes. The skU'.t or bunt end is then 

attached to the davit on the port side of the seiner, and the winch is used to 

purse the bott.om of the net by means of the purse cableso When pursing is can ... 

plated (15 "' 20 minutes)~ the cork-line forms a large irl"egular circle off the 

port side of the vessel, and the purse rings are all bunched together and 

brought aboardo Arr:{ salmon now in tha net ara completely surrounded and 

unable to escape. The web is then brought aboard by means or the l\,rdraulic 

p1 ,,rar block and re-piled for the next set. The retrieving of the web can-

t 'lually forces the salmon towc,.rd the final bunt end of t.be net where they 

ma, be brailed.. H.etrieving takes from 15 to 20 minutes. During pursing and 

r ,rieving of the wb, the skiff tows the vessel broadside away from ~lihe net 

in order t.o keep the net, open r.nd away .from the boat. This insures swimming 

r oom for the salmon until braiJ.ing is complete.. Final retrieving of web and 

tm-11.ng by the skiff are iJJ.ustrated in Figure )A. 

DEPrH OF .r'ISlllNG 

The seine as descrj.bed in the appendi..--c theoretically should hang about 35 

f thoms deep, with variations .cconling to amount of slaek allowed during 

hanging and according to web sLrinl<:ageo However, the effective fishing depth 

of a seine must, be measured from cork-line to lead-line whiJ.e the net is being 

t owed., Durjng towing.11 the web does not hang straight down, but bows outward~ 

'll· ny .t'rom 'the direction of tow In addi'tion., the lead=line., bsing shorter ·than 

tLe cork••line, tcn1s ahead of the cork •line., On several occasions in 1958:, the 

c le dragged bottom in an area where the fathometer :L11.dicated a steady 36 

.£ ,homs of water under the kee).. Thus the "fishing depth11 during towing is at 

1 "l St )5 fathoms 0 
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'JEHAVIOR OF FISH IN SEINE 
evide11ce,., o -f 5 ·c3/nivt-1 .,..-ithe. .5vrfac.e,; 5 

Nearly all hauls were made 11blind11 since-,)t•mi 1 1=1 a~• ac,:c;, seldom seen 
A 

at sea. However, while towing the net and particularly while pursing and 

:retrieving the web, salmon o.f'~n tinned at the surface or jumped. When a 

haul contained several hundred salmon, jumpers were nearly always evident 

in the net; sometimes., however~ no't until the bunt was reached. 

During the towing phase of a seine haul, the web bOti's outward .from the 

corlc...,lineo For this reason, salmon do not find their way over tile cork• line 

ev'ln if the swell oausea the corlcs to submerge momentarily. During pursing, 

when lrl.nd and tide are strong, the additional pull or the purse cable may 

sometimes cause a 50 or 100 foot section of the cork..,line to dip under for 

several minutes. On such occasions, salmon may escape. In 1957, nets had 

inadequate floats, and during some hauls, salmon were seen escaping over 
MO r-G!.- v 

di s in the cork- line during pursingo A&IG\uiie::trl. fioats added in 1958 elim-

in, ted cork- line sinking except in vecy strong tideso 

A"t any tintG during a haul bef'ore pursing is complete, salmon have oppor

tunity to escape t.he net by going under or around the ends. The depth of 

the net makes it unlikely that fish go under the lead-line except possibly 

.then wind and tide cause the net to 11 purse shallow11 • Fishermen state that 

t,h.e wake .from the skif'f and fro11. the ll!ain vessel during towing causes fish 

mioh may be leading toward the ends of the net to turn back toward the 

r!eL te r again<> 
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On calm days it was possible~ with polaroid glasses, to observe the 

sulmon in the net from high in the rigging. Best observations ware after 

half of the net was retrievedo In general, salmon behaved aa a loose school 

m ving slowly along the net a·c a depth of perhaps 5 to 10 .feet. Schools did 

n t approach the vessel closely, but turned and circled away as the shallow

i. g web was encountered closer to the vessel. Gilling at this stage of a 

s ine haul was apparently caused by a segment or web being bunched or 

p cketed together by wave action, thus imprisoning a group of ~ish and 

c using them to fight the net◄ Predation by sea lions or by fur seals 

w· t-hin the net also resulted in salmon gilling themselves. 

Striking dit'i'erencas in bohavior o~ the several species were nct.edo 
{i;J,i cut-'hJnch <.1 $ 1,erk'it) '-" ( ~. 1c-rb ~ )"" 
.ru d salmon were the most frequant jumpe.rs.. Pinks tu--ere second in this respecto 

,1 " Co. t<et.a ) ~ 

L. rge hauls wit,h few jumpers indicated a catch principally ot chum oalmono 
/'\ 

Ii brailing a m1.xad catch• the reds invariably were among too .first to be 

b ailed, while pinks and chums foll0tied in that order. The last several 

f. sh to be brailed were always ehums staying close te> the bo'titom o.f the bun to 
{Q.i. .:. h a_w y t~<: ha) '-

lhng/\ salmon fought the 11et the hardest. ( regardless of size) and t4E!re usually 

tl e .first to injure themselves. Chmns were next in this regard, followed 

by pinks, and finally reds were least injured, probably due to their stay:mg 

n arer the surface, thus avoiding crowding and chafing at the bottom of the 
( Q• t~ut-ch) '- (Sal'l->loga,rdhe~i;) v 

blmt. Too few cohos or steelhead were caught to classHy their behavioro 
11 A 

FISH HANDLING METHODS 

It was evident from the 1955 experiments that there were numerous prob ... 

l r ms in holding and handUng salmon with a m1nimmn of injury before releaseo 

S ecial equipment and methods designed to :reduce handling injuries were 

t ere.fore applied in 1956 and further improved and modii'ied in 1957 and 1958, 
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Salmon during their ocean feeding period are much more delicate and 

easily injured than are mature salmon entering E>Stuaries and rivers., This 

is particularly true of the younger fish which still have a year or two of 

ocean feeding before maturity. The skin of salmon at sea is thin,. their 
v 

scales are ....,- deciduous.11 and their slime covering is easily removedo 

Therefore,. care in handling becomes extremely import.ant if fish are to be 

released with maximum chance of survival. 

The sequence of steps in handling the salmon and the attendant problems 

are discussed below. The methods of handling the few salmon taken in gill 
1. V ""'q;-.. 

nets were substantially the Sal'lte as in 1955. ae 1.sper'be(iey J1119eb 

1 Report of High Seas Tagging in 1955, by B.F. Jones. Manuscript in 
proparation. 

Plt!:PARATimr FOR BHAILING 

As the last of the seine is brought aboard, the swimming room for the 

salmon is being constantly reduced until they are finally confined to tbs 

bunt sectiono These few moments are critical., since with so little web re

maining in the water., the seas and tide may collapse the ieb against the 

boat, thus imprisoning the fish nnd causing them to lose scales in struggling 

to free themselves. Two means were used to avoid this difficulty; first, 

the skiff was directed to continue to tow the vessel away from the web so 

as t.o keep an opening for the fish (Figure 3A), and second, long poles were 

used as "pushers" to hold the cork~line out from the bo:at, while the skiff 

approached to assist with brailingo Collapsing of the b1ll1t was a problem 

only when wind or tide was strongo 
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With the cat.ch in the bunt, the skiff was brought alongside and the cork

line attached to the rail of the skiff (Figure JB).. The salmon \-~re then 

in an 11apron11 of knot.less web hanging between ski.ff and seiner and ready to 

be brailedo Suf'ticient web was allowed to give the fish ample roan to swim., 

If seas were rough, it was necessary to head the vessel into the wind to 

reduce the heaving of the bunt.. If the catch was large, the out.rigger pole 

was lowered from the rigging to a horizontal position and the bow of the 

skiff made fasto This kept the skiff olear of the vessel during brailing .. 

The stern was held off with a ••pushern. If seas were calm, little or no 

injury would have been caused up to this point, but with even slight seas., 

the chafing in the bunt required prompt removal to the holdin& tank .. 

Another type of injury to salmon in the bunt was caused by jellyfish .. 

In aome areas, a single haul netted a ton or more of jellyfish which nearly 

filled the bunt, thua depriving salmon of OJcy"gen as well as stinging themo 

Sometimes the stings caused welts on the sides of the smaller salmono The 

jellyfish had to be brailed overboard prior to brailing the salmon. 

BAAil.INO 

Tt:10 methods of brailing the catch .f'ran the bunt. to the h ->lding tank 

were usedo 
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The brailer bucket method utilized a large canvas bucket with. a capacity 

or approximately 110 gallons. This bucket was attached to a standard seine 

brailero A curtain or lmotless nylon was attached to the rim or tho brailer 

to tunnel the fish into the bucket. With the f":i.sh concentrated in the bunt• 

the brailer was carefully dipped at one end and drawn upward by means of the 

shipaa tackle. The fish ware thus li.ft.ed from the bunt without ever leaving 

the -water. The brailer and bucket were then swung over to the tank, and the 

contents poured into the tank which had been pre-filled with water. Between 

25 and 50 salmon cOUld be handled per brail depending on their size.. Thia 

method was not used when seas were rough because of the difficulty 1n handling 

the .full brailer as the vessel rolled. It was also il!rpractical when catches 

were 8I'l3ll because of the time necessaey to rig the brailero 

The second method of brailing waa done manually with long-handled dip 

nets hung with fine ... meshed knotless nylon (Figure 3B). By taking only 3 

or 4 f'ish at a time and by using shallow nets t-Jhlah do n<t. "bag" the .fish, 
170 Ti<- e 4 b/ e t--' 

the dipping caused no eaee"ael• injury. 

FISH HOLDING TANKS 

Since the greatest injury- observed in 1955 was caused by prolonged 

holding in the bunt, the use of tanks starting in 19,56 accomplished a great. 

reduction in injury o After the catch was brailed aboard, the fish liare safe 

from further injury except for that associated rrith taggingo Motion 0£ the 

vessel had little effect on the water in the tanks, since they were built 

with a high coam.ing. Arter brailing, the vessel was headed in a direction 

which minimized motion primarily as an aid to tagging. 
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DESCdlPTION OF TANKS 

The tanks on the Commander and Renown were of 3/4 inch marine plywood 

and measured approximately 11 feet by 5 feet by 2½ feet high., They were 

bolted through the deck against the seine table (Figure 3D) o A perforated 

partition in the middle reduced surging o! the water., Each section had a 

l~-foot square opening in t.he top fitted with an 8-inch coruningo overflow 

uas through h»les drilled in the coaming., Infiow, taken fran the ship's 

pumps, was adequate to till the tanks in approximately 5 minutes, or at the 

rate or about 200 UoSo gallons per minute. 

Because of limited deck space, the tank on the .Q_alitomia dose was 

installed vert.ically in the holdo It measured 5 feet by 5 feet and stood 

8 feet high, being mounted on timbers in the hold, with the top flush wit,b 

the hatch opening., Its 1$00 gallon capacity was greater than that o:t the 

deck tanks used on the other vessels, but it was someHhat less convenient 

'.;o use o Over.now was through pipes leading through the hatch coaming to the 

deck. 

Ji'ISH CAPACITY OF TANKS 

The maximum fish holding capacit,y of the tanks 'Was not determined, but 

with full water !'low, there was no apparent distress wit,h 500 mature salmon 

in a dock tank. In sane cases, as many as 800 immature salmon were suc

oessi'ully- held., The limit appeared to be related t.o physical crowding 

rather than oxygen supply., The above numbers of :fish -were not in the tanlc 

long:, since tagging and release was progressing at a l"ate of over 100 per 

hour., 
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BEHAVIOR IN TANKS 

It was not known at first just how salmon 'taken from the open sea woul.d 

react when large numbLrs were confined in a holding tank, but. this proved to 

be no problerno All species milled quietly about, occasionally finning at 

'lihe surface. There l-ras no jumping or battering against the walls of the tankso 

Fish which were fatigued from being trapped in the net in rough seas were 

more vigorous after a period in the tank than when first introducedo 

Four pink salmon were kept in one tank for rour days with only an 

occasional refreshing of the water, and all appeared strong and vigorous 

whan removedo 

Parker and Kirlmess (1956, pp .. 18 .. 20) had found a live-box ,rery help-

' 
ful both for holding and £or tagging tro11 ... caught king salmon off southeastern 

Alaskao 

TRANSFER 'l'O TAGGING BOX 

F01 tlila swp in bt«. · h.~.ing proee~11w, A short=handled dip net was 

used to lift the salmon from the holding tank to the tagging box (Figure JD)o 

Little, i.f. any.I> j.njury- occurred at this point,, except in rare cases when 

the salmon was dropped on the deck~ With a little practice, it was possible 

~o lift a single salmon from the tank without panic to the fish dipped, or 

~o those lef't; in the tanko If the last few fish remained near the bottom and 

eluded the net, the water level in the tank was lowered to facilitate dippingo 

Dip nets had a light wooden handle about 30 inches long, and an oval

shaped rim approximately 24 inches across at the widest point (Figure .3D)" 

Web used was knotless bobinette of¼ inch mesh, hung with little slack to 

prevent the salmonus tangling in the webo 

- - --
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HOLDING IN TAGGING CllADLE 

Two types of tagging cradles were usedo The first., designed £or under

water tagging, was a V-shaped metal trough lined with ¼ inch foam neoprene., 

This vras placed inside the canvas brailer bucket previously desoribede The 

bucket was held upright by a metal ring support which clamped to the starboard 

rail (Figure 3D)o Because no apparent advantage was found in underwater 

tagging, the standard type of tagging cradle was used for most experiments. 

This was a plywood trough one mater in length, lined with ½ inch foam neo

prene., In some cases foam rubber was used and in turn covered with a sheet 

of smooth vinyl plastico The trough was clamped to the rail of the boat 

with the outboard end open for release of the salmon. A shelf under the 

trough served to hold tagging supplieso On both types of boxes, meter sticks 

were built. into the bottom ot the trough in such a way that the salmon 'klas 

protected from the edges (F~ure 3D) o The meter sticks were made of solid 

white vinyl material printed with contrasting black numerals and scales for 

good legibilityo 

After the fish was placed in the cradle, it was held as gently as pos

sible by a second man while being tagged and measu.md, and while a scale 

sample was taken. The time from dipping to release averaged between 30 and 

40 secondso 

In spite of the care taken and the brief time involved, the injury while 

the salmon was being held in the tagging trough was probably second only ·l;o 

that which occurred in the seine when seas or wind caused complications, aa 

described earliero This applied particularly to the sn-.aller sizes in both 

cases, since they lose scales so easilya 

_..,._ ____ =====---ca~-------. 
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Numerous methods were tried to reduce handling injury du:d .. ng tagging 9 

stch as tagging underwater~ various kinds of rubber and cotton gloves £or 

ho !.ding, and even a f orm-fittecl sponge rubber 11 straight~jaclcet1
= type of 

t.~~g;ng cradle which held the .fish uniformly and gently, but none o.f t,hese 

ap-,e~red to have reduced injury or scalingo 

AN,~STHETICS 

In 1958 anesthetics were ·i;ried aboard the Calif omia Rose as a means 
.,, 

of reducing~ scaling in the t.aggil.1g processo (The following results are 

from a report on the subject by- Albert w. Palmer» 1959:1 unpublished") A 6o

gallon solution or the anesthetic was prepared in one of the brailer buckets 

and the bucket placed between the tank and the tagging box ( Figure 3D) ~ The 

f1sh was dipped from the holding tank to the bucket, and when anesthetized, 

was ·transferred to the tagging box.. A.t:ter tagging, the fish was placed by 

hand in a second brailer bucket supplied with running seawat-er for recuper,r. 

ation» after which it was :released overboard by use of a hand dip neto 

F'.gure JC shows tagged salmon recuperating in the bucket .. 

Once the routine was started, handling and tagging were quicker a.l"ld 

e8sier than without anesthesia The process practically eli.~.inated scaling 

during tagging. 

Anest,hetics used were MS-2222 and Qu.:lnaldine. 3 Con.centrat,ions which 

·--- ---- --------
2MS-222 = Tricaine Methanosulfonate o:. Sand.oz Pharmaceuticals, Hanover» 

Ne -1 Jersey o 

3Qu:i.naldine .... 2 Methylquinoline = Eastman Kodak Stock No. Pn216. 

-----------------------------------
in-nobil:i.zed immature salmon in approximate\y' 30 seconds were 2/3 gm per gallon 

of seaw~ter for 11s ... 2223 and 0o25 ml per. gallon for Qu:i..'laldinea The latter 

was dissolved in equal parts o.:. acetone prior to m.ix:i.ng with seawatel'o With 

eii;her anestheticp recover--.{ to<Jk from 1 to 2 minuteso The fish showed no 

re. ction to MS .. 222 solution:, but in the Quinaldine solut,ion, they darted 

e:,:,ratically, sometimes strikine the sides of the bucket, and. also gaped with 

ja •s and F_;,:ills _pri01.• to relaxin9;0 
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E'J H INJURY STUDIES -- -
After the 1956 field season, exper:iJnents were undertaken to evalu.-:ite 

th two principal injuries noted in salmon taggedo These were scaling, which 

has been descrihed, and injury to the eyes, which has not yet. been mentionedo 

SC LING 

Since scaling in some degi-ee is unavoidable at sea, it is desirable to 

lmow the long-term ef'fects and possible mortality due to various degrees o£ 

scslingo 

Two sources of fish were hsed to conduct the tests; trout held in fresh

water ponds a.-t; Gold Creelc Trout Farms, Woodinville 9 WashingtonJ> and young 

irr 1ature sil,rer and king salmon held in a floating live=trap in Shilshole 

Be · in Puget Soundo At both pl aces, the specimens ware tagged. and arti--

fi ially scaled to approximate]y match the 3 degrees of scaling noted on tha 

t,a,.;ging fomso 

These wera: 

Scal:ing degree 111" 

n211 

fl 311 

- F, .,r scales missing - less t,han 10% of boczy 

- Sna.11 patches of scales mi:=ising -- up to 25% of body 

... L .. rge continuous patches missing - up to 50% of body 

Fish from both sources were examined after 4 days and again after 35 

da s ~ 'Ihe t.r.out shm-red almost ir,unedi.at,9 raccwery from scaling degrees 11111 

an . 11211 ~ with little evidence l)f the injury remaining at the first examina"" 

t:.L .nb Those with degl"ee n311 scaling showed a lack of mucus and a lighter 

co or uhere scaling was most s , vere, but showed no obvious lessening of 

v:i. ,ality o By the second examination, ·l;he light "dr".f" patches had disappeared 

ar l mucu.s had again re-i:A1r11ed. 
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The salmon in salt water likewise healed quickly from the lesser scaling~ 

buc degree 113" scaling resulted in white "drytl patches, some of which per

sisted for several weeks and became fungusedo The salt water tests la.eked 

c:o:telusiveness since numbers were small (9 test specimens and 3 controls) 

ar: l the salmon would not feed, including the controlso All specimens con-

t: iuously lost weight, and one of the scaled fish survived the controls in 

srLte of fungus infectionb 

From the above, it might be concluded that moderate sealing is not a 

se ~ious problem, but no tests on i'ish in captivity could duplicate actual 

co1ditions of salmon at sea, so that scaling mu.st continue to bo suspecto 

Returns of tagged fish have not yet been anacyzed according to degree 

of scalingp since this injury applies mostly to the very smal.l fish which 

have spent but one -year at sea, and returns from this group have been too 

fe-ry, which again is reason to suspect scaling injury o 

EYE INJURY 

Another injury caused by the web is abrasion to the cornea of the eye~ 

Ol. ulce1·ated corneao (An investigation of t,he injury., its symptoms and cure 

iI both fish a.,d mammals was made by Herman 1''o Engel> unpublished, 19560) 

Tr is injury results in the fo:rr.1at,ion of an opaque spot perhaps 2 or 3 l'lml in 

di~eter in the center of the corneao The spot does not become apparent 

un:t.il 30 to 60 minu·tes after the injur-3 o 

It was noted on one or both eyes of a la~ge proportion of the salmon 

caught, when hauls were made in particularly rough weather. Fish v-.ihiah 

were trapped in the web long before bra.iling were observed to have the spot 

wh'3n first. brought aboard,. Those :i..njured in the bunt just before bra:Uing 

did not show any sign of the injury at bz•ailing, but ha.d developed definit,e 

SJ ots within 30 minutes in the tanko The tank was eliminat,ed as a cause by 

observation of uninjured fish aft.er several hours in the tanko Salmon taken 

:w the gill nets were also noted to have the injury when brought, aboard~ 
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The trout and salmon used for the scaling tests were used also for the 

e;-i a injury observations. The .i.njur., was induced by abrading the eyes with 

tfrred cotton web as used in tha seines. After 15 strokes, no injury- was 

at first visible, but as at sea, the opaque spots appeared after about 30 

m: nutes.. This would have been a very serious cause for concern were it not 

fr the fa.ct that the great majority of injured eyes had completely cleared 

w thin 24 hours after injuxy. One of the test salmon in salt uater and one 

o. the trout contmued to sho-.. a slight spot in one fSY8 for several daysg 

b t, judging from the :init:Ltl a:,pearance P the intentional~ inflicted spots 

wore more severe than those su.i'fered at sea .. 

It is reasonable to cancl11de that the great majority of eye injuries 

h al in 24 hours or less at sea . Howaver, during the period of reduced 

v sion salmon are undoub'l,edly more vulnerable to predators. 

Notat.j.on of specimens having eye injUljl' t-ras ma.de on only a .few tagging 

experiments,. since it required t:ime to closely examine each eyeo Hat-raver .. 

f r those experiments so noted, the results are shown below. (Chum salmon 

t , gged between June 24 and July lu, 1956. Most were immatu:m, with returns 

coming in 19570) 
No. Noo % 

Without eye injury ~ 
recovered recovered. 

4 lol 

n " 440 8 

T results are the opposite r f what might be expected, but the numbers re•• 

c vered were obviously too small for a critical comparison. Such results 

a least indicate that, the ~ injury- cannot be a serious cause of mortalityo 

H waver,. ei"fort.s to raduce such injury have cont:inued in all of our operations. 
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TAGG!?ID PROCEDUfl.ES 

DISPOSITION OF PERSGJNEL 

With the catch placed in the tank~ the vessel Has headed in the direction 

t•.fc ich caused the least vessel motion, or which gave tagging personnel best. 

P' otection from windo Ir the catch was small, only one tagging crew was used; 

i.. large, two were used, one a·t. each rail. Four men were :required for each 

t . ~ing crew; one to dip salmo·1 from the holding tank to the tagging cradle., 

a e ·t.o hold, one to tag, and one to record the data.. Scales tJSre taken by 

t 1 s man tagging, when both crews were operating; otherwise a firth man was 

u. ed. When necessary, a single man could dip for both crews.. Wit.h two :t'all 

c: 81fS working, there was only one man left to guide the shiy. When catches 

wore very large, this man also loaded tube tags on needles to speed the 

tagging. On the .tew occasion!" when very large catches were made, part o£ 

t e catch had to ba le.tt. in the bunt. One team then tagged from the bunt j 

a .d the second team tagged frcm the tank, thus reduc:ing congestion in both 

p .aC8So 

1 0 APPLICATION 

Disc tags or tube tags W(. re appl:iBd through the body at the base of the 

a terior half of the dorsal f j no Discs were applied nth oncy a little room 

f r growth even on the smalle1 fisho Tubes were applied with a loop which 

p .aced the lmot behind the do1·sal i'ino Time required for tagg:lng was nearly 

t 1e same using either type of tag, averaging 30 to hO seconds, including 

t iki.ng a scale and measuring. Figure 3C shows salmon with tube tags attachedo 

D TA REC01IDING 

Fom.s for recording tag r,ata were kept in duplicate, using waterproof 

.per and waterproof carbano 

lo Tag number 
2o Species 
3Q Length 

For each fish tagged, the following were re-

4o Scale sample number 
5o Condition 
6. Remarks 
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At first, species were difficul-t to distinguish at sea, especially the 

younger ages, but with some practice, even the smallest usually- could be 

quickly identified. Scales furnished positive identif'ica·l;ion later if neededo 

Lengths were taken to the nearest ½ cm by holding the fish 8 s snout 

against the head of the tagging cradle and sighting the tail-fork against 

the meter stick in the bottom of the tagging trwgh. 

Scale samples were taken from every :t'ish tagged starting in 19580 In 

1956 scales were taken from approximately 50% of fish ta1ged• and in 1957 

from approximately 75%. One or two scales were removed using forceps, and 

placed in rows on a gw'ldd card, with sculptured side up for later impressing 

in plastic. 

The record or condition of tha f'ish at release was based entirely an 

scale condition, using the 3 categories described in the section on fish 

handling. In early 1956, vitality was entered for fish tagged from gill 

net.s, but fish from the seine shawed lit.tle variation in this l"('tgard. Any 

injured to the point that vitality was obviousl;r low, were not taggedo 

Under remarks, were entered such items as injuries due to predators" 

malformations, marks from gilling in the seinell or a notation if the fish 

had been dropped in handling. 

An attempt was made to record sex in 1956, but few fish were mature 

enough to show extemal sexual dimorphism, so this was discont:inued., 

OTHER DATA COLLECTED 

The following data and specimens were collected in addition to the 

tagging data mentioned above. 
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FISHING EF1'-0Rr FORMS 

Foi· each date and location of fishing a 11 Fishing Effort. Form" was filled 

ou.t to provide a uniform record of the physioal conditions pertairung to each 

set, and of associated observations and data collectedo Principal data re

corded were: 

1., Date, location 9o No. of salmon caught by species 

2, Time of start and finish 10. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Wind, seas, tide, sky 11. 

Dept,h, drift direct.ion 12 .. 

Direction of 0 set11 or seine 13. 

Surface water temp., air tamp. 14. 

U II It tagged " n 

tt n n examined by species 

Catch other than salmon 

Observations of birds, pinnipeds, 
cetaceans 

Effectiveness of haul 

7, Water sample number 15. Condition of fish caught 

8 Bateythermograph slide number 16. Remarks 

The dlraction of 11aet", the catcli other than salmon, and pinniped obser

Vc.tions are included in the catch tables in the appendix (Tables Cl ... C4)o 

Unusual specimens wre added to the preserved fish collection of the College 
, 

o~ Fisheries of the University of Washington. 

S: ECIMEN EXAMINATION DATA 

A sample of fish from each of the larger catches was saved for datermi• 

n t.ion o.f sex, maturity, and stomach contents,. Observations were: 

1., Species 6. Scale sample number 

2" Length 7o Stomach condition (full-.medium ... 
trace-empty) 

3,. Sex 
8 .. Stomach contents (brief description 

4o Egg diameter ( average of 5 eggs) of pr:incipal items) 

5., Testis width (widest part of 9o Remarks (injuries, parasite B:, 

largest testis) malformations, etco) 

The stcrnach contents data have not been analyzed yeto The gonad measure

ment data were usei'ul in evaluating the maturity of salmon tagged, although 

there is a clear need ror larger samples throughout the seasono 

===----"'"111t""-.:~-
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DATA FOR FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE INVESTIGATIONS 

Samples and observations useful to t.he U.S., Fish and Wildlife Service 

North Pacific Investigations were collec'lied by the tagging creu when possibleo 

The necessary instructions, equipment, and forms mre provided by the several 

projects. 

Data collected were: 

1. Bathythemograph slides and surf'ace water srunples for the use o£ 

Fish and Wildlife Service oceanographic studieso 

2o Blood samples for serology studies., 

J., Frozen specimens for the sampling program. (The latter w€lre pos

sible only when veey large catches were made.) 

TAGS USED 

SELECTION OF TAGS 

The most effective tag for a particular tagging problem depends upon 

several considerations such as the tieh's st,ructure, habi·lis, swimming speed9 

she9 time at liberty, the goar 1.tSed for capture, and the processing mathodo., 

Of the several t,yi;e s of tags whieh have bean used for salmon in coastal 

al."8aa1 Petersen-type disc tags att.ached at the base of the dorsal fin have 

shown v-.1.desproad acceptance (Rounsefell and Kask, 1945) .. 

In selecting a tag far applying to salmon at sea, it was recognized 

that the r.equiraments were different than .ror tagging in coastal areaso It. 

was anticipated that smaller sizes o.f salmon would be talten at sea, and t,ha~ 

ths time between tagging and racapture might be as mu,:h as two years, conse

quently the fish would grow considerably between tagging and reeaptura. 

Therefore, two types ~ere chosen for the preliminary experiments of 1.955; 

disc tags because they v18re well proven in salmon taggtngll and would i'urnish 

a. basis for. comparing results, and plastic tube tags because they appeared 

well adapted to remain on rapidly growing fish for the required periodo 
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Concurrent with the tagging at sea, tag testing experiments on rainbow 

trout in fresh-water ponds were begun in the spring of 1955 and continued 

through t,he summer of 1958., One purpose of the experiments was to test, 

over a period of time, vari0us tag materials, types of tags, and methods 

of application, in a search for tags which would better fulfill the require 0 

ments of high seas salmon taggingo A second purpose of the test tagging was 

to evaJ.uate, and to find means to reduce, the injury caused by t.ags and by 

handling during capture and tagging. 

Many types of tags -were tried in an assortment of sizes and point of 

attachmento The F1.oy Manufacturing Company, 2909 Blakel;r Street, Seattle, 

Washington, was very generous in supplying materials and sample tags which 

they were developing" 

Details of the tag testing experiments will be included in the report 

no.z in preparation on the 19i;5 worko However, none of the new tags tested 

showed enough promise to be tried in the North Pacific experimentso 'fhere

fora II discs and tub9s continued to be used in the high seas experiments o! 

1956, 1957, and 19580 

DESCrl.IPTION 01'' DISC TAGS AND TUBE TAGS 

The disc tags used wera of white cellulose acetate½ inch in diameter 

and O.OJ6 inch thicko The small diameter \-ras chosen to reduce water· drag 

and resultant cut.ting of tl1e pin through the flesh o.t: the fisho Discs were 

attached in the usual manner through the body at the base of the dorsal fin 

usi.--ig soft stainless steel pins O.OJ6 il'lct. in diametero The hole in the 

ce 1ter of the tags was also Oo036 inch in diametero 

Discs were obtained from the Howitt Plastics Company, Mollala, Oregon, 

and pins from the Star Pin Company, Shelt.on, Connecticut. 
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The tubes or nspaghetti" tags were patterned after those developed by the 

California Department of Fish and Game (Wilson, 1953)., The material found 

most satisfactory was obtained from the Irv:ington Varnish and Insulator Com .. 

pany, Irvington, New Jersey, under the trade name 11 Ivi-Flexo 11 This material 

is very soft and pliable, and is easily tied into a small tight knat even 

when hands are wet and cold~ 

Tube tags were 1/16 inch in outside diameter and approximately 13 inches 

long., They were applied through the body at the base of the dorsal 1'in by 

means of a special stainless steel needle which was developed by John Wo Marliin 

of the Fisheries r?esearch Instituteo The needles were 6 inches long and 

1/16 inch in diametero Ona-half inch of t.he rear of -t;he needle was turned 

down to a diameter slightly greater than the inside diameter of the tubingo 

The tubing was slipped over the shaft and held by frictiono The diameter of 

the puncture through the fish was then no greater than the 1/16 inch diameter 

of the tag. 

Most tubes were white, although some yellow were tried in 1957 and 1958 

for comparison. A few smaller-,{iiametor tubes of black material were tr-led 

in 1956 on the smaller salmon caught, but were discontinued because the 1956 

tagging showed that the standard tubes could be applied satisfactorily to 

even t,he smallest salmon taken. 
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It was found that the !vi-Flex material could not be labeled with the 

stamp .. type labeling machines due to its extreme softness; therefore, labeling 

and numbering was done by hand using vinyl ink and a number "O" Leroy pen .. 

Cost of labeling and numbering was at first approximately 7½ cents per tag. 

In late 1956, however, a local tag manufacturer developed a machine which 

could label any type of tube material with vinyl inko (H.C~ McCoy, 16~00 -

3rd s.w., Seattle, Washington.) Cost of machine-labeling of the legend was 

2½ cents per tag.. Since the machine was not able to number consecutively9 

the nwnbe ring was still done by hand at a cost of approximately 2 cents per 

tago The cost of Ivi-Flex material was slightly over ½ cent per 13 inch tag., 

Thus, the final cost per tag came to approximately 5 centso 
The legend placed on tube tags was: "Rat.urn F.,R.,Io U or W Seattle U .. S.A. 

tteward.1; The number was entered at both ends of the tag to insure a legible 

number if one shou1d fade or be damaged during removt\}. ot: the tago Disc tags 

carried~ similar legend, but without the duplicate number. 

Taole l liats the numbers of each type of tag applied in 1956, 1957, and 

1958. 'fhe reason for the increase in the percentage of disc tags each year 

is explained in the f ollotd.ng section. 

Table 1. Numbers and tyPes of tags applied 1956 - 1958 
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TABLE l. Numbers and 'types of tags eppl1ed 1956 .. 1958 

=r 
-White ·yellow 

Wli i1e.. Plast:J.c P.l.astic 
Tubes Tubes Discs 
1/1611 1/1611 1/2" Total 

1956 6,3421 - 1,029 7,371 
1957 11,3232- 1,334 2,712 1.5,369 
1958 6,626 1,174 5,843 13,643 

...... ~ 

l Tote.l 24,291 2,508 9,584 36,383 

l 11,3 mwlJ.1.-diameter black tubes s:re included here ( see text). 
2 370 ·wlli"t;e tubes o-r the otlffei· 11Iryflex" vinyl incl1Jded 

here. 
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GOMPA.tUSON OF DISC TAGS AND TUBE TAGS 

Although the pond tagging experiments showed both disc and tuba tags 

satisfactory as to materials and time of retention, the results of tagging 

salmon at sea have shown marltedly better returns from disc tags than from 

tubes~ Table 2 provides a SWll!!lai"Y' of results from exper:Lments in which both 

types of tags may be directly compared. In these experiments, one crew 

tagged with discs, and the other tagged simultaneously with tubes. Salmon 

were taken randomly from the same tank. The size dist.,'.'ibution o:f fish within 

each of the size categories was almost. identical., and t,here was no differ1:mce 

in vitality. Discs consistently provided better returns also tn 1957 and 

1958 experiments, so t,hat tubes will be discontjnued in future experiments 

except, possibly· on t,he sm.-"lllest sL;es taken. 

Table 2. Comparlson ,)f numbe:i:s of disc tags &nd ·c.ubc tag,', z-ecover~d frem 
chum salmon tag8ed June 29 •· July 14, 1956 south 01· Adak Island 
(li'ishing Ei'fort, Noso 34, 36, 39, ~O, 42) 

-------------------·-·--------·-·---
Simi1ar results we-re obtatr:ed by Hicha1d St:.:i.:-at:.y- of t he U0 ; ., Fisr.. and 

Wildlife Service in t,agging mature red salmon in Bristol Bay in 1956 

(personal connnu..'lication) o 

Reasons for the better ra·liurn of diso tags are preswned to be better 

visibility and more susceptibility to rncover-y in g:1.1.1 nets 0 Fishermen 

h'.lve rapor-'iied .fiTI~1:l.ng dise tags but not, tube tag~ in their nets while the 

fish hao. ....; ' .-,,pee~. 

RECOVERY EFFOllr 

Since tag returns from the mid-Paclfic o;..--peri!ll€nts might be ex_peeted 

f'rom any commereial salmon fishing area or spawning st.ream, the .recovery 

advert,ising had to be as widespread as tho distribution of salmon. 

Tags placed on salmon :in the central Aleutian area have been returned 

from su.ch diverse dreas as the states of Wash:i.ngton and Idaho (via the 

Columbia .River)~ southeastern Alaska, central and western. Alaska 11 the 

Kamchatka Peninsula, Sea of Okhotsk, and both Hokkaido and Honshu Islands 

in Japano 
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TABLE 2o Comparison oi" nunbers of disc tags and. tube ta.gs recovered from 
cllU!ll salmon tagged June 29 ,. July 11f . ., 1956 south of Adak Island 

(Fishing Effort Nos. 34, 36., 39., 4o, lt,2) 

1 . -

FiFJh under 450 mm Fork Leng!ih 

Fish over 450 mm Fork Le?ll,rth 

1.rotu.l 

-- ·-
Recove:red in 1956 Small 

Large 

Recovered in 1957 Small 
Ial"ge 

Recovered in 1958 Small 
Iarge 

Total all yea.rs 

Discs 
Applied. 

92 

132 ·-
22Ll 

-

Tubes 
Applied 

373 

301 

674 
hr -----~ 

Discs 
Recov. 

.. 
6 

1. 
7 

2 
... 

3 
13 

Tubes 
Recov. 

... 
5 

l 
6 

l. 
l 

2 
l2 

% "P 
Discs Tubes 
Rec:ov. Recovo 

- .., 

4 .. 5 1.7 

lol Oo3 
5.3 2 .. 0 

2o2 0 .. 3 
- Oo3 

....... 

= \ I ---------------~----------..1·------·--------
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The coop0r:::tio!1 of all countr:i.es and ~t a.-~ei, b.J:rderinl,; the };ortih Pacific 

Ocean has been 0.1.ceJ.lcnt. ::.:.1 t h ' matter o:f retu.rn:i.ng -~agso 

Canndu and .J,.q;a,.,, bcii,g i,a. ties to the Convent:i.oi.1, took care of ~ccovery 

advertising, rewards, and mailing of tags recove;r;-ed by their nationals. Japan 

has been very- consistent in sending length measurements and scale samples with 

tag returns. These are very valunbla additional data.. Scales and lengths 

were usually- taken by government inspectors aboard the motharships. Returns 

from Hokkaido streams also often included lengths and scales since most 

st,ream recoveries came fron government egg-taking s~ations·. 

Letters ware sent to the central ltnd regional fisheries agencies of the 

UoS.S.Ro They in t:.urn printed notices of the high seas tagging and dist:cibuted 

them to fishing centerso Like the Japanese, rl.ussian returns are o!t,en accom= 

panied by length, weight, and scale sampleso 

In the Un:i.ted States, letters, posters, and return envelopes were dis,.. 

tributed annually through canneries and fish processors, fishern~n's unions, 

and government fisheries agencieso In remote areas of the Yukon and 

Kuskokwim Rivers and in .Norton Sound, postmasters and merchants were re

quested to forward tags racovered by resident fishermen. Biologists and 

fishery management personne:L in the field in Alaska were especially he:Lpful 

in recovering tags and in promoting recovery by fishermen. 

The reward paid in Canada and the United States for high seas tags was 

$LOOo Individuals sending ta.gs were promptly sent~ the reward, together with 

a letter of thanks, and a chart showing the tagging location and date, and 

recovery location and dateo In general, fishermen have sho;..-rn a keen interest 

in the high seas tagging; in many instances tagging and recovery info:rmB.tion 

was appreciated more than the money. 
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EXPLilNATION OF TABLES IN THE hPPENDIX 

An explanation of the basic tablea and figu.res in the appendi}: is now 

in order prior to discussing resultso 

The basic data have been divided into: 

Cat.ch Tables 

Tagging Tables 

Recovery Tables 

CATCH TABLES 

Complete catch tables for each s r:ine set made :in 1956, 1957, ,;.nd 1958 

are shm.11. in 'L'ables C2 through r.;4. o.f the appendix. The gill net cut,ches of 

1956 are shown in Table Clo 

For each year, the ·,ables ,_;re subdivided by the area divisions illustrated 

in Figure 4o Within each area divis; ion, seine sets are listed chronologically 

.for convenience in following seasonal changes in abundance. 

Figure 4 • ..,..,North Pacliic Ocean and Bering Sea showing numbered areas referred 
to in text and tables. 

The directi.0n in which the net was "held open11 i~ shown for all hau.J s 

except a few in early 1956, when th:i.s observation was not recorded .. 

Fishing effort ( station) numbers were assigned for ea~h date nnd loca

tion of fishing rather than by individual seine sets. Thu.s, one fishing 

effort number applied to all hauls made by one vessel in a dayp unless areas 

fished were separa·ted by more than ten miles., 

E..icac·t. positions of hauls were determined. by radar when vessels were 

within radar ,·ange (app:-oximately twenty miles) of islandso l.i'urt,her off',. 

shore, loran was used, which in most areas gave very close t'eadings 0 In 

areas where loran recP.ption was no-r. possible, dead redconjJlg was used, wh:i.c:h 

might be as much as ten miles in erroro 
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The catch by species includes all salmon caught whether tagged or not.o 

Staelhead are also shotm and included in the salmon total. The species of 

salmonids indicated by the letters at the top of the species columns are: 

R Red or sockeye .. Oncorhmchu~ ~ 

C Chum or dog .. Oo keta 

p Pink or humpback - Q. gorbuscha 

s Silver or coho - !lo kisutch 

K King or chinook - o. tabawytscba. 

St Steelhead trout .. Salmo e_irdn.,!£!! 

Comments are shm-m in the remarks column if the efficiency of a seine 

haul was affected by weather or mechanical difficulties. The remarks also 

list fish taken other than salmon. Fur seal and sea lion observations are 

shown only in the 1957 and 1958 catGh tables. 

SPECIES OTHEll THAN SALMON 

The following list of fish other than salmon includes all sped.mens that 

were large enough to be easily identified.. In some hauls, many larval fish 

were taken, and samples dipped .from the bunt, but these have not yei; been 

examined. The basking shark (area JC, 1957) was too large to bring aboard., 

but 1-1as seen well enough to identify. The lumpsuckers were of particular 

interest since they are nonnally considered a bottom-dwelling species, yet, 

they occurred in the catches far offshore over very dee:;;, ·weter. Likewise, 

the occurrence of S'tickJ.ebacks (area ·10, 1957; area 9A, 1958) as far as 75 

miles from shore was interesting. Bottom fish, such as sculpins and 

flounders, were taken only where w-at,er was shallow enough for the lead-line 

to nearly touch bott.om~ 
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~ Ce t.orhinus maximus 

- Anoplopoma i'imbria 

- Pr.ionace glauca 

- Pseud~tacer,2r, richard~..1 

... Mallotus catervarius 

- Squalur; ~cklel!_ 

- Family Zoa.rcidae -1••---
• 9:liE-a pallasi 

Ale£idosa~ ~culaEius 

- Fefilj}y Apgtop~t~ /}noJt /lne> -c oekrvS 
;0_lf a re 

•· Family Q,rclopteridae 

•· Isurus nasus 

¥• Drama raii -
~ Zaprora silenus 

• Icosteus aenigmati~ 

- furdrolagus colliei 

- Farli.ly Scorpaenidae 

• Trichodon trichodon --
- Cololabis saira ---
- Dec~teru.s eolyas2i~ 

= Platichtbys stel~l_!! 

- Family Cottidae 

- :family Agonidae 

- Eumicrotrer:ms orbis 

- Gasterosteus aculeatus --
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llilGING TABLES 

Tables Tl through T3 of the appendix9 list the tagging b,y date and loca~ 

tion for the three years. 

As with the catch tables, taggi11g experime::its are arra.,gecl. chrarologically 

within the area divisions of Figure 4. The same fishing effort nu.mbers used 

in ·the catch tables identify the tagging exper5..ments. However, all salmon 

tagged at each date and location (one fishing effort) are lumped in the 

tagging tables, whether one or several seine set.s were madeo Where two or 

three hauls were made a few miles apart, t,he tagging location shown is an 

average. 7°(JtlJl5 -fo ,- e~1c/1 ,1,-ea d;vls,·on c1,--e. ;:Jf5," 9 , ve,-.. t-

Xha Rtt!!\ens o;f ee:e:1l 0pedoe t.-a;ed aie the eor·ee··ad figii•?s .. fhe•l!---t.--"' 

The tagging tablas are divided into matures and ir.'i:-atures ~ and the irn."Q.-"J.tures 

are further broken dmm into separate year classes. This facilitates relating 

the nu1nbers tagged with the returns in the year of tagging and in subsequent 

years@ By 11maiiura11 is meant a salmon which is dast,ined ·t,o spa'iim in the year 

of ta.ggirigo Figure 5 was prepared -~o stunmarize the 1nat,urity and age breakdown 

of reds, chums, and pinks tagged in 1956, 1957, and 19.58 .. The 1956 age data 

are based entirely on scale readingsn The 1956 and 1957 age data are based 

partly on lengths, since scales were not ·taken fran all .fish tagged~ 

Figure 5.-~Numbers of red, chum, and pink salmon tagged in 1956, 1957, and 
1958 by ocean age and rnaturi·liyo 
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Figure 5. Numbers of red, chum, and pink salmon tagged in 1956, 1957, 
and 1958 by ocean age and maturity. 
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DETERMINATION OF 1111.TU~ITY 

Since the determination of maturit,y of the salmon tagged is important 

in the analysis of the tag :r.etums, this subject is discussed in det·ail for 

each species in the sections on Tag Returnso However, the general method 

that was used is outlined belowo 

No external manifest.ation of maturity of salmon taken on the high seas 

has been discovered, and of course it was impossible to examine gonads of 

tagged fisho Therefore, the following criteria were taken into account in 

classifying tagged salmon as to maturit,y-: 

2o Later comparison of length (at 'tagging) of those returned in the year 
of tagging, with those returned in subsequent years 

3o Age 

4o Date and location of catch 

5o Gonad measurements of samples from the catch 

Length was the basic c1"iter:i.on for separating matures and immatureso 

The procedure used was to make length-frequency tabulations of each indiv

idual sample tagged, and to arrange them in chronological ore.er for each 

area of taggingo In 19.57 and 1958, tabulations were .further. broken domi by 

ocean age from scale readings o Thll.s f> the sequence of modes in t,he length 

distributions shol-1ed i.he various age groups and their seasonal growth, plus 

the disappears.nee of the lar"ger, mature sizes as the season progressE"do 

Sizes of fish of the same age varied considerably by date and location of 

catcho For example, fish in the Gulf of Alaska were larger than those near 

th.e Aleutians. The length for dividing matures from il~na.tures was, there .. 

fora~ not the same in all areas and at all timeso For. reds and chums:i the 

dividing length was near ~.o cm, but varied i'ro:n a minimum of 45oO cm early 

in the season to a maximum of 55oO cm late in the season. The lengths of 

salmon tagged, and lengths (at tagging) of those recovered» are given !or 

each species by year in the discussions of tag returns. 
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Length and le~r of re2ove:2: 

'£he distribution of sizes (at tagging) of salmon recovered in estuaries 

in the year of tagging showed the size range of the mature salmono Corres

pondingly, returns a year or more later demonstrated the sizes o£ immature 

salmono In same cases~ the original maturity breakdown was later changed 

as returns in ths year of tagging or a year later showed the first classifi

cation to be in error. 

~ 

Since ocean age is a valuable guide to t,he maturity of Pacific aalmon 9 

the followmg generalizations regarding maturity may oo madeo 

In the case of reds and chumsp all age groups were tagged, from the 

youngest, which had spent no wint,ers at sea., to ·the oldest which had spent 

.four 'k1intera at- se,1., Some .fet-1 chums sho,ied five winter. marks on their scales. 

The zero-,.,:inter and one-winter age groups may safely be consirlered im•'" 

mature, since reds and chums rarely spawn after only one year at seao 

For~ salmon the three-winter age group may be considered over

whalming4'" mature, since very few reds r.emain at sea beyond this age o Only 

one of the 269 matura reds ·tagged in 1958 had spent 4 winters at sea and 

only two oi' the 729 tagged in 1957 -were of this age (Figures 27 and 38) o 

Thus~ the ·t.wo•winter age group reds are the principal group which roust be 

divided into matures and irmnatures. 

For~ salmon, the four-winter age group may be considered over• 

whelrningly matu1-e, but both the two-winter and three--winter age groups ma.,v 

be either mature or inmiature. Only one chum that had spent 5 winters at 

sea was taggAd in the 3 years• operations (Figure 64). 
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For ;eink salmon, the life history- is very clear-cuto Those of zero age 

are definitely immature, and those of one-1..tl.nter age, ma.tureo Ages are 

clearly separated by size. As Been ln Figure 70, the z,e3ro--winter age group 

average about 220 5 cm and the one-winter age group., 45.o cm., 

For silver salmon, the life-hist,ory is clear-cut, with nearly all maturing 

after one winter at seao The zero,..winter end the one-winter groups are easily 

distinguished by size and by scale readings. 

~ salmon and staelheadp howe'Ter, vary considerably :1n ages at maturi1iy-. 

'l'herefore, neither length nor age a.re satisfactory indicators of maturity 

unless specimens are very largeo 

So !ew silver salmon, king salmon, and steelhead were tagged or recovered, 

t.hat detennination of maturity was not a problem with these species. 

Thus our princ:lpal problem has been to determine the maturity of reds 

that have spent 2 winters at sea and chums that have spent 2 or 3 Wlllters at 

8880 

Date and locution of catch 

In most instancesi the date and location of catch separated the mature 

and immature red salmono Rarely die both occur in appreciable numbel•s 1n t.ha 

same catcheao Up to the second or 1 hird week of June., most reds taken were 

matures; af'ter that, the matures qu: ckly diminished, and the :immatures in= 

oreased~ Chum salmon, on the other hand, were more often mixed as to 

maturity, especially in the latter part of the season when some .fall ... run 

matures continued to be present in the large catches of irnmatureso In 

addition, certain locations (for e,q mple, tho eastern half o.f the Bel--illg Sea) 

produced both reds and chums that wei-e almost all mature even in late June 

when iromatures were appeax•ing :i.n the catches elsawhereo Clasgification in 

such cases was no problemo 
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These factors and i;he bases for decisions about the mat,urity of each 

g1•oup tagged are discussed in more detail in the section on directional move

ments and in ·the discussions of tag recove~ieso 

Gonad measurements 

Gonad measurements were taken on fish saved for exam:L.i.ation as described 

in the sect:i.on on O·t;her Data Collect,ed., However, samples examined were insul'•· 

fi.cient to calculate accurately the proportions of matures ~md L'1'!1T1.~tures for 

the sizes and ages uhere ma"i:,urity overlaps" Large samples from each location 

and ti.me period would be needed, since t,he size and age o:f maturit,y varies!> 

especially in the case of chum sail.mono The gonad SSJ"llples served mai.nly as 

a check on the general maturity status of t,he larger samples. 

The gonad 1neasurements, however 9 did suggest nn approximate division line 

between gonad measurements of matures and im:na.tures~ ~eds and chums sampled 

from catches uhich proved to be mature by tag re'r,urns showed testis widths 

o.f lO mm or more, and egg diameters of 2 mm and more. For im.r,,.atures ~ testis 

widths were 6 mm or less, and egg d:iarnaters LS mm or less., These figures 

applied t.o one-w5.nt-er and two-winter reds, and to t~m-- and three,~wint,er chums. 

:Maturing chum salmon showed more val"iability than reds in gonad msasur-crnients, 

which is perhaps a reflection of the longer range of spawning tLll1es for this 

species. 

~~ry and application of inatm-_~~~~ 

It is evj.dent. that, no method can positively classify the maturity o.f 

every i.Tldividual f5.sh tagged at sea, but t,he methods used gr'3atly recl.uced the 

m.m1bers o.f do1.1.btful specimenso In addition, the data cont,a.i.n many large 

samples with wellw.defined matm:ity, suitable for mora critical ana.1..yses .. 
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In the present treatment of the data there is no effort made to draw firm 

conclusions on points requiring exact lmowledge of maturity classification 

unless the samples considered were clearly identified as to maturity. The 

principal points made are the differences in distribution of matures and im0 

matures, and these are positively identified by year of return _ (where re

coveries were from coastal areas). There are cases of salmon classified as 

immature being recaptured at sea in the year of taggj,ng, in which cases 
1";»m a. 1'J r i7"y 

specific evidence of matuP~ is c:i.ted. 

RECOVERY SUMMAKY TABLES 

Recovery- summary tables for all three years are shown :b:t appendix 

Tables Rl through R12o Tables are grouped first by species, t.hen by year 

of taggingo Again Figure 4 is used as the basis of area breako.own. The 

totals tagged by age are repeat.ad from the area totals in the tagging tables. 

Numbers of tags ratumed are then listed by recover:, location, and by 

year of recover<J. Percentage returns are also shown by year o.f recovery based 

on the numbers tagged in the respe:tive age groups. 

It must be borne in mind tha·t; complete returns from 1957 and 1958 are 

not discussed hereo As seen in F~"UI'e 5, numerous im.l"Jatures were tagged 

which will be returned in 1959 and 196o. 

DETAJl.ED RECOVERY TABLES 

The detailed recovery Tables R.13 through BJ.5 list both release and re

cavezy data !or each tag return. 'l'hese are arranged by year of tagging, by 

area of tagging, by species, and by year of recovery. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF FISHING AND TAGGD~G 

ANNUAL COVEMGE 

Figure 6 shows the locations of fishing and tagging for 1956, 1957,and 

1958. 

l•'igure 6.--Distribution of "i:,aggin, ; 1956, 1957, 1958. 

In 1956, efforts extended only as far west as Adak except for a small 

amount of gill net fishing near Riska Coverage in 1957 was expanded west= 

ward to Attu Island and north to the Pribilof Islands. In 1956, tagging was 

extended further west of Attu11 furt~he:r- offshore in the central Bering Sea, 

and for the nrst time the large area south of Kodiak I sl.~nd was includedo 

PLAN OF OPErlATIONS 

The basic plan of the first three years' tagging was to obt,ain wide.

sp:re-ad east~west distribution of taggj.ng, and at the same liime t,o tag as 

many salmon as possible. OffshC're fishing was recognized as desirable, but 

not at the expense of numbers on an east=to-1,rest distribution., Thus, although 

a considerable amount of offshore tagging was accompli~hed, the great major4 

: I 

ity of tagging was close to the south sid9 of the islands, where seine 

catches were most productive (Areas 2C to 6c; Figure h). The oi'f shore areas 

in t.he Be ring Sea and south of Kodiak were given special effort because of 

the abundance indicated in those areas by the United States Fish and Wildlife 

Service research vesselso Tagging in these locations helped to supplement 

the results shown by t,he tagging alcng the Aleutians. 

ITINEMtUES 

The itineraries of the vessels used each year a:ro given in Table ). 

Approximately thirty days of the charter time was required for the round 

trip from Seattle to the central Aleutian area. Fishable weather averaged 

approximately fifteen days per month i'rom June through August. 

Table 3o Dates of operation and itineraries of tagg ing vessels, 19.56 , 1957, 1958 
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EVI))ENCE OF ~5 Fito!"1. SEI.JIJE CA'l vH~§. 

DIHECTIONAL ASPECT OF A PTJR.SE SEINE 11'rOW HAULi-

As clescrlhed in 'Ghe section on .fishing gear~ the seiue$ were held opP-n 

ir. a g:l.ven direction for approxiinzt,1~J.y 30 minutes~, ·i:,hus cnJ.le crlii:1.g s;;lmon 

r..l ,ring ·i;oward the opening of the seine_ In a:,:,eas which had not ooen fishBd 

t 'I' o hauls were required t.o de·:;.ermine the most, p:::oduct,iYe d:, rectj.on~ 

EVIDENCE OF SALMON MIGRATION RO UTES FROM SEINE CATCHES 

Observations of the seine catches according to the direction of set have 

indicated migration routes at sea which in turn have provided a more complete 

movement pattern than that shown by tag returns alone . This data is discu.ssed 

prior to tagging results, because a presentation of movements of fish at the 

time and in the areas of tagging logically precedes that of subsequent 

movements as indicated by tag recoveries. In addition to direction of 

movement, the catches showed relative abundance and timing of the major 

bodies of fish passing through the tagging areas. Therefore, it provides 

a basis for e va luating the importance of the stocks tagged, which in turn 

greatly enhances the significance of the tag results. Finally, since 

abundance and movements of salmon in areas of tagging relate immediately 

to stocks being fished by the Japanese high seas fleet, this da ta is of 

prime importance in interpreting tag re turns from fish intercepted by this 

important fishery. 
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TABLE 3 o De.tee of opere:tion and itineraries of ·t86CiDg vessels, 
19561 1957, 1958 

California Rose 

Reno1-m 

Reno·wn 

Ccrm,a.nder 

Califomia Rose 

Renmm 

CcmnMaer 

callfornia R~ 

Date 
Departed 
See.ttle 

Date 
Re·turned 
Seattle 

April Psept. 15 

April l2 Sept. 15 

l2iI 
May 6 Sept. 15 

?-By 16 Sept. 15 

:t.by 16 Septo 15 

~ 
Ap:ril. 24. Sept. 2 

June 8 Sept. 20 

Areas Operated. 

Eastern and central 
Aleutians :plus Guli' 
of Alaska and off S.E. 
AJ aska snA Vancouver 
I. on return ·trip 

Same 

Central. and. western 
Aleutians plus Gulf 
of Al.ask.a. and. 
Vancouver I. en.route 
to Seattle 

Pribilof Is. and 
central nnd eastern 
Aleutians plus Gul.f 
of Al.ask.a. and Vanco'UV'er. 
Io enr.oute to Seattle 

Central and. western 
Aleutians 

Central and ,restern 
Aleuc:tru o plus central 
Bering Sea an.cl 
Pribilof Is. 

Remarks 

Released. f'ran high 
seas charter duriI'lg 
:period July 4 .. 
Aug. 6 for fish 
!)8.Cld.Dg in Prince 
William So\m.d 

Gulf of Alaska Rel.£n.eeo. f'ran h.i.gh 
seaa ch:Al"ter during 
:period. June Z, "" 
July 16 for tagging 
in Cook Inlet 
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Figure 7. Diagram of purse seine "tow haul" showing possible approach 
directions of fish. 
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Hepeated sets in several directions are desirable, but in practice too 

few hauls could be made in a day to warrant frequent checks in a "poor" 

direction, after a proven direction had been foundo Therefore, in the follow

ing section on migration paths, most of the deductions are based on the 

results of sets made in one direction with few 11 cher;k hau1s11 in other directions. 

However, the catches in the areas of good fishi."lg were so consistent throughout 

the season and from year to year, that few 11 check hauls11 were reqt1.iredo With 

few exceptions, the rule was found to apply, that, wherever cat,ches \l8r8 con"" 

s:i.stently good in one direct.ion, catches in the opposite direction were poor 

or nilo In some few cases, one species was found to be moving opposite to 

another-, as will be discussed. 

In addition to direction of movement» the~ of movement is a~so an 

important factor in detennining the numbers of salmon taken in a purse seine 

seto However, at present, very little is kn01-m about a salrnon°s rate o.f 

travel at sea, or of the factors influencing rat,e.. (The average rate of 

t.ravel in mile.a per day is shc.n,m for mattt1•e sal1.1on ot each species in the 

section on Tag Returnso) 

It should be emphasized also that ~almon so seldom jump at sea~ ·i'1ha·I; 

sets had to be made "blind11 , which is a complete departur.e from the uSU3l 

commercial practice of setting on jumping salmono Thus the directional move

ment alld relative abunda.11ce to be dj.scusscd are based on the results of seine 

sets which may be considered r andom as to visible evidence of the best loca.,, 

tion, time, or direction to set. 

MIG.RATION PATHS 

The principal migration paths observed from t.he seine sets were: 

l. Westt-rard along tha south side of the Aleutian Islands 

2o Northward through the Aleutian passes 

3o Eastward and/or westward in the Bering Sea depending on species 
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The basic data for the discussion below is in the "direction open11 column 

in the catch tables for all three years (Tables C2, C3, and C4)o In referring 

·t;o the direction of set of the s~:ines, the cardinal directions E. vs. Wo or 

No vs. S. are being compared. Thus seine openings for all directions between 

N.Eo and SoE• are included with the ~ hauls, etco 

WESTWARD ALONG THE SOUTH SIDE OF THE ALEUTIANS 

The best~<le.fined migrat,ion observed was the westward movement of reds:> 

chums, and pinlcs along the south side of the Aleutian Islands. Catch data 

for areas 7C westward through 2C illustrate the trend in these areas. 

AREA 7C, l6o0 
- 165° WEST LONGITUDE 

~ch year from late May ttu-ou.gh early July, commercial fishing vessels 

sei11e for mature reds, chums, and pinks at Cape Lutke on the south side of 

Unimak Island. Through repeated experience, they have found that catches 

were productive only when the net was held open to the eastG 

In 1956, the tagging vessels made no check hauls wit.h the net open to-ward 

the west in J11•ea 7C, but the very sizes of the catches open to the east were 

good evidence of a westward movement o.f salmon. Between June 19 and July l., 

seventeen hauls were made with the nffli open to the east or northeast. .tl.ed 

salmon catches varied from 7,ero to 126, averaging 24; c:hums from zero to 126, 

averaging 29; pinks from zero to 24, averaging u. (1956 was a poor year for 

p1.nks in the -whole Aleutian area). 

In 1957, ten hauls were made between May 27 and 29 > all of them 60 or 

more mi.tes offshore. On May 28 and 29 results were poor regardless of direct,ion 

of set. On May 27, three hauls open to the east produced consistent results, 

averaging 27 reds, 16 chums, and 6o pi..--ikso Unfortunately again there was no 

check haul to the west, but a haul to the south.southwest produced 4 reds, 

12 cnums, and 24 pinks. Fish in this catch co1.ud have approached .from the 

southeast so that it is not a good check on the other haulso It suggests 

an onshore movement from the south in addition to the westward movement shown 

by the other three haulso 
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To summarize for Area ?C, no seine hauls were made to show the lack of 

an eastward movement» but both commercial fishing and the high seas seining 

sugges,i; a st,rong westward movement, of reds3 chums, and pinks dur:w.,g the period 

when matures are a,railable. No seining was done later in the season to indi

cate the movement of immatures in. this area. 

A REA 6c ~ 165° - 170° WEST LONGITuTIE 

In Area 6C, an unmistakable west·ward movement was found in all three 

yearso 

Between June 7 and 28~ 1956., a t.otal of 31 hauls open to the east pre-• 

duced. average catches of h8 reds, 21 chums, and 3 pinks. Four hauls open to 

the west produced a total of only 1 red and 2 pinkso One haul open to the 

south produced no salmon. During this period, all salmon were mature • 

{"Pigure I~ 

In 1957, five sets were made on June 13 and 14 in Area 6Co All four 

open to the east produced mature salmon,. aw.raging b, reds, 7 chums, and 23 

pinkso The one set open west produced nilo tlesults of this ltind indicate 

that. the directional trend is discernible even whHn numbers are smallo SiX 

sets we.re made between July 3 and 6, 1957 o The 5 hauls open to the east, 

produc,sd an average of 5 reds, 103 chums, and 15 pinkso The one open to the 

west took only 1 chum,, In the latter period reds were ir.171.ature and chums 

were of mixed maturity., 

In 1958, 3 hauls open to the east were made :in 11.rea 6C on. July 2s, 3:i 

and 4o Although no check hauls t·tere made wlth opening to the west, the size 

of the catches indicated a ·•reFf' strong uesterly movement of reds, chums., and 

pinks~ King salmon were also taken in more than incidental quant:i.ty for. t,he 

first tirneo 'fhe 'lihree hauls ave.raged 506 reds, 636 chums, 25 pinks, and 29 

kings., The great, majority of redsi chums,. and kings were immature~ while 

the pinks were mature. 
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On Auguat 21, t~-10 more hauls were made open to the east~ with a total 

catch of only 24 reds. These were ·the very Sl'llc-tll fish which had niigrat.ed to 

sea in the spring of 19580 '£he poor results of ·t.hese two r...auls conform to 

the poor catches of single hauls of August 18, 1957, and August 13ll 1956.~ 

perhaps suggesting few fish in the area lai;e in the summer... No ched:: hauls 

·to the west were made during the lat,e period. 

In Area 6C, then, mature reds, chums 3 and pinks were found moving posi

tively westward du!'ing June of 1956 and 1957 ~ The area was not. fished jn 

June of 19580 During early JuJ.y of 195'7 and 1958, :i.mmatura reds and chums, 

plus some mature churns and pinks~ wera moving westward also in Area 6c. The 

i.1ow of :innnatura reds and chums in J.958 was part,icul.arly heavy and included 

.fair numbers of king salmon as welL The f.et:1 hauls made du.r:ing August pro= 

duced too few salmon to indicate direction of movement., 

AREA 5C:> 170° .. 175° WEST LONGITUDE 

'l'he thl'ee hauls made in Area 5C on June 23, 19.56 were in decided cont,rast, 

t,o those of only two days pre,riously in Area 6c. Hauls in Area 6c through 

J'une 21 had sho;m consistently large catches and a strong westward movement 

of JT1.ature reds and chums. On June 23, the .first haul open t,o the east in 

Area 5C toolc only 1 red and 6 chums, suggesting that the westward 11 flow11 of 

salmon in Area 6c did not continue in Area ,c, but had perhaps gone northward 

·through Armkt.a Pass~ (Other eYidence discussed in the section on Tag P..eturns 

strongly supports a northward movement through Amukta Pass in 195-6.) The 

other two hauls of June 2.3 were made with opening to the west, tak:i.ng a tohal 

of 12 rnds:1 2 ch, .. uns, and J. pink. This would suggest, at least a small move•• 

ment of reds tot·,ard the~ in this area. Again; it, was in cont-rast to the 

four hauls held open west in Area 6c which produced only one red. Perhe.ps 

reds were approaching Amukt,a Pass from both directions, but principully from 

t,he east. 
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A s:ingle haul open t,o the east on August 15, 1956 took 3h chums, and 6 

k ings., but. no check haul was made in the opposite directiono At this same 

t,ime,, howeveri, there was a strong westward movement of immat,ure reds and chums 

j_n Area L.c, adjacent to the west, as will be discussed later~ 

In 1957, a greater amount of fishing was done in Area 5C 11 providing 

better movement, dataG On June 6, two sets open to the east showed a consistent 

westward movement of mature reds, c:.ums, and particularly p:inks, by producing 

an average of 58 reds, 61 chumsp and 349 pinksa On June 7, the first haul 

with opE:ning to the east was nullified by the tide sinking the corksa A 

second haul, this time open to the west, and not affected by the tide, took 

only 2 reds and 1 chum, thus confirming that there was little eastward move ... 

On July 6J a haul by the California dose with opening toward the east, 

netted 6 reds.P 867 chums, and u pinkso Reds were inu:lature 9 chums mixed 

mature and immature, and pinks matureo On July 161 a haul in practically the 

same location and also open east~ produced no salmon. It is probable that 

the great variability was due to the strong tidal currents of Arnukta Pass, 

which is just north of the fishing looationo In both instances, the vessel 

was obliged to search for a place to fish free of tide rips. Such great 

variability of hauls occUI'red also where heavy tides prevailed in Area 3C 

further westo The westward movement seen in the large catch on July 6, ha-,1 .... 

ever, was c0nsistent with the westward moveml:lnt dem,mst:i.--ated by catches oi' 

July 3, 4, S,and 6 in Area 6Co 

On July 17 through 19, six hauls t•rere made in Area 5C about 100 miles 

o.fi'shorea The only haul which produced no salmon was the one open to the 

southwesto The three open to the southeast took an average of 12 reds and 

9 chums per haul, and. the one to the south took 58 reds and 5 chums. The one 

to the northeast took only l red and 2 chums. Those catches weJ•e small bu·-. 

aTe consistent with a westerly and northerly movement of the salmon4 

-
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On August 16 in Area 5C, about ,0 11\iles offshore, two hauls open to the 

east averaged 2.5 reds and 10 chums, again indicating the westward movement .. 

In 1958, only two hauls were made in Area ,C. The one on May 22 (open 

to the east) took no salmon, possibly indicating a lack of salmon in the area 

a·& this early date., On July 6. one haul open to the east yielded 74 reds, 

90 chums,and 9 pinks, which was consistent with the Tirestward trend in Area 

6c on July 2, 3, and 4, and also wi·lih ·the trend in Area 4C at the same time, 

as tlis~ussed next .. 

To swnmarize directional movenwants found in Area 5C, one haul on June 23 

of 1956 showed practically no westward movement of mature reds and chums, in 

contrast to the strong westerly movement seen :in Area 6C that year o Two 

hauls on the same date indicated a light eastward movement of mature redso 

On June 6 and 7 of 1957, a strong westward movement of mature redsg chums, 

and pinks was noted and a checlc haul showed no easterly movement o In one 

haul on l~ 22 , 1958, no salmon ware caught, suggesting that the westward 

movement, had not yet begun in this area.. Immature r eds and chums were found 

to be moving westerly in Area 5C between July 6 and August 16, 1957. The 

same strong westerl~" trend was found in 1958 for imnature reds and chumso 

AREA 4C, 180° .. 17.5° WEST Lo:mITUDE 

Area 4C was fished with considerable regularity each year, providing ~.n 

excellent series of data on annual and seasonal abundance and on directional 

movement as illustrated in Figure 8 .. 

Figure 8.--Daily catch of reds, chums, and pinks per seine set in Area 4C, 
19.56 · l9S8o (Bars indicate catch of hauls open east .. Average 
shown where more than one haul made nar day .. ) 
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Figure 8. Daily c-atch of reds, chums, and pinks per seine set in area 4C, 
19 "'i 6 - 1958. (Bars indicatf' c atch of hauls open east. Average 
s ho wn where more than one haul made per day.) 
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In Figure 8~ the numbers of reds» chums.i, and pinks taken in hauls opan 

to the east are shoun by date of fisMng as vertical bars, while numbers 

caught in hauls open to the west are entered as numerals preceded by a 11wn 
above t,he da:te of fishing. Too few salmon wer-3 taken in hauls open to the 

west to show them as bars. Hauls open to the east which produced no sal.~on 

are indicated by a pointer under the approprinte data. Catches which were 

predoMinantly mature sal.Jllon are shown as shadea bars. The unshaded bars 

indicate i.,:,matures were predominanto DetaiJ.ed data on numbers of matures 

and immatures tagged are given in the Tagging Tables (Tl, •r2, and T)). 

In 19561> the first sets were made on May 29 ~ and the last on August 15 

(Figul'e 8)., 1 
0~ ~~ ~~~ 

The thrae sets open to the west -&f- May 29 and JO produced only ;5' chumfo f' 7
'h 

Another s~t made on May 29 is not shotm since the direction of open:lng was 

not recorded. The catch was nil (Table C2)., The resul.ts of these early 
so../,no~ 

sets at least, indicate no appreciable ~stward movement of .,eae "• el~'ct'a& at 

this time and location., 

From June 24 through August 15, a fairly regular series of hauls open 

to the east showed a continuous westward flow of 1•eds and chumsc A haul 

open to the west on July 14 took but l red and no ch-wns. while two hauls 

open Jiio the east on that date averaged 64 reds and 132 chums.. Results of 

fishing on July 21:i 22, and 23 indicated a period of low abundance in the 

westward flow oi' reds and chums., On July 23, one haul r1a.s made with opening 

to the east9 and one to the west., In both cases, the catch was nil9 indi

cating that the low abundance was not due to a reversal in direction of 

travel. Starting July 31, the abundance of bot.h species increased aga:i.n 

until August 15 when the vessels departed for Seattleo 
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Figure 8 indicates a very snmll westward movement of pink salmon from 

June 24 ~hrough July 22, 1956/ <1bi119 t-e/ni..;ve nu1>tl>ers i:.-ah,-, in e:as--l vev~vs 
1,1/e,c,t s;"i!-/>te. $"~!>. 

In 1957,Aroa 4C was fished intermittently from May 26 through August Jl 

(Figure 8) o 

The three hauls of May- 26 and 27 open to the east took only 3 chums, and 

the one open t,o the west caught nilo Two of the hauls to the east were nulli

fied by- str<%l.g tide, but results still suggest that salmon uere not abundant. 

in Area 4C :m lat,.e May regardless of direction o:f movent.ento 

A st,rong westerly movement of red and chum salmon was :indicated by fishing 

of June 8-11 J.2 9 and 13 similar to that seen in Area. ,c on June 60 Three haula 

open to the east took an average of 6.3 reds and 95 chumso (The first haul 

of June 12 was not included because tide sank the corkso Salmon ,·rere seen 

escaping over the cork line while the net was being pursed.) 

The westerly trend contmued throughout the season as immatu:i:,e reds and 

chums began to dominate the catches., Abundance of "iJmna.ture reds \9.S very low 

compared to 1956 and 19580 Immature chums were abundant in the early part 

of the season, but decreased cont:i.nually after· July 20 with no late seascn 

increase as :in 1956 and 1958. 

Too few check hauls were made in 1957 to prove a lack of eastward mr.>ve

ment» but considering the uniformity of movement in 1956 and 1958, it, seems 

a safe assumption that the westerly trend prevailed also in 1957, but that 

numbers wera smaller.. The single check haul open west on Ju..11e 21 took l red 

and 3 chums as against 4 1-eds and 64 chums with the net open east, which 

indicates the westward trend at least durmg t-hat periodo Both hauls of 

June 21 were approximately 6o miles from shore, indicatmg the trend con·l..inued 

well o!f'shore., 
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Pink salmon in Area 4C showed a very pos;tt ive westward movement in l957 

in confom.ance to that, seen in adjacent Areus 5C and JC. li'our sets open to 

·t;he east on June 8, 12$ 13.,and 20 averaged 767 fish ('.l'able C2}o Such J.args 

and consistent catches require no ch.eek hams to establish directional trends., 

The first haul of June 12 was not included because :i.ts effectiveness was 

nullified by tide. The only check haul made was that of June 21, in which J 

pinks we1•e taken with net open west; t·Jhile 69 pinks "ti-rere taken in the haul 

open easto The lat'l:,er pair of hauls were made approximately 60 miles of.fsh:>res, 

while those of June 8 through 20, were made uithir, 10 or 12 miles of shoreo 

This suggests a decreased abundance of.fshore, but similar directional movemento 

Abundance tapered quickly sometime betueen June 20 and July 2, in the pro

ductive area near shcrre. A.ft.er July 3, only occasional pjnks ware caught., 

In 1958, Area 4C was fishod 1·rom June 9 thrw.gh August. 17 (FigW~ 8)., 

The three hauls ( open to the east) of JW1e 9 yielded no red salmon and an 

average of only 4 ehUJ!lS. Pink salmon, however. averaged 12 per S.':)t, suggesting 

a west.ward movement of this species in limited nwnbers. No check hauls were 

made in the early period. 

When this area was fished again11 startine June 25~ il:unature reds and 

ehums ware abundan·t; in hauls open to the east,» and continued abundant 1.,hrough 

August 17 a Abundance of reds and chums varied roughly in unison. Check hauls 

open to the west on July 31 and again on August 6 took no reds o.r c:humst 

indicating the poi::it.ive nature of the westward direct.ion of travelo 

Pink salmon catches, though small, suggest a uestward movernen-li of this 

species from June 9 through July 31. 41h1'e'e---AaJ.U s ,gpen-t,e tAe e e:si, eie l a.he 

-aa InJq Jl., :.s,ook 5 r,iDks , while tl:~a 011q ~ - ei:eu to b~st t.09k .z+AttC . 
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In SUl'illlla ry, movement, of reds, chll.J'll.s Ji and p:i..nl<:s in Area 4C was con

sistently westward in all three yearso The -t.ime that the westward fluw 

began was best defined in 1957 when catches on May 26 and 27 yielded ver.y 

few salmon:, but when fisM.ng was I'esumed on June 8., substantial numoere of 

mature reds~ chums. and pinks were found traveling westward. The dat,es upon 

vhich the westward flow of 1-eds and chums changed fl"om mat.tU'es to immatures 

showed s001e variation from year to year. In 19;6'.'>mature reds predominat.ed 

until Jtme 27 ~ while immature chum saJ..mon were predom.i.nant start:ing June 24, 

except for the one sample of June 27 o In 1957, immature reds Lbecam.e pre= ,
3 

___ _ 
lm~~,u~ b~<:. 6771 ~ scn, titr4li.,i t'~"T .... <it1'1'f dv,,,'I! / CT-

dominant June 130 ~- chums i:R. 19;7 ua;p; precJ.ominant/l\.hFe~h d'1.1tle l.io 

In 1958 the first substantial catches of redu a;.1d chu.'l'lS were mad.e on June 24, 

at which time irnma:tures were already overwhelmingly predominanto In all 

years~ immature reds and chums continued available through the date of de

part'Ul"e of the vesselso This was August 15~ 3l~and 17, respectivelyD for 

the ye3rs l956i 1957~and 19580 

Mature pink salmon were in such lou abundance in 1956 and 1958 that the 

peak period of migration was not, definedo Iiowe-,.rer8 in 1956 some pinks moved 

westward from June 24 thI•ough August 11; in 1958, from June 9 th1•ough August lu.,, 

In 1957, pinks were not taken on May 26 and 27 ~ but from June 8 thl"'ough 21 they 

were moving lrestward in abundance, and were still taken :i.n fair numbers 

July 2 ( Figure 3) o On.1y n few pinks wer.e taken from July 3 through Augus'~ 6, 

after which none were ca.ughto 

AREA l.iD, 18o0 
"" 175° WEST LONGITUDE 

This area was fished only in 19.57 o A haul open east on July 20 tc.ok 

1 chum (plus 7 sjJ.vars and 2 kings), while the haul open west took nilo The 

reduced abundance well offshore was again shown~ 
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AREA 3C, 180° - 175° EAST LONGITUDE 

Before discussing movement::i in Area. 3C, it should be pointed out; · hat 

most :fishing in this area was within 5 - 15 miles of the south sides o:i' 

Amchitka and Kiska Islands. These tuo islands are oriented more north end 

south than a:re the larger islunds to the east and tb.0y are adjacent to .Am

chitlca. and Buldir Passes th.-rough which there :ts a large exchange of wa1;er 

betueen the North Pacific and Bering Sea. Currents e.re strong and cbaugea.ble 

in contra.st to the more s-ts.ble conditions along the south sides of the islands 

to the east. In addHion, salmon -tra.vel no:rthl•ro.rd and aou!ihwal'd throueh the 

passes as will be shown later. Such conditions no doubt account for the 

inconsistency of salmon movements Geen in Area 3c, as described below. Be~ 

cause of the inconsistency of direct ionnl movement, check hauls in other 

directions were made more f:eequently. 

Area. 3C ·was fished only with gill neta in 1956 (Table Cl) yieldine; no 

information on movements. 

In 1957, two hauls open to the eaa·c on June 14 took an average o:f 44 reds , 

105 chums, and 1,098 pinks {Table C3). No opposed ha:nle m?re made, but such 

large catches indicate a. strong w~sterly movement of the three species on 

that date. Of the red salmon tagged on June 14, 36 'Were mat'Ul'e and 37 im

mature, 1mile 35 of the chums were mature against 157 immai.ure (Table T2). 

In this case, both mature and immature reds a.nd chums ·were mixed. 

On June 26 one l1a.ul open east net·ced 6 reds, 2 chums, a.nd 8 pinks, while 

t·w·o hnuls open west averaged 7 reds, 22 chums, and 2 pinks. At this time reds 

and chtnna ·were mainly immatures. These results show a mixed movement 1 at• 

tern, which preva.:tled from June 26 through August 23. During this per~.od 

18 hauls open to the ea.st netted an average of 19 reds and 15 chums, wiu le 

9 hauls open uest took a.n a:1rerage of 13 reds and 10 chums. Too few pinks 

were ·taken to indicate direction of travel. 
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In 1958» the set made on May 22 was nullified by a broken purse oableo 

The haul on May 25 open to the easts, howe-ver,11 took no salmon, suggesting a 

scarcity at this earzy dat.e. Bet.ween June 7 and Augm,t S, fifteen hauls 

open east took an average of 14 reds and 58 chu.'lls while two hauls open west 

took an averaee of only 1 rad and 4 chu.ms. The la'~ter two hauls were both 

in Junes, however, and do not furnish a comparable check on movement. Two 

hauls open south netted an average of 5 reds and 28 chums (June 15 and July 19). 

In both 1957 and 1958, then, hauls open to the e2.st, indicated a fairly 

c:onstant westward movement in Area 3C. However!> unlike Area 4C, sets held 

open to the west in 1957 also produced regularlyo The inconsistency in 

direction is thought to be d.ue to the highly variable cur:rents in the area 

and to the movements of salmon through the adjacent passes which will be 

discussed later. Ii' the eastward trend was a positive and Cl.lntinuous move= 

ment, it should have been manifest in Area he to the easto Such was not. the 

case Therefore .11 the variahilit.y was probably only a local 11milling11 movement 

due to c1.1rrents and fish movements t.hrough iJ-1.e passes~ The net movement was 

still westward as seen also in Area 2C as discussed nexr,. 

AH.EA 3D, 180° ~, 175° EAST LONGITUDE 

Three hauls were made on July 21, 1957 o The haul open east t.oolc 2 reds 

and 9 chums, while the set open west took __. 3 chumso The third set. open 

south» took l red and l'> churnso These cat,chesj tholl(;h small • are consistent 

with a westerly and northerly movement :l.n this of:fshora areao 

AREA 2G, 175° - 170° EAST LONGITUDE 

This area also was not fished in l956j but considerable data is available 

.for 1957 and 1958. Most fishing was done fairly close to the south side of 

Att.u and Agatt.u Islands, although some i'ish:i.ng was Hell offshore and in the 

passes. Here again, there are large passes on each side of the islands and 

also between the islands, causing strong and variable currentso 
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In 1957, fishing was conducted intermittent,ly 1'rom June 8 throngh August, ?.5 

in Area 2C. ae.ferring to Table 3Ci, four hauls open to the east on June 8» 9, 

and 10 produced a t,otal of 1 red, 3)-l chums,and 22 p:i.nlm. 'J.'wo hauls open west. 

yielded onl;y- l :red. During thts t,ime, reels and chums were mature. 

Bet-.veen June 1.3 and July 131> 18 hauls open east, t1>ok an average of 11 

reds~ 66 chwns,and 56 pinks indicatjng a cmtinued strong ·,;estward movemerr~, 

although only one opposed haul was made to checlt the degree of counter=movement, • ... L 

~(.)/ 7;✓~ p~//,,~~ 711 
'l'hat haulj) open southwest on July 1.3 9 took but 2 chums, indicating lit.•l.le 
Z:-h< e ffq.._-r;-v~ .at;t, s.s o-F-r/c ,,,f"1,1/ -f;,- ~ Trv e c-o rn r- r ;.,.c:; I?, 

eastward movement at least for the time and location oi' the set. Dµring the 

above period11 reds end chums were p1"edominantly immature as may be seen in 

Table T2o 

After July 13D pink salmon practically disappeared from the cat,chesll in

dicating that the westerly flaw of pinks in this area took place bet.ween 

early June and July 130 Between July 13 and. August 2u reds were less abundani:, 
20 3/ 

averaging only 2 fish for the...a· hauls open to the easto Chums averaged ~ 
;zo 

for the same a haulso Insufficient check hauls ware made to show the amouni; 
/wO .S- / 5 11 nd o- n d c, n c. <;..,h ~ /7"/ 

of counter-mo'ement. The ~ haul open west on Jul~ 23 took only 1 re)1 again 

In 1958, Area 20 was fished frequently from May 28 through August ll~o 

Between May 28 and May JO, results of hauls open east, west, and south showed 

small catches of redsll chums)and pinks 51 and 110 particular directional trend~ 

From May 31 through August 1211 sets open to the east caught reds and chums 

consistently, averaging 27 reds and 76 chums .for 24 haulso There ..ras a 

definite peak of abundance be~ween July 17 and 20 when 5 hauls avera.ged 90 
c/""r,, e I 6" 

reds and 267 chumso The transition from matt;ra to imma:cure was on J ..... l., l~-
so rn ~"=,:z.. ~dt-1<Z-~n d.:.1ne. /6 4.n<:/ c,,l~fi/ l.J · 

for reds, and o.G t )E il for chumsll although some few mature chums continued 

:in the cat,ches through the entire period. Pink salmon were available con

sistently through Jw1e 13. Only occasional single spec:imer,s were talcen a.f"l",er 

that date. 
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In 195811 no hauls open to the west were made during the period 01' 

abundance, but the consistency of the catches open to the east suggests a 

strong westward movement as in 195·7. 

SUMMA.RY OF MOVEMENT SOUTH OF THE .ALEUTIAN ISLANDS 

The pr(➔Vail.ing direction of :movement of red, chum,and pink salmon 1.n 

Areas 7C through 2C {Figui~ 4) in 1956:i 1957,and 1958 was westward, as indi

cated krJ purse seine catch datao 

The westward movement was especially consistent !ram Unimak Island to 

Adak Island (Areas 7C to 4C). Here the island masses are larger than those 

turt.her t-mst, and are oriented in such a way that along their south sides 

there is little effect of current from the passeso There was, howeveri, a 

noticeable westward current averaging about 1 knot as indicatad by drift ot 

the vessels while fishingb 

In the vicinity of Amchitka and Kiska Islands {Area 3C) directional 

movements became more variable 11 which is thought to be only a local shifting 

of direction caused by!1:f.rong ocean currents from the passes, and to compli

cations brought about by movements of salmon through the large passes nearbyo 

Further uest, south of Attu and Agattu Islands (Area 2C), the westward 

trend was again strongo 

The westward migration was manifest in both mature and immature salmono 

Catches were mainly mature salmon (reds and chums) until the middJ.e part. of 

June, after which t,he matures diminished and the bmlatures increased, but 

the direction of now continued toward the west. Plllk salmon, though very 

few in 1956 and 1958, traveled westward with the reds and chumso ln 1957 D 

they were very abundant from late May through early July, also moving wast., 
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The time that the westerly trend began was not well defined.~ because of 

lack of" early fishing, but by the first week in June it was well underway in 

the years under discussion. In all years, catches continued productive 

through the date t.hat the vessels departed "in August. Figure 8 illustr-<1tes 

the trend of abundance for the th1"ee years in Area 4C south 01' Adalc Islando 

The distance offshore that the trend persist~ ~ as also indefinite, since 

most fishi."'Lr' was within 15 or 20 miles of shore, but a few sets showed s1n.uar 

movement as far as 60 miles offshoreo 

The distance inshore that the trend continued was also not certain, since 

tidal currents and the depth of the nets prevented fishing closer than approx

imately 3 mileso Up to this point11 both abundance and direction of movement 

continued the same. At, Cape Lutke on Unimak Islandp commercial seiners 

sometimes ma}(e theil' best catches in shallow water very close to shoreo They 

use a shallower net and also a shallow "lead" on the shoreward endo This 

would suggest that there may be areas on the south side of the central and 

western Aleutians where the salmon similarly approach ver:r close to shore 

in their westward migrationo 

The eastei"n limit or 11beginn:il'lg11 of tlle movement was not defined because 

ot insufficient fishing east of Unimak Island. 

From tagging and recovery results, tb.e movement toward the west ~on" 

tinued on to the Asian spawning streams .for some raatum chums and pinkso .Red 

salmon and others of the chums and pinke turned nort.haard. through the passes 

as discussed below. Immature reds ccntinued west at least as far as 172° Eo 

Longitude in 1958 (Figure 40). 
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As a surmnary of eastward versus wstward movements of salmon south of 

the Aleutiana, Figure 9 was prepared. In t,he upper half of the figure are 

Figa1·e ~. Carrpo.rison oi' catches in oeine baula open enat vs oe:!.ne 
hauls open west :ll'l areas south oi Alaut,ians .. 1956s 1957, and 1956 
combined. 

-- - ----- -------------
plot.ted the number of hauls according ·,:.o siz9 of catch for all hauls open to 

the east» and in t,he lower half, those open to the westo All hauls i.11. areas 

2C through 7C in 1956, 1957, and 1958., ure includsd except those rendered 

ineffective by t,ide or net damage. 'l'o·i;al salmon catches are shown 1rrespective 

of species. The <::iies of catches are divided into 9 convenient, class inter

vals as showno The frequency of hauls w:it.hin each class interval is expressed 

in percent for oomparisono 

It is :im adiately apparent that hanls open to the east ware consistently 

productj_ves and those open uest non-productive. The mean catch of hauls 

open east using the 9 categories illustrated, .falls in the ~ to 99 category, 

t·thile the mean of' the hauls open west falls in .the 5 to 9 category-. In 
o-f" rr>O?'~ -fh an / 0 -Fis /2 

addition, all the catches iii, .. '5 IO in hauls open west were "1ade in 1957 in 
~ 

Area JC where temporary mixed movement was brought about by mi.x-ed sea cur·r,-mts 

as described earliero Thus t.he true average of hauls open west would prob-

ably b€ less than 5o 

Since seine hauls open west were interspersed with the hauls open ~ast 

during periods when the latter were productive as well as non-pr.oductive.P it 

may be concluded from Figure 9 the the easterly movement of salmon south of 

the Aleutians is only a small .fraction of t.~e westerly movemento 
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Figure 9. Comparison of catches in seine hauls open east vs. seine hauls 
open west in areas south of Aleutians - 1956, 1957, and 1958 
combined. 
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NORTHWARD THROUGH THE ALEUI'IAN f48SES 

The movement of salmon northwani through the Aleutian Passes j_s logically 

an extension or "branching off•: from the westward flow along the south side 

of ·t;he islands. Beca1.1.se of t,he difficulty in fishing the passes, too few 

hauls were made in the pa.sses to est,ablish the direction of movement, by 

seining aloneo As will be discussed later, tag returns show an import.ant 

northward movement of mature salmon tagged on the sout,b. side and subsequent.zy 

recovered no:rth of the islands. This ~~s true particularl,'{ of reds!> chums, 

and pinks going ·t;o Bristol Bay and Western Alaska:, and of pinks destined for 

t,he Karaginski area of eastern KamcrurUca., Most of the chums enrout.e to 

Asian areas probably continued westward on the south sideo 

Immature salmon, on the other hand:i were fom1d going both north and 

sout,h in Amchitka and Buldir Passes:, but with the northward d:l.rection being 

predominanto 

The seining data suggest.ed that cert,ain passes were probably more important 

than others as salmon migration passagess- and also showed e. scnrcii.y of salmon 

along the nor'l;h side of the islands in contrast. t,o the abundance on ·,,he south 

side,. 

These observations are similar to those Ieported by Bogdanov (1946, 

ppD 9-10) regarding salmon movements near the Kurile Islands.. Migratmg 

salmon are much more abundant along the southeast, or outer coast of the 

Ku.cile Islands, than on the northwest,or inner. coast. This he attributes to 

a southwestward movement of salmon close to the outer Kurile Island coast 

prior to going ·through the passes into the Okhotsk Sea, after which they 

proceed away from the :lslands, rather than migrating close to the inner shores~ 

The seine hauls which indicate movement or abundance in the passes ar3 

discussed below (see also Catch Tables C2, C3, C4)~ 
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UNIMA.K PASS (165° WES'£) 

No seining was done in Unimak Passo The large fishery at Cape I.ut,ke on 

Unimak ·:;,land bein.:;, so close to the Pass would suggest this pass as a route 

f Ol~ salmon going int,o the Be :ring Seao The g:i.11 net catches by the Unif:.ed 

States Fish and Wildlife Service sampling vessels in 1956 and 1957 (Figure 24) 

show rathe1· small catches of rod salmon just north of Unimak Pass as canpared 

to locations further west, in the I}ering Sea11 suggesting that the more western 

passes are more :l.mporl;ant,. 

Umi\X' 'ASS (J.68° WEST) 

Four sets made in the north entrance of thi::- pass on June ll:.i 1956 

(Az,aa 6B, Table C2) took a total of only 7 reds and 3 chums This was ai., a 

time when seining immediately south o.f t,he pass (Area 6c) uas producing an 

average of 20 reds and 18 chums per haul (June 7 thz-ough lll; hauls open east) . 

These d.a't.-a sugges · UnDa1t Pass to be a minor one for salmon passage, which is 

in keeping with :it · water Yolu..ine comp;;1red with the larger passeso 

AMUKTA PASS (1 n 1
' 'WEST TO l 72°30' WEST) 

Amukta Pass was not fished in 19560 

On June 5~ 195'7 three hauJ.s were made in .A.mukta Pass with the net open 

to the south (Aral 5B). The secJnd and third hauls were :ineffective due to 

strong tide, but, the first haul made at slack tide took 25 reds~ 7 chums, and 

128 pinkso Alt,boi1.gh no opposed hauls were made, the size oi the catch was 

sut•.ficdent to indicate an import.ant northward movement a:t all th_ee specieso 

The secono haul, in spite of the tide, took 3 reds1 9 chumsv and ll pinks~ 

further suppo-rting the strength of the northward. trendo At this time sa.lmon 

were mat,ureo No data are avai.'1.able on mov·ements of immatures in Amuk~a Passa 
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The or,..ly sr:rr, made in Amukt,a Pass in 1958 was on May 21 (Area 5B)" With 

the net open south9 no S-!\lmon were caught,~ perhaps indicating ·c.hat, it was too 

early for the run to be moving ·through the areao A set open i;o the E>.ast in 

Area 5C nearby on Ilia;sr 22 also p:"O<l.uced no Sc?.lmon.3 i..--idica1;:Lng that th~: west• 

ward flow !ilong th,:i south side was not yet in progress. For this reason:, a 

northwarrl movement :in .Amukta Pass woulo. not yet be expected. 

ATKII. P.hSS (J.7S0 Jog WEST} 

Three haul6 were nude ,just nort.h and east o:r At,ka Pass (Area 4B) on 

June 26:i 1956,at ,-a t.ime when there was a st.r-ong westward movement of reds 

end chums just i:.o the south in Area 4c. Although three d:lff'erent directions 

were tried!, the total catch was a single king :-;almonc '.l'wo hauls in the same 

area on Ju.ly 8, 1957, produced only one chu.rno A haul on July 6, 1956.,ju&-t 

north of Adak Island in 11.:r.ea LB aJ.::,o pI·oo.uced nil, uhile fish were abundant 

on the south side in Area lie. 

Three hauls, one open east, one open west, and one open south were made 

in the same area on Jy.1.y 6, 19~7, again taking no salmono 

These hauls :indicate the vei.;f low abundance on t,he north side of. the 

islands as compared. to the sonth side, and also show a lack of salmon move ... 

men{. through Atka Pass during the periods fisheci.a 

AMCHITKA PASS (178° WEST TO 179°309 EAST) 

A.--nchitka Pass was not fished in 1956. 

On June 27:, J.95'7, tuo hauls were made in ·t.he north entrance to Amchitka 

Pass (Area 4B) with the net open south. The catch ave~aged 8 reds, 122 chums, 

and 36 pinks in spit,e of the fact tha't t,he first haul was seriously affected 

by t,ide. PjJ1lcs we1-e mature; chums and mds :i.mni.atureo 
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On July 6, 1957, t.-To hauls were again made in the same general area as 

aboveo The set open sou·i;hwest took 3 reds, 198 chums,and L. pinks. The haul 

open northeast took only l red and 2 chumso The r.asults confirm the north

Hard trend of J··une 27, this time with an opposed haw. to check the predom

:Lnance of.' the northward movement. On July 13 and 14.,,, ·three more hauls ~.n 

Amch.itlm Pass., two open southeast and one open south--sou"i~haast, t,ook an 

average of h9 chums5 again coni.'irming a nort;herly i;,1"end» but without check 

hauls to the north. A similar haul on July 31 tool{ but 1 chum, possibly 

suggesting the run had c;eased.. On August 24, two opposed haul~ were made 

(Area 3B). The one open southeast y .1.eJ.ded onl~r l red while the one open 

northwest gave 5 )~eds and 23 chur11so This may ind:lcate a southerly movement 

late in the season. 

HULDJft PASS (174° EAST TO J.77° EAST) 

This is a large deep pass lying parl,ly :in Areas 2B, 2C, JB"and JC 

(Fir;ure 4). i1uch of ·l;he flow 0£ fish taken in Area 3C with t.he net open 

so1rt.heast could have been going t,h:rough Bu.l.di1~ Passo Too few hauls ope11. 

nort,h or south are available to show positively the actual noI'th and south 

flow of salmon in this pass, bt,t the several hauls that were accompa,."'l.ied by 

check hauls are worth considering. 

On August 12, J.957 (Table C3) in Area 3B, two opposed hauls were made 

simult,aneously less than 10 miles aparl; by the Renatm and Co:mm.-mder. 

(Fishing Efforts R•-39 (second haul) and C=40j The haul open to "lihe south 

caught 6.3 reds and 8 chums, while that open to the north took l red and l.~. 

chums. This pair of hauls su.g€;ests a northward movement of reds and perhaps 

a random movement of chumso 
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The other pair of' opposed hauls of August, 12 we:r-e also mado simul.t,a.YJ.eously 

and with:in two miles of each other, but h~:re 1;he haul.a wer ... not i n the opC?11 

pass.? but, jl.;.st 5 miles north of Buldir Islandu The zero results are t;ypicai. 

of hauls Ifl.ade close t,o t.h.e north side o.~· the isla.nds as discussed earlier o 

A single ha·u.l in .Area 2C on Au..:,aust 25 rit," net open 1;o the north :,oolc 

11 reds and l.~6 chums, suggesting a southerly movement late in tha seas, ·n (as 

perhaps also in Amchi'tka Pass just, t:> the east,) 1 but unfortunately no check 

hauls -,.rere r.i..adeo 

In 1958 (Table CLi) catcheJ of GWO sets open so1.rt.h~:.rnu.theast in 1\l"ea ?P 

on July 14 ·c.ook an average o:f 6 rads and 169 chmnso No opposed set wan mads 

:i.n that exac·;; location.9 bu·;;, on July 13, two hauls were mado in Area 2C less 

than 50 miles to the southwest.o The set. open to the south ... southeast took l3 

reds and 78 c;hums s while the se·~ open i.lorth took but 3 redfJ and 2 chums. 

To mumr,arize movement in t,he passes, too little fishing was done ea!'ly 

i..'1 the season to show mo·;,rements of mature salmon through Buldir and Amchit-ka 

Passes, except that matu:re pinks wer-e shown to be going north through Amchitka 

Pass on J1.me ~n, 1957 R Mature !'eds, chums• and pinks wer·e also g'-'ling north 

through Amukta Pass on June 5, 1957, 

:umr:a.ture red a.no. cl1'Jm salr,10n ·t.ended to go north more than south th:i."Ough 

Buldir and Amchitka Passes during July and perhaps more south t,he.n north 

Vei--y small catches Just north of A'i:.ka and Umnak Pass,~s during the •time 
on/y rnino,... 

that, salmon were abunoarrt on the so:rt.h side indica·liecl '9. le.cl .. of northward 

movement, through t.he se two passes o 

~~TWiUID IN T~ BERING SEA 

Som::i i':i.shing was done over a considerable area of the central and east.em 

Berj_ng Sea in 1957 and. 1958 (Areas 4A, !'13:, 5A, 5'B, 6A, 6B). However, the 

onJ.y results which were consistent enough to show posit,ive directional move,., 

ment were "thoue .from fishing fairly c.lose to the Pribilof Isla.."ltls 0 
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In 195? a a total of~ hau.1s were made betwean 
/2-

A.reas 5A; 6.a..,and 6B 11 yieltliug an av~r2ge of ~ :ceds 

7 
June ~ and June 29 i'\1. 

I 
and,£" chUJ.Tij, . All havls 

were open ro1,.ghl;,,r so-ut,huest. All salmon 1-re:re mat1.:re. Less th.an one pink was 

taken per h·aul. A s:ingle check haul open to ·t;he northeast, vas made on June ~9 

and took hut, 1 ldng sal.mono 

In spit.e of.' considc::rable varlabili1;y ir•. the catches, and the sb.o:r.t,age 

of check haulsi;, ·t.he result.s show an :i.mpo:('·c.ant rn.ovement of red salmon eastward 

·i.owal~d Bristol Bay as would be e;q-.,ec'i:,ecl in t.h~.s area, and as was shown also 

by tag raturns {Tables H2, B3)~ 

In J.958, results of fishing well o.f.fshore in A!'eas i!A11 48,and 5A were 

extremely variable i'or both reds and churns, never indicating the presence 

of an import,.u1t mass of salmon regardless of a.ir.ection of set., In Area 6A 

near the Pribilof's, how011er, six ha.uJ.s open west between Jtme 2h and 27 netted 

an average of 2J reds, 5 chums.> and 1 pin-le per b.aulo Again a :'.mbsta.n·t.:i.a.l east .. 

ward movement of. reds was tnd.icatedo 

The litn:i..ted ar11oun't of seining in ·the central and ea2tei·n Bering Sea was 

insufficient, to locate the major. 11 rur1.H or m.i.grat:Lon rout.e of red salmon 

approa.ching B:i. .. istol Bczy- o It uould seem that j_f such a route exin-i;s_, catches 

would be larger and more consistent as seen along the sout,h side of the 

Aleutj_ans. The g:Ul net catches of ·the United St.ates Fish and W:ll.dlife 

Service roseareh vessels show a connideraule spread of l"ed salmon catches 

as seen in Figure 2hi except in 1956 when a ver;,r great concentr~ri.ion was 

found just south of t,h.e Pribilof Islandso 

A final :i.."!lpor-t,ant point regaro.:i.ng catches 5.n t,he cent,ral and east,ern 

Br.?ring Sea is the .fact, thnt all sp-3cies ware aJ.most 100 inorcent, mature" Thj_s 

prevaii ed at, least through June 29 in 1957 and 1958, 't-Jhen immat,ure salmon 

... rere showing in large numbers south of the Aleut,ianso 
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WESTWARD IN THE BERING SEA -----
A westward movement of pink salmon was demonstrated in 1957 in the 

central and western Bering Sea (Areas 4B, 3B,and 2B). As will be sh0t-m lat.er, 

tag :returns bore out the consistency of the t,rend. Movement was also north
r,/ d....S 

ward through i:.he passes, so that the most clea.r-cut evidence ~ from hauls 

well offshore away frorr. the influence of the passeso 

On June 28, 19S'7, three hauls were made in Area 4B at .54° North Latitude. 

The haul open west, t,ook 3 pinks, the one open east took 82, and. ·iihe one open 

south took 9. In Area 3B, two haltls on July 7 produced 8 pinks wi-~h the net 

open east and none when open west. '1.'he reduced abundance was prob.:.:.bly due 

to the late cl.ateo In Area 2B on June 28, a haul open east took 75 pinks, 

and one open west took none. Two hauls open east on July 8 averaged 28 pinks, 

while the one open west took none~ 

Such consistent; results show that the westward trend for pinks observed 

along the south side of the Aleutians also prevailed in t,he Bering Sea in 

1957., Too few pinks were taken in 1958 to indicate direction of movement 

in the Bering Sea. 

Too few mat,ure reds and chums were taken in the western Bering Sea to 

establish directional trendso Several hauls in 1957 demonstrated a westerzy

movement of immature chum salmon in two areas well north of the influence of 

the passeso On July 8 in Area 2B two haulo open east yielded an average of 

29 immnture chwns, while the haul open west produced only 2. S1Jnilarly, on 

July 15,i.11 Area 4B one haul open east took 235 chums, while a haul open west, 

t.ook 17. 

Other than the above, i'ishing in the western Bering Sea was too close 

to the passes to indicate clearly the movemento Results were inconsistent 

and probably depsndent on sea currentso 
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SUMMARY OF DIRECTIQ;~AL MOVEME:NT 

Figures 10 and 11 summ,1.:cize the movemEmts of red salmon and chum su.1.mo:n, 

respectively, using all 1956, 1957, and 1958 data. Seine cat,ches for tht. t,hrae 

years are combined and sh01m as aver.ages according to area and direction of 

fish moverr..ent by 15--day pe1'"iodso 

Pink sa'bnon are not shown in this manner, because of i:.heir scarcity in 

1956 and 1958, and because their movement was clearlJ west11ard in all a- ·eas 

in 1957. The .recovery figures to be discussed late , .• adequately illustr-. te 

pink salmon movements e1:1ch year. 

RED SALMON 

Figurr 10 depicts t,he trend~ of red salmon movement i'rom late May t.hrough 

Figure 10.-•Direction o:t m~:'C!!!ent of red salmon in Aleutian !. area. as 
d.etermined by :pu1·ae seine catches. (Ave. catch/set by area, a.net 
by 2-·week :periods, 1956 - 1958 combined..) 

late August. Most sal~on were mature in all areas through June l5o Between 

June 16 and 30 catches in areas east of 175° West Longitude were maturev 

while to the west. 3 immatures l'l...ad become predominant., A.twr July l, few mature 

salmon remained in any areao 

The arrows of major abundance clearly illustrate the pronounced westwal"d 

movement along the south side of the Aleutians for both mature and ll'V!'..at ure 

reels as .far as 175° East Longitude. Lessin• arrows show opposed movement t.o 

be only sl:ight or lacking., West of 175° East Longitudeii movement becom1~s 

more mi.xed.9 but westward movement is :;!till pronounced. Northward movemonl; 

t,hrough Amchit,ka and Buldir Passes is indicated positively only later in the 

season when i.rrunatures were present. In t..lJ.e Bering Sea, the eastward rout,e 

near the Pribilof fl is sh<nm between J'u.ne 16 and .30 o 
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Figur~ 10. D1ree t1o n 0£ mo,ernent of red salmon in Aleutian Island area as determined by pur■ e •e1-nc catches. (Av. 
ca1<h / set b, area and by 2-week periods, 195& • 1958 c ombined.I 
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The lack of red salmon 1n the central Aleutia.'1 area during the latter 

half of May is significant in itself'£' showing that t,he 1:,m of mature reds 

had not yet arrived., Areas 2B and 2C to 1ihe west sh'Jw a .few redff but no clear 

direction of movemento In Area 7C the westward. ·t.rend is already apparenta 

The results in offshore areas where arrows indicate less that 10 reds 

taken, should not be ccnsidered as establishing mGVement,, since they are based 

on only one or two hauls in a single year (Areas 2A, JAll 4A, 3D, uD)o It is 

significant that the oi'!shore areas were uniformly less productive., 
/,G 

The strong northward movement indicated 1n Area 5C (Jucy-.$ = 31) was 

ilu'erred .from a single haul well offshore, and therefore is not an established 

movement comparable to the westward movement, for instance., 

The low abundance of imiature reds easii of 175° West Longiiiude :in August 

suggests that the major concentration□ had passed to the west by this tim9o 

Also in the period July 16 ... 31.P the low abundance south of the central 

Aleutians requires explanationa As seen in Figu..'t"e 8., the catches of red 

s~lmon were at a low ebb during this period, and in 195/J the area was fished 

only the last ·t.wo days of the period. The evidence suggest.a this to be a 

period "between runs11 o In spite of low abundance, however., the westward trend 

ia still 1n evirlenceo 

CHUM SAL.MON 

The genc.:i:i:-al trend of chlllll salmcn movements seen in Figure l.1. is airoil.ar 

to that of the red salmono Mature chums predominated until approximately 

Figure J.J..-Direction of movement cf chl!?l sel.lT.on :l.n .AJ.eul.ian I., a.res. 
a.s d.eteimr.ed by purse eeine catches.. (Ave. catch/set by area, 
and by 2~week pe:-:-:tode, 1956 • 1.958 canbincd .. ) 

'• •; /'~,.ec ;o.b / ~ 
July 1 9 but -swn;;t~ii\,i: numbers of matUI'es continued to be taken ifl some catches 

as late as the vessels fished. 'i'agg.i.ng Tables Tl., T2-' and T3 give matul"ity 

breakdowns for each day I s fiahing. There was a lack of salmon in the central 

Aleutians in late May, showing that chums as well as reds had not. yet arrived 

1n abundance., 
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1'he consistent. westward now south of. the Aleutians is very pronounced 

after- June 1, and continues strongly .further west than in the case of red 

salmon. The eastward movement near t,he Pribilof Isla.'t'lds is much weaker t,han 

for red salmon during the period of fishing there (June 16 ~ 30)n 

In ths wester-amost areas., it is obvious tha'., chums were ~onsiderably more 

abundant ·t.han redso Movement through Buldir and Amchitka Passes was both 

north and south, and in the Bering Sea-» movement t•ias definitely mixed. 

!'PPlica.tion of. migration pat?s to t,ag recover,v- figures 

In accor ___ -nee uith t,he movement,s described:, the migration routes of salm, 

tagged south of the Aleut,iam1 were always shown as passing northward through 

the next major pass ~ of the point of tagging in all eases where reoovery 

was norbh of the Aleut:i.anso This -was also done with i.m:natures returned one 

or two years later7 but in such cases the choice of route uas merely for 

uniformity. (The one exceptj.on to the rule is seen in Figura 2lo The few 

mature reds ·t;agged in ·t;his area u-ere mCNing ~ at time of oapturoo) 

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS OF MOVEMENT 

The oceanic sou.roe of the fish comprising the 11atream11 is not knm•m:, 

but, it seems unl:i.kely that all are coming .from areas east of Unimak IsJ.ando 

It is possible the sa~on move northward from the open seas and then swing 

uestward at whateveP point they mey encounter the narrow Aleutian shel.fo 

The locat,ion o.f immatures early in th~ season is another unanswel"f]d 

problemo 

There is also the long period of fall., winter,and spring in which nothing 

is lmown abaut. movements o 
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Finally s there is the contrast, in the ·t;ype of movement, seon south ,.1f 

the Aleutuins and that seen 5.n the large ofi'shore area uou·th of Kodiak I s1a.t"1d 

and im the Gulf of Alasl(a,, In ·i;he latter area:. ev:i.dence to da:te shows : , . con

sis-tent direction of movemen·l.o Catche~, though never large., sho-wed lit. !;,le 

con·espond.ence to direction of set~ Perhaps t,his indicates rand.om feec1ing 

movements of fish. Tr:.e salmon in t,m west..rard 11 !101.-111 sout,h of the Aleti ',i •1ns 

are also feeding fish, but are apparani;ly following at thE: saioo t:ime j :o )!118 

migratory patho 

SIGNIFICANCE OF MOVEMEN'r DATA 

The fad, that, red;, chum,and p:"1.nk salmon have been i'ol,ml each year moving 

westward in a concentrated stream along the sout.h sj.de of tl1e Aleutians 

du.ring the stuniner mont,hs is :l.n itself' an imporl;ant, contribut,ion ·i;o our mowl•~ 

edge of salmon behavior at sea~ Alt,hough the immecl.iate 11source11 of '~he 

Aalmon comprising the flow and their :r.elat.ionship to salmon of adjacent 

areas is lit,tle under::;too...-i., tagging has shcrm the salmon in the west.ward 

flow to orig5.nate in stx·eams o:t bot,h ,k1C1•ica and Asj.a. Sometimes fish ..:·rom. 

both contimmt,f: we".'e tag6ed from the catch of a single seine ,se"i:,o Thuc l t, 

st?ems p.robabJ.e that at, one t:ime ox- a.no·l;her, the flow includes a gl.•ea.t I-' n:t, 

0.1- the tJalmon st,ocJrn which .feed :in the Aleutian area.. .Future research i:,here,, 

fore 3 in tagging, in distribution, and in sampling, must t~ke such cone m= 

trations in-i;o account, in at·iiempting to be·c.t,,3r deljr..eate the i.-rumedi.ate s: .Ce:, 

timing , a.11d extent oi' this i.nrpori.ant group 1).f salmono 
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STOCKS COMPOSING THE WESTWARD FLOW 

An illustration of the various grou,ps passing at different times through 

Area 4c, £or example, is sho't-m in Figure 12. Here the lengths of the chum 

Figure 12 ..... Lengths of chum salmon tagged in area 4c by time period, 1957. 

salmon tagged in Area 4c in the 1957 season are shown for f'our successive time 

periods. In Section A, matures predominate, and even these include a large 

range of size grou,ps. Le.ter, various size grou,ps appear, disappear and re

appear in varying p:,;-oportions. Sane of the variation in the series 1s due 

to growth, of course, butt~ ~ng proportions of the several age and racial 

groups oversbado't-7 this factor. This phenomenon was seen in most areas of 

:r1s1ncg, particularly with chum salmon. Such a progression of distinct units 

emphasizes the heterogeneity of the stocks ].'.)SSs1ng, and the desirability of 

repeated sampling or tagging in one area. 

ESTIMATE OF fflJMIERS IN 'WES'l"WARD MOVEMElfr 

The purse seine catches provide a means to estimate the "volume" of the 

"stream" of' salmon passing south of' the Aleutians. Results, though admittedly 

rough, are presented because they f'urnisb same idea of the numbers passing, 

and tberefore the importance ot the stocks in areas where most tagging was 

done. 

Catches 1n Area 4c should provide the most reliable figures since move• 

ment was consistent there, and seining extended over an appreciable length of 

time each year as shotm in Figure 8. 

'118.ble 4 presents the estimates of the numbers of reds and chums passing 

Area. 4c in 1956, 1957, and 1958 during the comparable time periods shoim. 'l'be 

Table lf.. Estimate of numbers of salmon passing west-we.rd south ot the Aleutian 
Islands during specified periods - 1956, 1957, and 1958, comps.red 
"tori.th the numbers te,Gged.. 
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TAB1.E 4. Estimate ot: numbers of salmon passing 'lfestw.rd south of the 
Aleutian Islands during specified periods • 1956, 1957, a.nA 1958, 

com.pared with the numbere tagged 

1£stimate 
Incl11Sive :No. of Average of Total Number Pl'oportion 1 

Area. Year Dates Species Sets catch/set :tn )H l lions Tagged Tagged -
4c 1956 6/24-8/15 Red 44 41 8.3 J.,600 l : 5,200 

" St 6/2~/15 Chum 44 70 J.ls..2 2,290 1: 6,200 

~ 1957 6/2.0-8/31 Red 41 6 1.7 226 l : 8,700 

" " 6/~/31 Chum 41 41 n.5 1,544 1: 8,700 

llC 1958 6/25-8/17 Red 34 42 8.7 1,336 l: 6,500 

" " 6/~8/17 Chum 34 92 19.1. 3,012 l: 6,300 

l See Figure 4. 
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calculations are based on simple space and time extrapolations of the average 

seine catches. Only t.hose seine hnu.ls were considered in vh:Lch the set wa 

iv.I.thin twenty miles of shore, in "t-fuicb the net opening ,ms totm.rd the east, 

and in vhich the "ettectivenesa of haul" ·uas satisfactory. 

The data and assumptions for making the calculations are as follaws: 

Ii .,. Total number of salmon passing during period being considered. 

"i - Average number of' each species per set in the 111•■1111:IIIVii' time :period 

considered. (The assui:iption is ma.de that seine hauls were su:r

fic1ent to f'm-nish a usable average for the period considered. 

It is :recognized that vi.thin the period of f'ish:iDg, abundance 

fluctuated., sometimes idth a dafinite trend. In some instances, 

the trend of abundance we increasing a.t the time fishing ceased, 

in 'Which case the total numbers passing during the season ·were 

far in excess of the numbers :passing during the period considered.) 

w • Width of seine opening ( averaged ¼ mile). 

W - Width of "stream'' of salmon (20 miles). Twenty miles ws chosen 

as an arbitrary safe minimum. Most hauls nere made bet,men 

5 and 15 miles of shore v:lth no consistent difference within those 

llllJits. Seining demonstrated tbe tmetern movement to prevail at 

lee.st to 50° North La.titul.e (90 ad.lea offabol"e)., but numbers of 

hauls -.rere insufficient to comps.re abundance. fish and. Wildlife 

Service vessels in 1957, for example., showed ,m,Um:t rdshed 

abundance to 50° Iiorth. ½ '(><.Jr' 

t - Tillle ( in hours} of seine open1Dg (average, 30 11i1>\ltQ&) • 

T • Time ( in hours) ot period in which seine de.ta are available. 

( The ssaumption is made that movement eontinues day and night.) 
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ThlW the nmnber of a given species passing west1-mrd through an area :for 

the apecified time ·uas calculated as: 

The estima.teo of the totals sbmr that very substantial numbers of reds 

and chums passed vest<tm:rd through Area 4c ea.ch year durll:lg the periods indi• 

catcd. Red salmon were considerably less ablmdant 1n 1957 than in either 

1956 or 1958. Since most redo during this :period ,rere immature, and not due 

to spaim \lJltil the follcm1.Dg year, it 1s possible tbat the lack seen 1n the 

weatmu-d fl.o<tr was an advance token o:f' the very low abundance 1n Bristol Bay 

in 1958. The Bristol Bay ce.tob plus escapement ,ra.s only 6.5 miJlion in 1958 

ss against u.8 million in l957 and 25.2 million in 1956 (Table 6). 

The proportions tagged, of course., a.re no more accurate than the estims.tes 

of the totals, but again., the f'tgures listed furn18h at least an approxi

ma:tion of tbe tagged-to-untagged ratio within the time and area limits 

described. 
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TAG RETURNS 

The tag returns and conclusions therai'rom, will be discussed according 

t,o species. Sufficient nurnbars of red, ch.um}and p:i.nlc salmon were tagged and 

recovered to provide considerable dat,a on their ocean movements and their 

continent of origin. The numbers of silvers, ldngs, and steelhead tagged ano. 

recovered, howev~r, were sufficient only t.o demonstl"ate t.hat, thesa species 

travel surprisingly great distances durL,g their ocean :residence. 

Summaries of tag returns are shown in Tag Return Tables RJ. through Rl2 

in the appendix according 1;,o spec:i.es., year of taggingi and a:rea of taggiri.gc 

For convenience, ·the da·~a from. the return tables are a.1so shown as recovery 

distribution fj_gUJ"'.'es placed in q,propriate sections of the teJl:t., Finally, 

detailed release and recovery data are presented in the appendix in Tables Rl3~ 

R.14,and Rl5., respectively, for 1956, 1957.antl 19580 

The data shown in the above tables and f~res include alJ. tags received 

through June l» 1959. Each year soma few tags have been received which were 

actually recovered by the fishermen one or two seasons pre;riously., Thus., a 

few additional tags recovered in 1956, 1957, o-c 1958, bui; which wer-e delayed 

for one reason or another, will probably be received in the futut·eo Returns 

from mature salmon are, t,here.fore, virtual\;" comple·i;eo It is unlikel.v ·t.hat 

!;he few tags still to be received will alte~ the principal conclusions dra1-mo 

Returas from ilmtlature salmon tagged, however, are far fro:TI complete, and 

can be reported here only through 'i;he June 1, 19.59 da'lieo Haturns of ilnmatures 

from 1956 are probably complete since there have been two fishing sea.sons 

(1957 and 1958) for their return. Hetums frcrn 1957 immatures were received 

:ln 1958 9 and more of these are c:;;.--pected in the 1959 season. The greatest 

number of returns are e·xpected in 1959 from the 1958 imnmtures, with some 

additional ones in 19600 
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Figure 5 shows a SUllillal"Y' by species of the numbers of mature and im

mature salmon tagged each year. More thai 3,000 immature reds t-rere tagged 

in 1958, and more than 8,000 chums, so t,hat a substan·l;ial part of the results 

from that year• s ·l;agging are yet, to be received. 

In considerj_ng t,he tag returns, frequent reference wilJ. be made to 

'igures 13, 14, 15, Table 51 and Figure 160 The fi1.•st three fig11res sh01;· tl 

.:.i':\~ure 13.--Dist:ribut ion of monthly .fishing e .ffort by Japareso Aleutian fl.eat., 
May, Junetand July, 19%. (Data from Table 2, l'NPFC Annual Report 
for 19560) 

Figure J.4o ... -Distribut.1on of monthly f:i.shing effort by Japanese Aleutian neet, 
May, Juneland July, 1957. (Data from Table 2, INPFC Annual Report 
for 1957.) 

Figure 150"'-·•Distribution ~ monthly .fishing ef:t'ort by Japanese Jl..l.eutian .fleet, 
May, June.>. and July, 19$8. (Data frojn ~!able 2, INPFC Annual. Repori; 
for 1958.,) 

'.fable 5o Effort, catch,and cat,oh per unit of effort by Japaner,e fleet j_n 
Aleutian waters in 1956, 1957~ and 1958. (Three area divj.sions 
shown in Fig. 15,) 

Figure 16 ... -Three area divisions for Jcp anes~ Aleuti:J..l'l sallr..o!! statistics 
show in Table S. (Japanese stat.istical areas per Figure J.~ 
page W, D{PFC Statisti<",al Yearbook for 1957.) 

3 

distribut,ion of ·i;ae Japanese .. :lsn lng effort. in t,he Aleutian area by month, 

for the years 1956, 1957,and 1958, respectivelyo In Table~, the fishjng 

effort, cat,ch;and catch per unit effort. for reds , chu.iiis,and pinks are shown 

grouped for three major areas; north of the ...,.leur,ians, sou.th of. the Aleut..ians, 

and west of 165° East Longitude. The boundaries of each of these areas a.re 

shcn-m in Figure 160 The three areas uere chosen in orde,.- to i.UustJ:"ate :Lrn

portant points regarding the distributton of ret,urns of tagged salmon from 

the high seas fisheryo 
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Figure 13. Distribution of monthly fishing effort by Japanese Aleutian fleet, 
May, June, and July, 1956 . (Data from Table 2, INPFG Annual 

Report for 1956 . ) 
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TABLE 5. Effort, catch, and catch per unit of effort by Japanese 
fleet in Aleutian waters in 1956, 1957, llnd 1958 

(Three area divisions shown in Fig. ~ 
/6 -

REDS CHUMS PINKS 
Effort Catch Catch Catch Catch Catch catch 

Year Location {No. of (No. of per tan (No. o:f per tan (No. of per tan 
tans in fish in (No. o:f :fish in (No. of fish in (No. of 
millions: millions) fish) millions) fish) millions) fish) 

1956 N. of' Aleutians 2.0 2.2 1.1 4.5 2.3 0.1 0.1 
11 s. " It 5.6 5.0 0.9 9.5 1.7 1.3 0.2 
It W. of l65°E.Long. 1.7 2.1 1.2 2.l. J..2 10.5 6.2 

TOTAL 9.3 9.3 1.0 l.6.1 1.7 11.9 1.3 

1957 N. of Aleutians 1.4 6.o 4.3 i.6 1.1 4.o 2.9 
n s. u .. 2.9 8.6 3.0 4.9 1.7 5.0 1.7 
" W. of l.65°E.Long. 2.3 5.3 2.3 2.8 1.2 12.0 5.2 

TOTAL 6 .. 6 19.9 3.0 9.3 l.4 21.0 3.2 

1958 N • of Aleutians O ~3 0.3 1.1 o.8 2.7 0.1 0.3 
11 s. " " I 4.3 7.2 1.7 7.9 1.8 2.0 0.5 
" w. of l.6S0 E.r.m,g. F 4.5 1.1 8.5 2.l 11.1 2.8 

TOTAL 8.6 1.2.0 1.4 17.2 2.0 13.2 1.5 
.. 

Source:mPFC Annual Reports for 1956, 1957, and 1958. 
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r..ED SALMON RETUrlNS 

Each year red salmon we·ce tagged over an increasingly larger part o;t' the 

North Pacific and Beri.Tlg Seas (Figure 6), with most emphasis in the Aleut .an 

Island area .. 

The three years s tagging in the Aleutian and Bering Sea areas have c on

sistently sho~m the importance of Bristol B:iy red salmon. All estuarine 

returns of r ~ds have come from Bristol Bay or adjacent locations. Theref lre~ 

t,he t-agging results have shown much more about these stocks than about A.3:i&"'l 

red salmon., ·rhe reason for t,he predominance ci' Bristol Bay red salmon is 

evident from Table 69 which presents the 1956, 195'7; and 1958 catches of t,M.s 

species in Bristol Bay, u.s.s.a., and by the Japanese Aleutian fleetp I f we 

'fable 6 . fled salmon catches by u.s .s.1i., by Japanese high s eas fleet,,and l y 
United States, plus escapement in118ristol 8ay11 area for 1956, 19i:;7, 
and 19~8 (in thousands of fish). 

lM:,Cl1peMe11t.is.,f thE:.<.iante•n1111-i,t:v4e7l_,. Vtf". U"tt.c.h 
assume that the U.,S.SoR• 1!eto1A; is Pft:l1?1 h the U.S.S.R. e•aa!J&&loNt ::o then :i.t 

I\ 

is evtd.ent that the Bristol Bay red salmon stocks overshadowed those of 

u .. s,.s .. a. in all three yearso Further reference to Table 6 will be made r~

garding tagging results for individual years. 

Each year the t,agging results have expanded our knowledge of the extent 

of seaward distribution of Bristol Bay red salmon. Principal .results have. 

come from mature reds recovered the same year as tagged, In 1957, howeve~, 

the return of immatures tagged :in 1956 provided valuable additional data ~n 

the limits of seaward distribution and on the relative abundance of Bristol 

Bay reds in t,he ,n-·eas of the Japanese fleet operations. 
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1957 

1958 

TABLE 6. Red salmon catches by u.s.S.R., by Japanese high seas f'le.at, 
and by United Sta.tea, plus escapement in "Bristol Bay" area 

for 1956, 1957, and 1958 
(in thousands of fish) 

Japanese 
"Br:tatol B&y"2 u.s.s.R. Aleu~:t.an Total Gatch 

Ce;i;ch1 Area Catch Catch All Nations 

1,974 9,247 10,252 21,473 

1.,275 19,823 6,631 'ZT,729 

344
3 

ll,971 3.,'460 15,775 

-
"Bristol 
Esca.:pem 

14,743 

h,840 

2,776 

---

Total RetlJI'!l 
to "Bristol Bay' 
(Ca.t;eh phlS 
Escapement) -·----

24,995 

11,471 

6,236 

1 u.s.s.R. cl.a.ta converted from metric tons to munl)ero of fish using 6.4 lbs. 
average ,.eight per Pravdin ( 1940). 

2 Includes catch on north side Alaska Peninsula snd in eastern Aleu~ians. 
3 Kamchatka Peninsula only ( ICa.mchatka catch ·was ever 9C1/, o'f total in 1956 and 

1957 per reference for those years). 

Source: 1956, 1957, and 1958 Japanese catches and Dristo1 Bay catches are fr.om 
IN.PFC statistical Yearbooks. 

1956, 1957, and 1958 Bristol Bay ·escapements from t1.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Annual Reports :for Bristol Bay Dist1·ict (not publtr.1hed). 

u.s.s.R. da.ta for 1956 an.d 1957 from ttcatches of Far Ea.stern Ss.lmon in u.s~s.R .. 
in 1.956 and 1957 by Areas of Fishing.,'' distrlbucerl by u.s.s.R. obsarvera at IllPFC 
.Annual Meeting, Tokyo, 1958. u.s.s.n. da:ce. -tor 1958 from u.s.s.R. (1959). 
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In addition, the tagBing resnltst when considered with data on abund.:-mce 

by area, have been valuable in showing the major routes followed by red 

salmon approaching Bristol Bay o These rout.es differed sign:i.ficani:;ly from 

year to year, as will be shown in the respective years I discussionso The 

data c,mt,i•ibuting to ·!;he determination of routes are: 

1. Directional infomation from seine ca-tches 

2o Abundance :from seine catches 

3. Tag recoveries from the Bristol Bay area and from the Japanese high 
seas fleet 

4. Abundance data from Fish and Wildlife Service research vessels, using 
gill nets 

5. Abundance data from Japanese high seas catchei; 

1956 TAGGING 

In 19.56, the red salmon tagging was confined princ:ipally to Areas hC 

through 7C close to the islands (Figure 6). A .few reds were tagged .f'ro-m gill 

nets early in the season fnrtheI' wests, but no returns J.'esuJ.ted (THble .H.l). 

Operations in Areas 5c, 6c and 7C were conduct.ad. bel,wa<.·m June 7 and ,July 1, 

and all reds tagged were matureo In Area L.c tagging was done bet1·,·een tTune 2~. 

and August 15. Reds tagged after June 28 were predominantly :i.mraature.. The 

daily breakdown of matwe and ilnrnllture :fish among those tagged is shown :i.n 

Table Tl. 

LENG'rHs, AGE AND MATURIT"f 

Length, ocean age>and maturity of the salmon tagged are necessaI""<J elements 

in analyzing the ta.g results. The 11ur.1ber of mai.ures must be known :i.n order 

to evaluate the return in the year of tagging. In addition11 distribut,ion and 

movements at sea have often been .found to vary accordj_ng to maturity, ao dis"' 

cussed earliero Age is import.ant tc> indicate the probable year of retu.ru of 

:i.rmnatures. Length is valuable in showing the success of return of dii'fer.eni.4 

su.es within an age group. Lengths have also shown size differences bat,ra,m 

imm.?.t.ures and matures of the same age., ar,d are further valuable :in measv.ring 

g1•owt,h between tagging and recovery o 
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The eeneral methods used to detennine maturity i..rere discussed in. the 

section entitled 11 Explanation of Tables in t.he Appendix" o The following 

paragraphs discuss specifically the length, age,and maturity of the red 

salmon tagged in 19560 

The length=frequency distribution of all reds tagged in 1956 is shown 

in Figure 17, together with bar graphs depicting the lengths (at tagging) of 

those returned in 1956, 1957> and 1958. The discrepancy between ·the number 

Figure 17 .... -Lengths of ~·od salmon tagged in 1956, and J.engths (at tagging) 
of those recovered in 1956, 1957>and 1958. 

(3,396) shc»v-n in the graph and the number tagged (3,403 - Table rll) is due 

to seven reds .for which no length was obtained. Simj.lar discrepancies apply 

to other length-frequency graphs shown later. 

Insu.t'ficient scales were taken in 1956 to show separate curves .for each 

age group, as was done in 1957 and 1958 (Figures 27 and 38) but the approx~nate 

size ranges of the several ages may be seen by comparing Figure 17 with 

Figures 27 and J8o The immatures that had spent on€ winter at sea s'tand out, 

with a sharp mode at 37 cm and gave no ret,urns, probably due to tagging 

mortality (F~ J.7) o (As mentioned earlier$ the larger mesh size used in 

1956 allowed gilling and injury to the smalJ.-sized salmon.) The larger mode 

consists of three ~oups of fish; two-winter4 ~atur~ with a mean size of 

Lwa :refer repeat,edly in t,his discussion to one-winter, two-winter, and 
three=winter salmon. We mean the number of winters spent at sea as determined 
by scale reading. 

approximately 48 cm, -~~·Jo .. winter matures averaging approx~nat&J.;r 54 cm, 

and ·three ... winter matures averaging ebou.t 6o cmo 
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Figure 17. Lengths of red salmon tagged in 1956, and lengths (at tagging) of 
those recovered in 1956, 1957, and 1958. 
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In order to show more cl.early the size groups mentioned, t,he reds tagged 

in Areas he and 6c are presented separately in Figure 160 

Figure l8o""'•Lengths of red salmon tagged in areas 4C and 6C in 1956, and lengths 
(at tagging) of those recovered in 1956, 1957 and 19580 

In the upper half of the .figure, the one- and two-winter immatures of 

Area 4C are clearly defined by the modes~ A slight skewness to the right is 

caused by the few larger rriatures. Solid bar graphs depiot the four matures 

retumed in 1956, and the open bar graphs depict the iJrJnatures returned in 

1957, plus the one returned in 19580 

In the lower half of the figure are plotted the lengths o.f mature reds 

tagged in Area 6co The two .. winter size (54 cm) greatly prodomtn.ate" The few 

three-winter fish ( 6o cm) are contained in the sltewness to the right of the 

modeo It is notewortey that the Bristol Bay run in 1956 was also over 80% 

two-winter-in-sea red salmon (Fisheries Research Institute Bristol Bay Research, 

unpublished data)o The lengths (at tagging) of those ratumed are very 

similar to the lengths of the total sample tagged, showlng a predominant. mode 

of two-winter fish and a skewness to t,he right accounting :for the three-winter 

fish • 

.Red sallnon tagged in Area 6C were recovered only in the year of tagging, 

thus showing that few, if any, ware immature., Gonad samples showed the fish 

to be mature, and in addition, sexual maturity was beginning to show exte:rn.allyo 

By the same token, the great majority of those tagged in Area 4C showed no 

signs of sexual maturity and gonad samples indicated immaturity" This ~,as 

especially true after July 1, when matures made up a very small part of the 

catches (Table Tl)~ 
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The above points are emphasized in order to show that there was little 

pr oblem in detemining the maturity of most of the red salmon released. The 

princi pal problem was with the two-winter age group, and among these, the 

mature fish were larger and abundant only until June 20-2 5o In addition, 

matures and immatures never occurred mixed in the same catches in ::.a.rge numberso 

This fact suggests that the maturing fish had "broken away" from tho immatures 

at some time prior to our fishing in Area 6Co There is the possibility also., 

that the two groups had never been mixed, but had followed independent cou.rses 

in their ocean feedingo 

RETURNS BY AREA OF TAGGING 

Tag returns from the 19.56 exper:i.ments will be discussed by area, and. com

parisons with results in 19.57 and J.958 will be made where pertinento Reference 

is made to Table Rl in the appendix.a 

,Areas 302 4B ,and 4c 

The total of 17 mature, and 3 i.mrn.ature reds tagged in Areas JC, 4B,and 

4C in the period May 2 through 30 were nearly all tagged from gill net cat.cheso 

The lack of returns was, therefore, probably due to taggi ng mortality .. 

Area 4C (Figures 19 and 20) 

In Area 4C, 9.3 mature reds were tagged between June 2l.i. and August 150 

Figure 19.,•-RaQO'\?ery- distribution of mature red salmon tagged in area 4C ir1 19%. 

Of I.he h returns, 3 were from Brj.stol Bay and one from the north side o.f the 

Alaska Peninsula. This was the farthest west that effeotiv-e tagging was done 

in 1956, and in spite of the heavy J apanese fishery· to the west (Figure 13) 

no tags were taken thereo Since the salmon were moving west at the time of 

tagging, it is presumed that they turned northward through Amchitka Pass in 

returning toward Bristol Bay. Accordingly, this route i s shown in Figure 19 .. 
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(;igure 20. --Recaver.r distribution of :umature re d salmon tagged :In are a 4C in l.9S6 , 

Of the l1>5o9 immature salmon t,agged in Area 4C, 996 were the larger size 

that had spent two winters at sea (including a vecy few which had spent t,hre2 

winters at, sea), and 513 were the smaller fish that had spent but one winter 

at sea. Thirty returns were received in 1957 from the large two-winter :iJn .. 

matures, and one in 1958. None of the small one-winter immatures were !'et.urned. 

Of the thirty returned. :in 1957, 17 were taken by the high seas fleet and 13 

in Bristol Bay. Their distribution is illustrated in Figure 20. S:L11ce these 

recoveries pertain to the distribution of salmon :tn 19.57 and 1958, they will 

be discussed with those years9 results. 

Area 5C (F~u.re 21) 

Figure 21o ... -Ji.gco1Ta~y distribution of mature red salmon tagged in area 5C in 19560 

From a total of ll mature reds tagged, 2 were recovered in BristoJ. Bay-. 

As mentioned in the section on Direction of Movement., the few rads tagged 

in Area SC were taken in hauls open to the west.. Thus, in Figure 21, their 

route is shown going through Amuk.ta Pass instead of passes to the west11 as 

in other return figures .. 

Areas 5B and 6B 

No returns were received from the total of 10 ~~ reds tagged in these 

two areas. 
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Figure 23. Recovery distribution of mature red salmon 
tagged in area 7C in 1956. 
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Area 6C {Figure 22) 

------------------------------- --- ----
F~re 22.--RecQvery distribution of mature red salmon tagged in area 6c in 1956 

A total of 1.,386 mature reds tagged in Area 6c between June 7 and 28, 

resulted 1n 66 returns from Bristol Bay O one from Chj,gnik, and one from the 

high seas north of Adak. The returns emphasize the importance of l3r5.stol 

Bay reds in the westward II flow" of reds previously described in this area. 

The one from the high seas apparently continued west and was intercepted a.fter 

going north through Amchitka Pass. This corresponds to the probable route 

of those tagged in Area 4C (Figure 19), but is even bsttt:'lr illustrated by 

results in 1957 ( Figures 30 and. 35). The return from Chignik was the only 

red tagsed in the Aleutian area that was returned from south or east of the 

Alaslca Peninsula. The large size, and the scale pattern, indicated the fish 

to be a typical Chignik red salmon. 

Area 70 (Figure 23) 
8 

Eleven of 372 matures tagged in Area 70 were returnad;/ from Bristol Bay 

---------------- -----------------
Figure 23. - - Recovery d:i.stcibution of ~~ red salmon tagged in area 7C in 1956. 

and ) .from the Alaska Penineula. The route sho,m is north through Uniniak Pass, 

bu:& it is probable that sane went north through Amu.kta Pas or even at points 

further west. 

Unknown area of tagging 

In addition to the above ro·tums, 16 tagged reds were observed, but not 

recovered at the counting towers operated by the Fisheries .Research Institute 

on the Kvichak Rivero Fourteen were t•Jhite tube t ags~ anct 2 were white disc 

tags. Since in 1956 there were no other tagging experiments in which the above 

tags might have been applied, they were added t,o the i.Otal returns, but wit,hout 

a specific area of tagging. Since the major part of the matures were tagged 

in Areas 6c and 7C, it is probable that most of the observed tags originated 

in these locations, 
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S'!!!!:H"f of ratun1a 

Mature red salmon tagged in 1956 south of the Aleutians as far w-es\ as 

Adak Island (177° West Longitude) were overwhelmingly of Bristol Bay origino 

Ninety-nine out or 101 recoveries were from Bristol Bay. or the two remainder, 

l was taken on the high seas north of Adalc, and l at Chignik on the south aide 

of the Peninsula. The lack of returns .from the large high seas fleet to t,he 

west of the tagging locations emphasizes that few, if any, Asian reds were 

tagged. 

19$6 MIGRATION H.OUTES 

Available Wormation about red salmon in the Aleutian area in 1956 aug• 

gests that the runs approaching Bristol Bay did not migrate as far west as 

did the 19$7 run. Evidence is built upon seine catch data and tag return 

data, plus abundance and distribution data from the Uni·lied States Fish and 

Wildlife Service research vessels, and from the Japanese l\leutian tleeto 

The largest. catches of mature reds during the three years• seining were 

made in 1956 south of Umnal{ and Unalaska. Islands. Between June 7 and 21, 

catohes were large and consistent~ averaging 49 per set (Table C2, Area 6c). 

Tag returns from experiments in Area 6C cama elmost entirely from Bristol Bay. 

Upon moving to 1\.:rea 5C on June 231 catches of reds dropped sharply, and 

in Al•ea 4C from June 24 and later., mature rads declined :in abundanee and soon 

disappeared from the catches. Purse seine catches thus shOt•red the abundant 

'tf8stward now o:f reds in Area 6c did not continue in Areas 5C and 4c. 
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This, and the results of other t1sh1ng, suggest;s that tbe Amukta Pass 

area (169• • 173° West IDDgitude) 'W9.S an im;portant route for red.a J1lOV'1Jl3 

into the ~ Sea 1n 1956. Tbe gill net fishina by the United sta.tes 

Fish and Wilcllifa Service !'eaea.rch vessels in l956 shaved a great abundance 

ot red salmon between Amukta Pase and. the Pribilof Islands on Jtme 20 and 21 

( Figure 24). However I the catch per unit effort by the Japanese f'leet 1n 

F.tgare 24.-•Red salmon catches by o.s.F.'W.S. research vessel.a in ~ 1956, 
l.957, and 1958. (Frail Report on Investigations by the u.s. in 
mm: Anml3J. Reports f'or 1956, 1957, and 1958.) 

June, 1956 (fisure 25) indicates only nom:tnaJ numbers of red salmon in the 

Aleutian area west of 175° West IDngitude. This is in sba.rp contmst to 

F1gUre 25 ..... Red salmon catch/unit et.fort of Je.xmiese high seas fishery in 
Aleutian area during the month o:t June, 1956, 1957, aDi 1958. 

the Jaree catch per unit effort 1n 1957, alao sho't,r.a. 1n Figure 25. As seen 

in Table 5, tlle season •s average red salmon co.tch per tan uas only one 1n -
1956 as against tbree 1n 1957. In addition, the total catch of the Ja.:pa.nese 

fleet 1n 1956 w.s but 9 .2 million reds as against 19 .8 million in 1957 

(Table 6). When it 1s recalled that the catch plus e6capement in Bristol 

Ba.7 we approxim&tely 25 million in 1956 and on1y u. 5 million in 1957 

(Table 6), it becomes obvious that in approaching Bristol Ba.y, the major 

part of tbe 1956 run did not migrate as f'ar west as did the run in 1957. 
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LENGTHS, AOE,AND MATU.RlTY 

The age makeup, and., therefore, the lengths of the matum and immature 

reds tagged in 1957 were in sharp contrast to those ot 1956. As shown in 

Figure 27, the mature reds in 1957 were mainly three-wmter fish. In 19;6 

FigUre 27.--Lengtha of red salmon tagged in 1957 by ocean age, and lengths 
(at tagging) of those recovered in 1957 and 1958. 

(Figure 17 and 18) both matures and immatures were predalli.nantly two,awinter 

fish. It is logical that threecw:l.nter matures should predo.'Ui.nate in 1957, 

since two-winter immatures predominated in 1956. The Bristol Bay red salmon 

catches in 1957 were 75% three•winter fish, similar to the age makeup seen 

at sea. (Fisheries Research Institute, Bristol Bay Research unpublished data.) 

In l9S7 sufficient scales '!fare taken that the lengths could be shown for 

each age group. A total of. 37 lengths were omitted because scales ware not 

taken, or were illegible. Most of those not shmm were of the small size 

which typically had spent one year at sea,, 

It is at once obvious that the modal size of one-winter-in ... sea reds in 

1957 was smaller than in 1956 (35 cm as against 37 cm, Figures 27 & 17) o 

This is due to two factors; the sme.ller mesh size used in 1957, and the 

earlier date that immature reds were taken in 1957. The reds of this age 

group were markedly amaller in the early oatohes in area 2C where immature 

reds were taken as early as June 13 (Table T2). The smaller ·meshes used 1n 

1957 prevented small fish escaping through the net as was experienced in 19560 

Thus the 1957 sample is more repreaentative of the true size distribution o.r 

one-winter redso The large 1958 sample shows a similar size distribution 

(Figure 38). The single red 29 cm in length, t.rhich had not yet spent a winiier 

at sea, l>Tas taken :in August when the one-winter-in-sea group averaged av-er 

35 cm in length. 



The two~w:inter-in-sea group contained both mature and :i.mraature redso 

The size modes of immatures and. matures are appraximatel.y h8 and 53 cm, 

respectively. These are very similar to the sizes found for the same two 

groups in 1956 (Figure 18). 

The three""w:inter-in-sea group is quite distinct from the two ... winter group, 

although there are a few smaJ.l specimens extending well down into the range 

of the younger fish. Only two four ... winter fish were tagged, as shown. 

The lengths (at tagging) of fish recovered in 1957 show a distribution 

which includes the larger of the two-winter fish, plus the ent.ire range of 

the three-lrinter fisho 

The lone return in 1958 from the immature tw0a-w:inter fish provided only 

a 0.2 percent return, as caupared to 3.0 percent from the same &ge group 

tagged in 1956 (Tables R2 and fil).. The reason for such a great disparity is 

unknowno 

The one-winter,..at-sea group gave no returns from a total of 774 tagged 

(Table R2)., This was extremely disappoin-~ing, since the smaller mesh size 

and improved handl:ing methods in 1957 had rasulted in the small fish being in 

better condition at release ·t.han in 1956. Since there was also a very low 

return of two•winter-in-sea reds from tho 1957 tagging, it is possible that 

both groups suffered poorer survival theJ1 -~hose of 1956a 

RETURNS BY AREA OF TAGGING (Table R2) 

The 1957 tagging provided a series of' experiments along the .full length 

of the Aleutians. Numbers tagged in the westernmost areas (2B, 2C) were ve-ry 

few, however. Tagging in the central Bering Sea and near the Pribilofs showed 

the eastward movement towa?'d Bristol Bay from these areaso The results con ... 

.firmed the migration rouc.es suggested b~r the tagging south of the Aleutians .. 

Tag returns from the large catch of reds in 1957 by the Japanese fl.est both 

nort."'1 and south of the Aleutian Islands (Table 5), were further helpf'ul in 

u:e:tl.ning migration routes of reds in t,he Aleuttan area0 
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Area 2B 

Although substantial numbers of chum and pink salmon were t,agged i."l t,he 

area north of Attu Island, very few reds were takan. or the £our tagged, none 

were returnedo 

Area 20 (Figure 28) 

Figure 2a
0 

__ Recov.ery distribution of mature and :immature l"a d sal.mon tagged 
in area 20 in l 957. 

From 16 mature reds tagged south of Attu Island, on.e was returned from 

Bristol Bay, and one from the high seas neat just west of the point of 

tagging. The former return is umrl.staka.ble evidence of .Bristol Bay reds 

as far west as 172° East Longit.u.de. The latter had moved too little to sug

gest its dest.ination. 

The single immature red ret11med :in 1958 was from 76 ·l'.wo,.,winter=in~sea 

reds tagged in this area in 1957. It was recovered south end east of the 

point of tagging~ but due to the long period at liberty, ths return oftera 

no indication of the actual migration during the inter·vening periodo 

Area 3B 

No returns resulted from the 73 xeds tagged in Area 3B. Poor results 

would be expected since 65 ware the small size group which gave no return 

from any of the tagging areaso 

Area .3C (Figure 29) 

11·-t ""''....,, 29 . .,,,,,, RaQCJ'Tecy distribution of natirce red salmon tagged in areas 30 and 
.. ~ ..... ., o. 4B in 1957. 

The la mature reds tagged 1n Area 3C gave two ret,urns tram Bristol Ba,y 

and one from the high seas south of the Komandorski Islands. The latt.er may 

have been destined for an Asian stream, since it was recovered on July- 9 

(Table Rl.4), a date too late for the long journey to Br:istol ~. 
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Figure 27. Lengths of red salmon tagged in 1957 by ocean age, and lengths 
(at tagging) of those recovered in 1957 and 1958. 
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Area 3D 

Only' two immature reds were tagged in this area in 1957 ~ with no returnso 

Area 4B ( Figure 29) 

Qrll3' four mature reds were tagged in this area, but one was recovered in 

Bristol Bay. The location of tagging was 54° north and 177° 25t west, where 

the Japanese fleet enjoyed very heavy red salmon catches in June (Figure 25)o 

Unfortunately, the dates (June 27-28) on which the tagging vessels operated 

in Area l!B, were too late to intercept the peak of abundancao 

Area he (Figure 30) 

Figure 300 .. ..flaoovery distribution 0£ 1J1.ature red salmon tagged :in area 4C in 1957 .. 

The 136 mature reds tagged in Area 4C resulted :in three returns from the 

high seas west and north of the tagging point, plus one from Bristol Bayo 

The results help to indicate the movement pattern described in the aect:ian 

on salmon movements. At the time o;f tagging, the salmon were moving westward 

south of Adak. The high seas returns clearly show Amchitka Pass as an avenue 

As shown in Table R2, no returns were received in 1958 from the 137 two-,, 

winter immature reds tagged in Area 4C in 19.57. However, the 996 two""winter immo 

reds tagged in this area in 1956 resulted in 30 ret,urns in 1957, and one in 

1958 (Table Rl). The 30 re·l;urns from the 1956 tagging will be discussed at 

this point~ since they are most pertinent to the movements of red salmon in 

1957. 
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One of the problems in tagging mature red salmon at eea is securing 

adequate distribution of tags during the short period of availability. Weather 

severely limits vessel operations prior to June in most years. If early and 

widespread distribution could be obtained, returns would indicate the farther 

limits of migration, and even the earliest runs of salmon would have an equal 

chance of being taggedo 

The tagging of immature salmon a year prior to recovery, of:fers a solu

tion to the above problem. Tagging a. year prior to spa1oming is certainly 

early enough to include fish destined for the earliest, streams regardless of 
i'l.A:c.a:te.d ..

continent of origin, and the extent of seaward migration w-111 be 981(413: at, 

leas1; with:in the limits of the time and space ooverage of the following year's 

high seas .fishery. In l:ine with tm above ooneiderations11 the returns in 1957 

from the immature red salmon tagged in 1956, have provided extremely valuable 

information on the distribution of salmon many months after taggingo 

One important i'inding from the returns of these 30 salmon in 1957 was 

that, the oceanic distribution of red salmon tagged in Area 4C, after a year 

at liberty, was far greater than that indicated by the limited tagging of 

matures during 1957. Those at liberty a year. (Figure 20) were taken over a 

wide area southwest of ICiska and Attu Islands, and also in Amchitka Pass and 

north of Adak. Matures (Figure 30) were taken onJ.y in Amchitka Pass and north 

o:t: Adako Both groups~ of course,. also gave returns from Bristol Bay. The 

more limited dist,ribution shown by the matures would be expected, since they 

were obliged to travel more directly to their spal-ming streams., 

In eval.uating the significance of Figure 20, the follCTll'ling points should 

be b.OI'tla 3D mind: 
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1. The returns shown are from the total of 996 tw0=winterc-in--sea im

mature red salmon tagged du.ring the period June 24 ... August 15, 19.56, 

in Area 4C. At the time and place of tagging9 the salmon were 

moving consistently westward. as determined by direction of seine 

set. The numbers of reds passing d~ing the period of tagging was 

estimated as approximately 8 million (Table 4). 

2 o The distribution of returns at sea is dependent on the time and 

space distribution of the Japanese gill net fleet., The catch distri

bution of the Japanese fleet for May 9 June., and July is shown in 

Figure 31 with the tag retums by n1onth superimposed on the respective 
r~u9'1 I)! t.--

month's cat.ch chart.o The dist,ribution of returns if&a:SZhr l:, matches 

Figure 31.--Red salmon catch by Japanese high seas fishery in Aleutian area 
by mon"l:.h in 19~7, also showing red aalmon tag ret,Ul:;ns in 1957 
from 1956 tagging in area 4c. (Statistical areas and catch data. 
from DWFC Annual Report for 1957) 

the general areas of large catch with the exception or the area 

west of 16~ East Longitude, where in epi te of an increasing catch 

frOlll Mq through July, no tags \lere recovered. The high seas 

recovery .from !'ar to the north ( 5~ ) during May appears to be a 

case or misrecording and possibly should have been h~ • The single 

high seas recovery in July just north o£ the central Aleutians was 

preswnabl.3' taken by a scout boat since no catch is shown in the 

area during July (Figure 31) .. 
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Figure 31. Red salmon catc h by Japanese high seas fishery 
in Aleutian area by month in 1957, also showing 
red salmon tag returns in 1957 from 1956 
tagging in area 4C. (Statistic al areas and catc h 
data from IN PFC Annual R e port for 1957.) 
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3o A total o:C ll were recovered in the Bristol Bay commercial fishery, 

plus two !'ram the spawning grounds, whUe none "t1era returned :Crom 

Asian estuaries or spawning gro\lllds. The lack of' rat.urns from Asian 

estuaries is in line with the lack of returns f'ran the large catch 

by the high seas fishery wast of 165° East Longi•tude (Figure 31 and 
""' itt ;,i9tl i -f, c..a"t nt1/l-'l~er5 

Table 5). This suggests that Asian reds were not present in the 
--1·. .,.. ,1 

1 ne.ve ft,l"e.,, • 
area 0£ tagging in 19.56. fl r ► the large flow of innature red 

salmon moving westward through Area 4C in 1956 must have been over

whelmingly Amarican in origin. ,,_ 
-fo 1/ows 

The conclusion ~ ... was it.euspailiz■ that the distribution of returns as 

seen in Figure .31 is an indicat,ion of the l:ilnits of seaward migration of 

Bristol Bay red salmon in 1957. The indication applies as previously stated, 

only to the t~nes and places of Japanese high seas operations, but these 

were sufficient to indicate limits to the west and south, The limits were 

approximately 16.5° East Longitude to the west and 49° Nor-th Latitude to the 

south. 

Areas SA and 6A (Figures 32 and. 33) 

Figure 320--.Reeov0cy distributioll of mat,ure red salmon tagged in area 5A in 19~7 9 

Figul:'e 33.•-.i"?ecovery distribution of mature red salmon tagged in area 6A in 1957. 

Since the tagging in both or these areas was in the vicinity or t,he 

Pribilof Islands, results will be considered together. For both areas a 

total of 21 returns were received from 286 red salmon tagged. All were .from 

Bristol Bay except one from the north side of the Alaska Peninsula0 
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Figure 32. Recovery distribution of mature red salmon 
tagged in area SA m 1957. 
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Figure 33, Recovery distribution of mature red $almon 
tagged 1n area 6A in 1957, 
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Figure 34. Recovery distribution of mature red salmon 
tagged m areas SB and 6B in 1957. 
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Area 5B ( Figure 34) 

Figure 34.-... 1wice'S'er,r clis,ttribution of mature red salmon tagged in araas 5B and 
6B in 19$70 

The 27 mature reds tagged in this area were all taken June 5 in Amukta 

Pass. The direction of seine set showed the fish to be going northward a"t 

time of capture. The one retum ws from Bristol Bay o 

Area ~ (Figure 35) 

Figure 35.--ReoOVEJl'Y distribution ot ma.t,ure red salmon tagged in area 5C j_n 1957. 

Mature :mds were moving strongly westward in this area in 19S7 as 

described earlier. From lll tagged, 11 were returned from the high seas in 

Amchitka Pass and north of Adalt, and 9 from Bristol Bay O The array ot returns 

delineates remarkably the route of movement toward Bristol Bay'o The results 

suggest Amchitka Pass as their principal avenue into the Bering sea, although 

BUl.d.ir Pass might also have been used. Here again, the lack of returns from 

high seas gear to the west could only mean a lack of Asian reds in the area 

of taggingo 

The percentage return (18%) was the highest received from any experimanto 

The percentage ia more remarkable because o.t' an extra high ret,ur:n from. bo'\ih 

the Japanese i"leet. and the Bristol Bay fisheryo 

Area 6B (Figure 34) 

The 13 mature reds tB.f".Jted here gave a sir,~le re'l:,urn from Bristol BaY. 

Area 6c 

No returns were received .from 17 mature reds tagged in Area 6co 
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F igure 35. Recovery d i stribution of mature red salmon 
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Figure 36. Recovery distribution of mature red salmon 
tagge<l in area 7C 1n 1957. 
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Figure 37. Recovery distribution of red salmon tagged 
by Japan in 1957, all areas c o mbined. 
Source: Japan, Fisheries Agency (1958a). 
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Area 7C (Figure 36) 

Figul'e 36.---nooover,y distribution of mature red salr.Klll tagged in area 7C in 19$70 

The 76 mature reds tagged here gave 4 retums from Bristol Bay. It is 

interesting to note that although the tagging in Area 7C was on May 27 .. 29, 

or almost. a month prior to the Bristol Bay fishery, the 5. 3 i return t-ms not 

greatly lees than the 7.8% received from all mature redo tagged in l9S7 

(Table .ti2). These fish were at libert.y for an average of 4l days (Table Rl4), 

~hus averaging only 12 m.i.les per day .from tagging point t,o recovery point. 

As will be discussed la'ter, the average rate of travel for mature reds ap~ _,,.,.. 
' s 

proaching Bristol Bay was approximately .30 miles per day. Therefore, 1t~ 
/.i s<e_ ly ..-

lla •Hu:wcl. ·lihat they traveled. considerably further than the direct 480 miles 

to Bristol Bay. The extra distance traveled was probably westward, prior 

to entering the Bering Sea. 

SUUlll!al7 of .Returns bz Area of Tagging 

Red salmon tagged in 1957 at all locations as far west as Attu Island 
or- -f.-oM h ;~k s-~s are.as t111 t$1e.. path t.o Bt-1'!.iol Ba_y .. '--

(1720 East) have been returned overwhelmingly from Bristol BBY.• No returns 
i1 

have been received from Asian estuaries or rivers. A large Japanese fleet 

operating in the tagging areas, and west of the tagging areas, took one 

"tagged red south oft.he Komandorak1 Islands, which may have been enroute to 

Aeia. The remaining fifteen high seas .recoveries were on the route followed 

by- red salmon destined for Bristol Bay. This route is discussed next, using 

data similar to that described for 19560 

19.57 MIGRATION P.O lITES 

Catch data and tag return data in 1957 were consistent in showing that, 

red salmon destined .for Bristol Bay went further west along the Aleutians 

than did the 1956 run. 
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A comparison of pUl'se seine catches in areas east of An:ulcta Pass (16:}0 

,/'\. 

~&\?ewo5'» and areas west of Amukta Pass showed a far greater abundance ·i.o 

the treat. In Area 6c ( east of .Amukta Pass)> four hauls on June 13 and 14 

averaged only 4 rodso In Areas 4C and 5C ( west of J\mukta Pass), five seine 

sets bet.ween June 6 and 13 toolc an average o:f 61 reds. In both areas, salmon 

were moving predominant.ly west as previously discussed. The greater abundance 

in Areas $C and 4C suggests that passes west of Area 4C (Amchitka and BuJ.dir), 

were important in 1957. As previously discussed, the 1956 results indicated 

Amulcta Pass as the major pass used that year. 

Fishing on June 5,. 1957 (Table C3.Area 5B), showec sorr..c reds going north 

through ~a Pass at. that. t.im.e, _but in the light of other evidence, i·i. 

probably was not.. the major route in 1957. 

The very large catch per- unit efr ort. by the Japanese gill net fleet in 

the central and weste~n Aleutian area during June, further supports the con

tention that. Bristol Bay reds were far to the west in 1957 (FigUl"e 25 and 

Table 5). In addition, the catches by the United States Fish and Wildlife 

Service research vessels during June :indicate good numbers of reds at 175° 

West Longitude in the Bering Sea (Figure 24). This agrees with the particu

larly high abundance found by the Japanese fleet in the central Bering Sea 

between 175° West and 175° East Longitude (Figure 31). 

The returns from tagging in Areas 4C and 5C (Figures 30 and .35),as 

already discussed, shotred a strong westward movement of reds through these 

areas prior to going northward through Amchitka and possibly Buldir Passeso 

The high saas distribution of returns in 1957 from the immature reds 

tagged south or Adak in 1956 indicated Bristol Day reds scattered widely 

southwest of Kiska and Attu Islands (Figure 31). Returns of the same gl .. oup 

of fish later from Bristol Bay, and from intermediate points in the central 

Bering Sea strongly suggest that they moved through BUldir Pass snroute to 

Bristol Bay. 
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From the foregoing, it may be concluded that in 1957, red salmon 

approached Bristol Bay from farther west than in 1956, and also that Amchttka 

(180°) and possibly Buldir (176° East) Passes, were important avenues of 

passage from the North Pacific to t,he Bering Seao The routes suggested by 

the above are illustrated in Figure 260 

PROPOfn'IONfi OF Bd.IS'l'OL BAY RED SALMON A'f SEA IN 1957 

The return dat.a from the immatures tagged in 19.56 provide a means to 

evaluate the proportions of Bristol Bay red salmon in various areas of the 

high seas fishery in 1957. Hai'erring back to Figure 31, the immature reds 

tagged in Area 4C in 1956 ware recovered in 1957 over a wide area southwest, 

of Kiska and Att.u Islands, and also north of Kislm and Adak Islandso rlecau.se 

coastal returns came only from Bristol Bay and because none were returned from 

the high seas fishery west of 165° East Longitude, it was concluded that the 

overwhelming majorit,y of the immature reds tagged in Area 4G in 1956 t-rere 

from Bristol Bay., and that fews if any, were Asian reds. It was concluded 

furl.her~ that the distribution seen in Figure 31 shom~d t~ seaward dispersion 

of Bristol Bay reds in May and June of 1957 o 

The above conclusions, however., make no presumption as t,o the presence 

of Asian reds in the areas of recovery: illustrat,ed in Figure 3lo It, is 

probable that Asian reds were mixed with Bristol Bay reds, particularly in 

the westernmost areas of recovery by the Japanese fleet. 

By using the proportion of tagged ·&o untagged rad salmon in the Bristol 

Bay catches as a s-t,andard., it is possible to estimate the percent.age o.f 

Bristol Bay reds in the several areas of the high seas fishery o 
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Brie:t'ly restated., the two points vnderlying these conclusions e.re: 

l. Essentially all of the immature reds tagged south of Adak in 

1956 "tfere from Bristol Bay, and therefore the proportion of 

returns in ·the Bristol Bay catch may be used as an index of 

the expected proportion of Bristol Ba.y reds ub.erever they are 

caught. 

2. Tag returns at sea in 1957 shmr the general areas where Bristol 

Bay reds were mixed, and therefore the proportion of tagged. 

fish in these areas indicates the proportion of Bristol Bay 

reds in the catches at sea. 
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Table 7 shows t.ha proportions of tagged red salmon in fishery areas from 

west. to east and also the calculated percent.age of Bristol Bay reds :i.n each. 

Table 7. Number of tagged red salnion returned from various fishery areas, 
and estimated percentages of Bristol Bay red salmon 
(From returns of immature red salmon tagged in 1956 and recovered 
in 1957) 

The ll tag returns out of the 606 millton reds caught, in Bristol Bay is the 

proport.ion which can be expected in catches which are 100% Bristol Bay redso 

The catch in the UoSoS.R. est,uaries, of courses contains no Bristol Bay reds 

as sho'l-mo Because no tags were returned from the 5 million catch at, sea 

west of 165° East Longitude, the propor'~ior! of Bristol' Bay fish i;here is sh01,m 

as zero also. The 9 nrliurns from the 8. 5 million catch south of the Aleutians 

result in an estimated 63% of Bristol Bay reds. Cl imilarly, the 7 returns 

from the 6 million caught, north of the Aleuti!lnf' indicate 70'/, Brist,ol Bay 

reds. The total east of 165° East Longitude is calculated to be 67% Bristol 

Bay reds. 

A basic assumption in the above calculations is that return efficiency 

from the high seas and from the Bristol Bay fisher~ are similar. There also 

remain many ualmowns in the movements and saasonal distribution of red salmon 

at sea which could have a bear:Lng on resu.ltso It is reco2,nized ·t.hat there 

are large confidence limits to the proporl;ions cited~ d-1}.e to t,he small numbers 

of returns available, but even so3 results ars St'l.i'i3~ .. 
0

J:;;~ consist,ent in 

indicating that. a high propor·tion of the red salmon to 165° East were .from 

Bristol Bay,, No doubt t,his percentage di1ninished somewhat fr:om east to west, 

but returns were insufficient to warrant a finer breakdot-m,, 
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TABJ.E 7. Number of tagged red salmon returned from various fishery 
areas, and estimated percentages of Bristol Bay red salmon 

(From returns of immature red salmon tagged in 1956 
and recovered in 1957) 

'USSR ! E. of J.65° E. Br1st81 
Estuary I w. o of I s. of N. of To',sJ. • Bo.y-

165 E. I Aleut.1 Al.eut.1 E. of 
Long• 165° E. 

".'I 

Tags Recovered:, 
Red Salmon catch ( 1n Thous.) 

0 
1,275 

0 
5,253 

9 7 
8,561 6.,009 

16 
14,570 

11 
6,631 

No. tags returned !)er million 0 1.05 1.J.6 1.11 1 .. 66 
salmon caught 

Percem;3&s Bristol Bay Salmon ... 0 63 70 67 

1 See Figure 1.6. 
~ Include N. side Alaska Peninsula. and Aleutian Island district catches. 
3 Ozle high seas return not included because reccr1ery location ·was unknown. 

Bristol Ba3" returns inelule only thoae from commercial fishery. (Tim returned 
from spa-wn:tng grounds not shmm.) 

100 

Source: INP.FC statistical Yearbook for 1957, except; u.s.s.R. catches, -which 
are r.ran "Catches of Far Eastern Salman in u.s.s.R, in 1957 by Areas of Fishing." 
distributed by u.s.s.R. observers at mPFC Annool. l1eeting 'l'okyo., 1958. Weight 
i.mits of u.s.s.R. catches ve1-e conver'Ged. to fish v.aing 6}~ 1ba. av. -,t~. for Far 
Ea.stern red salmon per Pravdin ( 194o). 
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It is also evident that the percentages of Bristol Bay reds as calculated, 

are not out of harmony with the relative production in 1957 of Bris-t,ol Bay 

versus Kamchatka red salmon, as seen in the catches sh01m in Table 6. The 

Bristol Bay catch was approximately five ti.T!les that of Kamchatkao 

Any immature American red salmon taken by the Japanese flee~ would tend 

to b:la.s the tag proportions in favor of Asian reds rather ·i..han American, 

because imMatures are not taken in the Br:Lstol Bay fishery- which was used 

as the basis of comparison. Immature reds were ·t.aken in areas of tagging 

stu'"liing about June 20, and presumably they would be taken also in the areas 

fished by the Japanese. 

R.ESUJ .... TS OF JliPANESE 'l'AGGING- IN 1957 

The results of the Japanese tagging experiments in 1957 were in harmony 

with the results of the Uni·l;ed States experL-nentso 

Figure 37 shows the distribution of the 13 returns from 621 reds tagged 

by ·iihe Japanese in 1957 (Japan, Fisheries Agency, 1958a) ~ 

F~u.re 37 .-0 -.Recovery dist,ribution of red salmon tagged by- Japan 
all areas combined~ 

Source: Japan, fisheries Agency (19.58a) 

in 1957:; 

The low (201%) rate of return from the Japanese tagging ,-ras p!'obably 

dus to injury by the gill nets used for taking the fish for tagging. In 

addition, some immat.ure salmon may have been involvedo The available data 

gives no breakdown as to mat,uri-c,y. 

The two returns from experiments just 1-1est of' AM,u Island were taken 

on the hLgh seas east of the point of tagging, bui; the dista...n.ce imrolvecl. was 

too little for conclusions as to conti.11ent of' origin. An ex,;erimer1t~ i.'ll.rne

diately north of Adak produced only one return, and that iron, Bristol Ba;r0 
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. 0 
The tagging in the central Bering Sea at about 54 North Latitude and 

177° West Longitude is of special interest s:!..nce it was in this general area 

t,hat the Japanese fleet enjoyed very heavy red salmon catches (Figure 25). 

Five reds were returned out of 72 tagged (6.9%). Four out of the 5 returns 

were recovered a short dis·l;ance east of the poin'~ of tagging. The fifth was 

from a short distance west. Since the Japanese fleet was dispersed both east 

and west of the tagging location, the results indicate an easterly- movemi::m-!;, 

and at the same time a very high efficiency of recovery, since the tagging 

loca'i;ion was not far from the abstention line (175° Wo). 

In the tagging south of the Pripilofs 1 18o reds were tagged., producing 

5 returns. All were from Bristol Bay, as were returns from fl.merican tagging 

in this area (Figures 32 & 33). 

1958 TAGGING 

The distribution of t,agging in 1958 was similar to that o:f 1957, but 

with additional areas in t.he central Bering Sea and also in the Gulf of 

Alaska south and sou.theast of Kodiak Island (F'igure 6). 

The 1958 season was charac-lierized by a scarcity- of mature reds in all 

areas fished. The United States Fish and WildJ.i.f'e Service research vessels 

.found a similar scarcit,y in their r;ill net~ catches (Figure 24) o 

LENGTHS, AGE,AND MATURITY 

The age distribution of the :reds tagged in 1958 was radically diff'e-rent 

from either 1956 or 1957. As seen in Figure 5, only 269 nw.tui·e reds were 

tagged, and only 323 two-winter irmnatures. One-winter irnnatures, ho1-1eve:r, 

were very abundant, and 3,247 were tagged. The 91 very small reds which had 

just this season migrated from their parent; streams were t.aken late in the 

season in Areas 6c, BA, 9A)and 12A (Table T3). 
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The lengths of the red salmon tagged in 1958 are particularly" interesting 

because they illustrate the relative lengths of all ocean ages or red salmon 

from zero-t1inters to fou.r ... winters at sea (Figure 38). 

Figure 38 .... Lengths of red salmon tagged in 19$8 by ocean age, and lengths 
(at tagging) or those recovered in 1958. 

The zerorvinter-in-sea group shows a size mode at about 22o0 cm, while 

the one-winter group peaks at about 35.0 cm. The i.m."l'latt~-re two-winter fish 

show a mode at 47.0 cm, while the matures of this age have a rather indiatinc~ 

·peak at about 56oO c:m. The three-winter fish show an irregular mode at 6o.o om, 

similar to the sizes of this age group in 1956 and 1957. A single i'our•winter 

fish measured 66.o cm. 

The bar graphs illustrate the lengths (at tagging) o:f those recovered 

in 1958. These are representative of the entire range of three-winter redsJ> 

and of the larger mature two-winter reds. 

Figure 38 also shows t.he lengths (at. "liagging) of four reds returned in 

August. 1958, which by all available evidence were immature at t:iJne of 

tagging., These were the first. examples of immature reds being returned in 

the same year as tagged. Three were tagged in Area 2C on July 18 and 20, am 

were recovered on August 8 and 9 in the same area. The fourt,h l·tas tagged an 

June 27 in Area 4C and recovered August 7 near Attu ( see Figures 39 and 40) .. 

At the time of tagging mature reds had practically vanished, and catches had 

the characteristics of ir.!:il.ature salmon. The long periods at liberty without 

approaching coastal areas also suggests only feeding movements rather than 

spawning rnigra~ions. The lengths of the £our a1,a within the range of im

mature twc,...winter reds, although the largest (54,.0 cm) is among the lat·ger 

o! this group. 
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Figure 38, Lengths of red salmon tagged in 1958 by ocean age, and lengths 
(at tagging) of those recovered in 1958. 
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In 19.59, some returns should be received from the remainder of the t.wo .. 

winter immatures and from the large number of one-winter ir..matures. Some of 

the latter gi-oup may not return until 19600 

RETURNS BY AREA OI<' TAGGING (Table R3) 

A_£!3aS lCa 2A,and 2B 

The feu reds tagged in these tmstern areas were mostly immatures and gave 

no returns in 1958. 

Area 2C (Figure 39) 

Figure 39o••Recove:ry distribution of D".ature and imma.tu:re red salmon tagged 
in area:J 2C in l95'8a r 

Out. of 21 mature reds tagged in Area. 20 > one was re-iialcen in Bristol Bay, 

and two c;,n the high seas sout h and -.rest of the tagging loca:t.ton. One of the 

lat·t.er was the .first red returned f'rom 11est of" 165° East, Lohgit-ude. It is 

logical that these two fish were destined for Asian spawning grounds,_ 

especially the on~ recovered west of 16.5° Eas·i; Longitu.de, since it was taken 

on July 20 (Table R15). 

The other three reds were imr:.at,ure when tagged and were recaptured within 

Area 2C in August, as axplaix~ed earlier. 

Area 3B (Figure 40) 

The six mature reds tag;ed h0~e gave one return from B~istol Bay. 

]figlll'e ho~-....Recovery- distribution o! mature and immature red salmon tagged 
·in areas ·JS and 4C in 1958. ---

Areas JC1 4A,and 4B 

No returns were received from the few mature reds tagged i.~ these areaso 
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Figure 39. Recovery distribution o! mature and immature 
red salmon tagged in area 2C in 1958. 

Figure 40. Recovery distnbut10n of mature and immature 
red sa lmon tagged 1n areas 3B and 4C in 1958. 
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Figure 41. Recovery distribution of mature red salmon 
tagged in area 5A m 1958. 
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Are a 4C ( Figure 40) 

From only 7 mature reds tagged, one was retaken in Bristol Bayo In 

addition, one out o.f 98 t,wo=winter inunatures tagged was retaken on the high 

seas near Attu, as discussed earlier. The return of this fish from near 

Attu shows that the imllla.tures moving westward through Area 4C continue at 

least as far as 172° Eas·\i Longitude. 

'l'he large number (1·,231) of one~winter inllllatures is e.1..-pected to produce 

returns in 1959. 

One immature rad tagged in Area 4C in 1956 was returned in 1958. To date, 

this has been the only rad retumed after two years at libert,y. As shown in 

Figure 20, it was recovered at about 49° Nor·l;h Latitude and 169° East Longi• 

tud.e near where some from the same tagging erperiments had been recovered in 

19570 As shown in the discussion of the 1957 results, tagged reds recovered 

in this area illustrated the limits of distribution of Bristol Bay reds that 

year,. In view of the 1957 resul'l.s, this return in 1958 may also have been 

a Bristol Ba.v red salmon. It was recovered on June 6, t-1hich is early enough 

that, ii. could have reached Bristol Bay by the peak period :,f the runo 

Areas 5A and 6A (Figures 41 and 42) 

---------Figure 4l ...... R(:)cove1::y distribution of mature red salmon tagged in area 5A 
in 19530 

Figure !42 ,, ..... Rt:\oovery distribution of mature red salmon ·tagged in area 6A 
·in 1958. 

The total of 166 mature reds tagged in these two areas _produced 35 returns 

or 21 .. 1 percent. Two returns were .from the north side of the 1r.1aska Penin•• 
"32. V . 

sula, * from Bristol Bay, and one from the Kuskokwim River. !fost were 

tagged between the Pribilof. Is1ands, and were moving eastward as determined 

by the direction of set, of the seine. As in J.957, the percentage return was 

higher than for other areas, presumably due to the lesser time and distance 

to Bristol Bay. 
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Figure 4l. Recovery distribution of matul'e l'ed sa lmon 
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Figure 43. Recovery distribution of mature r~d salmon 
tagged m areas 9C and JOA m 1958. 

90 Tagged (E. of 170'E.f 
6 Reco, ·ered 

1047 Tagged (W. of 170"E.) 
90 Rec ove r ed 

Figure 44. Recovery distribullon of red salmon tagged 
by Japan in 1958, all areas c ombined. 
Source: Japan, Fisheri es Agenc y (1958b,c), 
and table prepared by Japane5e Fisheries 
Agency, February 1959, ent.lled, 'Release 
and Recapture Data for Salmor, Tagged by 
Japan ar,d Recovered by U , S.S . R. in 1958. " 
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Area SC 

Only imm.rt;ures were tagged in Area ,c :i.l1 1958 due to the timing of 

fishing. 

Area 6C 

This area was also fished ·too late to int.ercept many matures, but as 

shmm :Ln Table C3, imr.tature reds were very abundant here on July 2:, 3, and 4o 

On July 4, 817 reds were taken in a sj.ngle se'li with the seine open to the 

east. This was the largest catch of red salmon in the three years I fishing o 

Returns in 1959 will, therefore, represent a ver.r large body oi' red salmon 

from this area. 

Areas 8A1 8C1 9A1 and 12A 

No reds were returned from taeg:i.ng in these areaso Most of those tagged 

ware im:natures. 

Areas 9C and lOA ( Figure ll3) 

Figure 430--Recove:cy distribution of ~Jilli'..£ red salmon "i:',agged :i.n 
areas9C and lOA in 19580 

Although only 28 mature reds were tagged in these two areas, 6 were re

turned. Fi,,e were from the approaches to the Fraser flive:r,- in British 

Columbia., Canada., and one was .from the weir on t,he Babine J:U.ver which is a R /5 
tributary of the Skeeni: River. also in B:citi0h Columbia. As seen in Table ~ 

returns were 5.n late August and early September; much later than from the 

Aleutian tagging. 

Returns from tl-iis area were of special interest, since it was the first 

year of tagging in the Gulf of Alaska. In addition, it, we.s a cycle year of 

large abundance in the Fraser Rivero 
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Unf'ort.unately, the vessel operating here was not able ·to st.a.rt fishing 

unt,il midc,J'unc1
1 

and then was coimnitted to other research worlc in Cook Inlet, 

during late June and the first two weeks of July,, Although salrrJ.on Here fou...t1d 

in all areas fished, no large 
c..4 

catches were made (Table ..01) . 
/\ 

1958 MIGRATION ROUTES 

Although there was much less data .for indicaM.ng the principe.l migration 

routes of Bristol Bay reds in 19581 the available data sugges·i; that, t,he 

majority of the run .followed a route similar to that followed by the 1956 

run (Figure 26). Catches by the Japanese fleet are not indicat,ive since they 

operated only south and west of the Aleutians in 1958 (Figure 25). 

The catches by the United States Fish and Wildlj.fe Service research 

vessels showed a scarcity in the areas to the west (Figure 2u). Their 

largest catches were 11".ade between Amukta Pass (169° ~ 173° Wes·t) and the 

Pribilof Islands, suggesting that as in 1956, reds approached Bristol Bay vi.a 

this routeo 

The tagging vessels did not fish or ·l;ag in areas adjacent t.o Amukiia Pass 

during the period t,hat matures 1-1ere available, so neither seine ca.tch nor 

tag return data are a-vail.able fo::!." this area, as in previo1.1s years. 

The three returns to Bristol Bay from experiments in the central and 

western Aleutians (Jtigures 39 and 40)., show that ai; least some Brist,ol Bay 

reds passed through these areas. However!) t,he scarcity of reds suggested 

this as a minor part of the I'Ullo The low overall abundance was in accoI'd 

with the very low abundance of Bristol Bay red salmon in 1958 (catch plu.<3 

escapement l<Jas approximately 6 million, compared to llo5 million in 1957» and 

25 million in 1956!) Table 6). 
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RESUIJ' S OF JAPANESE TAGG1UG IN 1958 

The Japanese tagging experiments in 1958 provide a valuable supplement, 

to t,he United States experiments, particularly in t,he areas west of' 170° Easl, 

Longitudeo 6 Using long lines to capture their salmon, they tagged 1,137 red~ .. 

6nata are from Japan, };<'isheries Agency, 19.58 b;, c i and from a. table 
released by the Japanese Fisheries Agency, Febo 1959, entitled, "Release 
and Recapt,ure Data for Salmon Tagged by Japan and Recovered by USSR in 195811 ., 

----------------~--------~------,--~---
Returns totaled 102 or 9 .. 0%. This canno·t be compared directly with t,he 17 1% 

return .from mature reds tagged in the United States experi.TUent,s in 1958 

(Table R.3) since the Japanese total includes :L-nmature fish. In additionp the 

locations of tagging, the types of tags used, and the proximity of commei•cial 

i'isheries were quite di.fferent for t.he two countries 9 exper:i.mentso 

Results from their experi.ment,s near 175° West Longi.tuc.e were typical of 

United States experiments in this area. All fou-r .ooturns were .from Bristol 

Oay (Figure 4h) o 

Figure 4l~. -•Recovery- distribution of red salmon tagged by Japan in 1958, all 
areas combined. Source: Japan, Fisheries Agency (1958 b,c), a.:.~d 
table prepared by Japanese Fisheries Agency, Feb. 1959, entitled: 
11 Release and Recapttu-e Data for Salmon Tagged by Japan and 
Recovered by u.s.s.R. in 1958.11 ________________ , ______ _ 

.:.~1·vm 'Lhe experiments :near 18o0 , t110 reds went, v'est to approximately 165° 

East Longitude. Their lengths at tagging (,56.1 and 57 o 5 cm)" and t,he dat,es 

of recovezy (July 7 and 9)~ suggest that ·they probably were mature salmon 

destined for Asian spawning stre-:ims.. The one tagged at 178°57' West Longitude 

is ~he easternmost limit of Asian red salmon to be shmm by tagging .. 
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Since United States tagging did not extend west of 170° East Longitude, 

the Japanese western experiments are of particular interesto These experi-,, 

ments (Figure 44) show a positive westward movement from all azreas of tagging, 

including some returns from the Sea of Okhot,sk and from Kamchatka est,uar:i.eso 

Thus, the presence of Asian reds is positively sho1-m to about 165° East 

Longitudeo 

It should be pointed out regarding results from the western tagging, how .. 

ever, that the pattern of returt1s was greatly influenced by t.he distribution 

of the high seas .fl.eat operating :L11 the immediate vicinit,y a"t the time~ 

"rhere was little high seas gear to the east of t,he taggi.11.g locations as 

illustrated by Figure 15 (month of July). Since experiments jn areas west, 

of 165° East Longitude were between July 5 and August 18:i i·t; would seem 

probable that many of those tagged we.re immatureo Until data on maturity 

are available, the results cannot be fully evaluatedo .l<~inally, it should be 

pointed out that the Japanese experiments west of 170° were too late to show 

the presence or absence of mat,u.re Bristol Bay red salmon. f,.s will be dis,D 

cussed later, the rate of travel of red salmon app1·oaching Bristol Bay is 

approximately 30 miles per day. Since the peak of the Bristol Bay run is 

prior to July 15, tagglng near 170° East Longit,ude wotu.d have to be done in 

May or early June in order to intercept matUl'e Bristol Bay 1'(-:!dSo 

SUMt•1ARY OF RED SALMON TAGGING RESUL'l'S "" 1956 THHOUGH 1958 

SUMMARY OF RETURNS FROM ALEUTIAN EXPERD1ENTS 

Although abtmdance and distribution of red salmon in the Aleutian areas 

varied considerably in 1956, 1957, and 1958, t.he distribution of tag :re'i:,urns 

shows a consistent pattern when totaled fo~ the three years. 
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·.rabJ.e 8 present,s a sUimn~r.t oi.' tag re-t,u:ms f:i:•m1 !!!.~~ red aalmon t:-tgged 

in the Aleutian area for t;he thre::: y0a1·s combined. Bo-th to1gging and recovery 

·-·------------..---··--------
~·able 8. --Summary of Z'eturns from mat,u.ra red salmon tagged jn Aleut:i.an Ialand 

area (1956, · 1957> and 19~ombined) 

·------~-------·----------
areas are ar2•anged from west to east f o:c convenience. The three areas of high 

seas r~turns are shm-m in Figure l6, 

The lack 9f ret,u:r•ns from flsi,;m es-twwies or spawning grounds is at once 

c:pparen-t;. No red salmon tags have been 1°,4'\ju:cned from the fsian side ·l;'.) date, 

:-ilthough chu.Tll, pii:k} and silvel' sal.mon have been ret.1.u·ned from numerous tagging 

locations (Tables R4 - 11). 

A s:lngle red salmon was recovered from the high seas west oi' l65° East, 

Longitude, and as seen jn "i:.he table> it was tagged in J'\.rGa. 2c; . Since ·i;.be 

high seas .fleet, annually toolc large ca"i:,ches of :i:·ecls west o:f 165° £ast (Table 5), 

these results 5.ndicatc a low propo:t·tion of Asian :c~ds in ta~g:l.ng arGas t;o the 

east of Area 2C. 

From the high seas ar2a (F:i.gure 16) sou:..h of ·i;he Aleut:i.ans, thr·ee mattu·e 

Peds have br:en :returned; two wern ti!ggcd in Ar~ ... 2C, and one in A1·ea JC 

(Fj.gures 28, 29, ,,nd '39). Th0 la:i.·ee nttmbers tagged 2as·i; of Area 30 (180°) 

gc.:ve no i"et.urns from ·the heavy high :::;eu.s fisher~r so11th of the AJ.cu:t.ians. lt 

is no"!, certain .;~ether the above l:,h1•ee 2:etu:i:ns ue1·e destined for Asian or 

Amez·ican str0ums, but [,~ discussed ea!.'lior, ·0he ·two shmm in F:l.gures 29 

(Area 3C, 19S7) and 39 (A,.•€a 2C; 1958)J -:.-:era p1·01ahly Asie.n,. while the one 

in Figura 28 (Ai·e~ 2C, 195?) !night have been ai·.;he-.. · American or Asian, 
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TABIE 8. Summai-y of returns :fr001 mature red salmon tage;ed in 
Aleutian Island. area. 

(1956, 1957, and 1958 caubi.--ied) 

-- =1=~= Areas o:f' Tagging, from West to East (See Fig., l~) 

2A 2C 3B 3C ~A 4c 5A 5B 5C 6A 6B 6c 7c Total 
2B 4B -·~ 

No .. Y'ature Reda 
2,8251 Tagged ( '56, '57., 158) 11 37 7 46 9 236 229 28 iz; 223 22 1407 1Jli8 --- --

Noo Returned in Asian 
Esi;uaries or Streams 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent • .. - - .. ... .. ... - .. .. .,. 

No. Retu:rned
2
West 

of l.65° East 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Percent - 2 .. 7 .. - - ... .. - "' ... ... .. O 04 

No" Bet~South I o of Aleut 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Percent ... 5 .Ji. - 2.2 ... ... .. .. - .. 01 

Noo Returned.
2
Norch 

0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 11 0 0 1 0 15 of Aleutians 
Pel"Cent I• ... .. - 1.3 .. .. 9 .. 0 - 0.1 "' ; 0 i; t 

No. Returned in Bristo 
Bay am. vic:tn:tty 

6 67 15 I 163 Estuaries or streams 0 2 l 2 1 16 1 ll ~ 1 
Pereerxt • 5.4 14.3 4.3 ll.l 2o5 7.0 3.6 9.0 17.,9 4.5 4.8 3.315.8 

-
Total 0 5 1 3 1 9 16 1 22 40 l 68 ~ 182 
Percent • 13.5 14.3 6.5 ll.l 3.8 7.0 3.6 18.o 17 .9 4.5 4 .. 8 3.3 16"~ 

. -----------... ~-
1 Does not inclu:le 17 ·tagged fran gill nets 1n 1956. 
2 See Figure J.6. 
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A total. of' 15 reds ·were returned from high seas gear north of the 

Aleutians. All were tagged in Areas 4c, 5C, and 6c south o:f the Aleutians. 

There is little doubt that all fifteen vrere destined for Bristol Bay, since 

they -were taken along the t;ypical migration routes 1'ollo,~d by red salmon 

approaching Bristol Bay :from south of the Aleutians, as demonst?ated by the 

tagging and seining. 

The returns from Bristol Bay shmr clearly the presence of Bristol. ;Bay 

reds at least as fa.r -west as 172° Eo.st Longitude (Area 2C). There is no 

significant diminishing in the percentage returns of Bristol Bay reds from 

east to ·west, 'Which suggests the relative unimportance of' Asian reds even in 

the ":esternmoat areas of tagging. Numbers tagged -west of J.80° are unfortu

nately small, however. 

It might at first seem illogical that interception 'by tbe Japanese 

fleet did not cause a reduotion in rate of return t.o Bristol Bq" from the 

western tagging experiments. This is explained, ho·wever, when it is remem,., 

bered that 1957 ,,m.s the only year o:f the three 1n which dates o:t tagging 

and dates and location of J&penese operations could have resulted in inter

ception. Such interce-ption ·was serious 1n 1957. As illustrated 1n 

Figures 30 and 35, over one half of the recoveries from ex_periments in Areas 

4C and 5C ·were taken at sea on the route to Bristol :Bay. In 19561 the four 

returns from 13ristol Bay (tagged in lireas 4C and 5C) 1iere tagged 1n late J\me 

or early July, thus probably passing through the Bering Sea after the Japanese 

opero.tions there. In 1958, the Ja::pa.nese fleet did not operate in the central. 

:Bering See.. Results suggest that i:f large nunbers 1-1ere tagged 1n e. series 

of locations across the Aleutians., interception by the Japanese 1-rould reduce 

fu~istol Bay returns from the ·weatern experiments. 
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Asian Red Salmon 

The data provide no positive indication of the eastern extent of As ian 

I~d salmon movements, since no tags were returned from Asian estuaries or 

riversa A few returns from the high seas suggest the probability of some 

Asian reds in the tagging experiments west of 18o0 on t.he south side of the 

Aleutianso 

Japanese experiments in 1958 (Figure 44) show Asian reds to be present 

at least as far east as 178° West Longitude. 

RATE OF TRAVEL 

The rate of travel of salmon at sea, as calculated from the tag retu.rnsp 

has maey applications in the analysis of the ocean movements o£ salmonL Re

garding red salmon~ the subject will be discussed only as to the average rate 

of travel of mature reds approaching Bristol Bay.. This rate in turn may be 

related to the expected timing of Brist,ol Bay reds passing through various 

areas at aeao 

The average rate of travel of 6o mature :reds tagged in Area 6c :in June, 

1956, and recovered in the Bristol Bay fishecy, was 24 miles per day., T:iJne 

at liberty varied from 12 to lio dayso In making the distance measurements, 

it was assumed that the fish lvent through Amukta. Pass immediately west of 

Area 6co The average rate of travel is probably still low, however, since 

some may have continued west further than Amukta Passo By using rates based 

on returns from experiments £ar to the west, or from north of the Aleutians, 

this difficulty should be eliminatedo Accordingly, 4 such returns ( two frc:t11 

Area 2C, one from 3B,and one from 4B) show an average of 30 miles per dayo 

Reds ·tagged near the Pribilof Islands should also give a truer picture of 

rate of travel. Twenty-seven returns from tagging in Area 6A (1958) averaged 

31 miles per day with a standard de-.,,.iation of 606. Tirr..e at liberty varied 

from 8 to 27 dayso Extreme rates of travel were 15 and SO miles per day., 
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Thua1 ,30 miles per day- is probably a fair average rate of travel for 

mature reds within -the last 40 days at seao 

Since the great majority of Bristol Bay reds have entered the estuaries 

by July 20, their disappearance from the central Aleutian area (900 miles away) 

should be approximately 30 days earlier, or June 20. This is in agreement. 

with the dates of decline or mature reds in the central Aleutian area as 

discussed m the section on movementso 

PERCENTAGE RETURNS 

The percentage returns of tagged mature red salmon have shown an increase 
Ct 5 Shc,.,..Jn b~/17 -vJJ 

each year!\ but they are still much less than the nonnal 30% to 40% return !ram 

coastal tagging experiments. ttl§'" i&@un j perceofF~.u eturii6d of mstm::e :r::,~ 

, ,u.1111~ ae shown .bi tne tag reco,eey Wiul~ 

1956 

19$7 

1958 

The reasons for the increase in retums each year are more easily explained 

than the overall low rotum. One reason for the increase in success of ret,urn 

in 19S7 over 1956 was the dual fishery through which red salmon passed.. Fou.r,,, 

teen red salmon tagged in Areas 4C and 5C in 1957 1-rare captured by the Japanese 

fleet north of the Aleutiansp while others were recaptured in Bristol 3Y 

(Figures 30 and .35)o Only one such return occurred in 1956 (Figul:e 22}o 

Also9 tagging in 19,7 was extended to Area 6A which ..-as much closex- to the 

Bristol Bay fishery than aey tagging in 19560 Returns from that area were 

1006% (Table R2) o In addition,9 the smaller-,.meshed nets used in 1957 ,9 and t,he 

improved techniques of handling shou1d have contributed to the increasen 
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The high overall percentage of return.a for 1958 was due to two lalolm 

factors; first. the large proportion tagged near the Pribilofs where percent.

ages are higher due to proximity to Bristol Bay, and second, the use of more 

disc tags which have consistently given better returns than tube tagso This 

subject was discussed in the section on Tags Used, but another comparison of 

tubes and discs might be made at this point. In 1957, tube tags were used 

on 85 o! the 94 reds tagged in Area 6Ao Ten (11.8%) were returned., In 1958, 

one-hundred twenty ... nine reds were t.agged in Area 6..\., all with discs. Thirty 

(2303%) were returned., The only known variable 'tfaS in the time at libert.f o 

In 1957 t.agg1ng was between June 17 and 21 and the average time at liberty' 

was 21 days, while in 19.58 tagging was from June 24 to 27 and the average 

time at liberty was only 14 days (Tables Rl4 and RJ.5)., Such a difference 

1n time at liberty could hardly account for the large advantage shown by the 

disc tagso Thus~ disc tags must have been :responsible for a large share of 

the increase in percentage returns in 1958. 

In spite or the variable character of the percentage retums., the 6.4% 

total return shown 1n Table 8 is probably an average figure which may be 

expected fl"OJl1. mature reds tagged well out at sea us:1ng present ITBtlnds. The 

use or disc tags can be expected to 1ncrease the figure somewhat, but the 

great disparity between resul.ta from oceanic and coastal. tagging remainso 
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The disparity is not unreasonable, hm.-ever, since the .factors in.fluenc ing 

percentage ret.ums from tagging at. sea are undoubtedly more numerous and 

complex than for coastal taggingo Among the most important differences 

would be the greater variability 1n the condition ot salmon tagged at sea, 

and the greater time and distance between tagging and recovery o The grea·l,ar 

fragility of salmon at sea, even of those maturing, has been discussed., 

Salmon in the e8'Uaries have thicker akin and mucous, and scales are fii:m:cy 

imbedded. The 111 returns from the Bristol Bay commercial fishe17 ~ from the 

1956 and 19S'7 experiments, averaged 27 days at liberty,, This compares with 

only a few days, or even hours, in coastal tagging. Such long periods, 

coupled with the great. distances traveled, would be expected to reduce 

returns due to mortality caused by tagging Furthermore, fish tagged at sea 

must include some that are destined for smaller str eams wit,h only resident 

subsistence .fisheries from which the probability of return is poorero 
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